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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Context

The growth of fungi in the indoor environment is a widespread, global problem.
Mold growth, or dampness leading to mold growth, is prevalent in almost 50%
of houses in the United States of America and Canada (Mudarri and Fisk, 2007).
In the European Union, 25% of social housing suffers from the same problems
(Bonnefoy et al., 2003). In Beijing, Guangzhou and Hong Kong, mold is present
in 10% of dwellings with child inhabitants (Wong et al., 2004). In the most recent
review of these and other studies, the World Health Organization emphasizes that
an estimation of mold prevalence in the order of 10-50% may hold for the most
affluent countries, but that the magnitude of the problem may be larger for poorer
countries (WHO, 2009). In West Bank refugee camps, for instance, about 75%
of dwellings suffer from visible mold growth (Al-Khatib et al., 2003; El Sharif et
al., 2004).
The primary concern about indoor fungal growth is its negative effects on
the health of the inhabitants (Institute of Medicine, 2004; WHO, 2009). Fungi
excrete a range of substances, including mycotoxins, volatiles and fungal fragments, which are associated with respiratory infections and allergic reactions such
as asthma (Miller, 1992; Green et al., 2011; Nielsen and Frisvad, 2011). Mold
growth has a further negative effect on the indoor environment through the defacement or degradation of walls and other surfaces (Figure 1.1), and through the
production of odorous substances (Adan, 1994). The economic cost of remediating these medical and aesthetical problems is considerable. Asthma related costs
alone, for instance, are estimated at $3.5 billion and $5.8 billion annually in the
USA and Europe, respectively (Mudarri and Fisk, 2007; Adan and Samson, 2011).
Historically, there is evidence of indoor fungal growth in ancient times.
Recently, Vasanthakumar et al. (2013) identified Penicillium chrysogenum, a
1
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Figure 1.1: (a) Typical example of severe fungal defacement of indoor surfaces. Image
courtesy of Mirjam Bekker. (b) Wall painting in the tomb of King Tutankhamen, defaced
by brown spots that are likely the result of ancient fungal growth. Image courtesy of
Elsevier.

fungal species very closely related to the species examined in the current study,
as a possible cause of the brown spots defacing the wall paintings of the tomb of
Tutankhamen (Figure 1.1b). In modern day, the World Health Organization has
indicated that exposure of the population to mold is increasing with several global
trends (WHO, 2009):
• Energy conservation measures, such as closed ventilation systems and increased insulation, may promote indoor climates favorable to fungal growth
when wrongly applied or damaged.
• The globalized application of cheap green materials may increase the susceptibility of indoor surfaces to fungal growth (e.g. Hoang et al., 2010).
• Insofar as climate change has an effect on increasing extreme weather conditions and especially on flooding, it leads to more damp-related problems
in buildings.
• Finally, urbanization means that more people become subject to these trends.

1.2

Indoor fungi

The indoor fungal biodiversity contains 100-150 species, which belong to at least
37 genera (Samson, 2011). The fungal flora that is found in field studies vary
with the conditions of the study, such as the method of sampling or the tested
substrate types (e.g. Hunter and Bravery, 1989; Gravesen et al., 1997; Kuhn and
Ghannoum, 2003; Wessen et al., 2001; Mcgregor, 2008; Andersen et al., 2011).
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An in-depth review of such studies on fungal flora can be found in e.g. Flannigan
and Miller (2001). In general, species of the genera Aspergillus, Penicillium, and
Cladosporium are the most dominant indoor fungi in Europe and America (Adan,
2011; Flannigan and Miller, 2001; Adan and Samson, 2011; WHO, 2009; Verdier
et al., 2014). Penicillium rubens, specifically, was found to be one of the most
dominant indoor species in the Netherlands (Adan, 1994).
The fungi found in the indoor environment are typically filamentous microfungi, also called molds. These are multicellular microorganisms that grow on
surfaces in the form of a network of tubular cells called hyphae. Individual hyphae
only grow by extension at the tip, and branch frequently. The total network of
connected hyphae is called the mycelium. The mycelium forms the main body
of the fungus; it takes up resources where it is attached to the surface and redistributes these to the hyphal tips where growth occurs (Deacon, 2006; Lew,
2011).
Fungi reproduce and disseminate through the production and dispersal of
spores, specialized cells from which new mycelium can grow. Many different types
of spores exist, and a specific fungal species can often generate multiple types
(Wyatt et al., 2013). For most indoor fungi, specifically for species of the genus
Penicillium, the dominant type of spore is the conidium (Flannigan and Miller,
2001; Frisvad and Samson, 2004; Samson et al., 2010). Conidia are asexual
spores that a fungus produces in large quantities, which are dispersed via the air.
The typical conidial life cycle of Penicillium is illustrated in Figure 1.2. Conidia
are initially dormant and able to withstand harsh environmental conditions that
are sometimes unfit for mycelial growth (Deacon, 2006; Griffin, 1994). Once
conidia land on a substrate, the presence of conducive environmental conditions
can trigger germination, hyphal growth and mycelial extension. Once the colony
is established, asexual sporulation will occur to disseminate the fungus and for the
life cycle to begin again.
Since conidia are generally airborne, they will eventually be deposited on any
indoor surface. It will then depend on the characteristics of the local environment
whether germination and growth can occur. The development of any fungus is
affected by many abiotic environmental factors (Deacon, 2006). Some of these
are defined by the properties of the specific surface material, such as pH, carbon
sources, and minerals. Others depend on the indoor climate, such as temperature,
oxygen and light. Since the indoor climate constantly fluctuates, time is another
factor that needs to be considered with respect to indoor fungal growth. Of all
environmental factors influencing fungi, the presence of water is considered the
most important determinant for indoor fungal growth (Flannigan and Miller, 2001;
Adan and Samson, 2011). Fungi need contact with liquid water for the uptake of
nutrients. Further, the uptake and retention of water is required, as intracellular
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Figure 1.2: Schematic asexual life cycle of Penicillium species. When exposed to favorable conditions, a dormant conidium (a) will activate and start swelling (b). The swollen
conidium forms a tubular extrusion, the germ tube (c), which develops into the first hypha
(d). The primary hypha keeps extending and branching (e), thereby forming the mycelium
(f). Spore bearing structures, conidiophores, rise from the mature mycelium (g), releasing
new conidia into the air.

water is essential for metabolic processes and provides structural integrity to the
hypha (Deacon, 2006). Generally, when an indoor surface contains enough water,
it becomes susceptible to colonization (Johansson, 2014).

1.3

Fungi and water in the indoor environment

Most indoor surfaces consist of porous building materials such as wood, brick,
plaster, gypsum, paper, cork, or paint. These materials can absorb and store
water in their pores, where it may be used by fungi on the surface. In worst case
scenarios, this water may originate from leakage or even flooding. A less severe,
but far more common source of water, however, is water vapor in the air. The
adsorption of water from sufficiently humid air onto a porous material can allow
fungal growth. The exact way in which vapor becomes available to a fungus on
a porous surface depends on a complex interplay between the properties of the
indoor climate, the surface material, and the fungus itself (Adan 1994, Johansson
2014). A number of physical parameters are used to describe whether this water
is available for absorption to a fungus. Here, a brief overview is given of the
most important parameters and their interrelations. A more thorough discussion
is given in Chapter 2.

1.3. FUNGI AND WATER IN THE INDOOR ENVIRONMENT

air

RH
evaporation &
condensation

θ & aw

aw

5

hypha

diffusion

porous substrate

Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of the mechanisms determining the availability of
water to a fungus on a porous surface in the indoor environment. The porous substrate
has an aw and θ that are determined by the RH of the indoor air through evaporation or
condensation. The hypha has an internal aw , and water uptake by the fungus is governed
by diffusion due to the difference between the internal and external aw .

The key parameter that is used to describe a fungus’ interaction with liquid
water is the water activity (aw ). This property of liquid water is an expression of
its chemical potential and can have values from 0 (absence of water) to 1 (pure
water) (Atkins and de Paula, 2006). Mass transport between volumes of water
with different aw occurs through diffusion in the direction of the lower aw . Fungal
protoplasm has an aw of its own and a fungus can therefore only draw water from
its environment when the aw of the external water is higher than the internal aw
(Figure 1.3).
The aw of any body of liquid water depends on factors such as the temperature and the concentration of solutes when water is part of a solution. Using the
latter principle, fungi gain some control over their internal aw by metabolically
tuning the concentrations of ions and sugar alcohols in their protoplasm, referred
to as compatible solutes (Luard, 1982a; Blomberg and Adler, 1992; Lew, 2011).
This allows fungi to take up water from environments of lower aw . Apart from
temperature and concentration, the aw of the pore water in a porous material is
also related to the amount of water contained in the material. This amount can
be defined as the bulk volume fraction of water in the material, called the moisture
content (θ). The exact relation between aw and θ depends on the pore geometry
and pore structure of the material and is therefore highly material dependent.
In the indoor environment, the aw and θ of a porous indoor surface are
influenced by interactions between the pore water and the water vapor in the
indoor air. The thermodynamic state of water vapor in the air can be described
with the relative humidity (RH). Analogously to aw , RH is an expression of
the vapors’ chemical potential, with values ranging between 0% (the absence of

6
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water vapor in the air) and 100% (air saturated with water vapor). If a body of
liquid water and a body of air containing water vapor are in equilibrium, it holds
that RH = aw · 100%. If equilibrium is absent, mass exchange between water in
contact with air occurs through condensation or evaporation in the direction of
the lower activity (Figure 1.3). In the indoor environment, the θ in a material is
typically so low that the vapor in the air acts like a buffer that imposes a specific
aw and θ on the material.

1.4

State of the art

The capability of fungi to grow in environments with low aw has been investigated
in steady state experiments on agar for many fungal species (e.g. Scott, 1957;
Ayerst, 1969; Magan and Lacey, 1984; Judet et al., 2008; Nanguy et al., 2010;
Sautour et al., 2003; Ponizovkaya et al., 2011). The exact relationship between
aw and growth depends on the fungal species, substrate temperature, pH, and
nutritional status. In general, a trend of slower germination and slower hyphal
growth at lower aw has been found, down to a system specific critical aw (aw,crit ),
below which no growth occurs. The substrate aw that is optimal for growth
typically lies just below 1. In literature, aw,crit is an important property of indoor
fungi that is used to divide them into the widely used categories hydrophilic (water
loving, aw,crit ≥ 0.9) and xerophilic (dry loving, aw,crit < 0.9) (Lacey, 1980; Grant
et al., 1989; WHO, 2009). It is the xerophilic indoor fungi that can use vapor
from indoor air as a water source, whereas hydrophilic species need substantial
water leakage in order to grow. The previously mentioned common indoor fungi
are all xerophilic.
In the indoor context, fungi grow on porous materials rather than idealized
culture media. Because the RH often controls the moisture in indoor substrates,
studies on the water relations of indoor fungal growth have mostly focused on the
influence of RH on growth on porous substrates. (e.g. Coppock and Cookson,
1952; Grant et al., 1989; Pasanen et al., 1992; Adan, 1994; Chang et al., 1995;
Chang and Foarde, 1996; Clarke et al., 1999; Nielsen et al., 2004; Viitanen et
al., 2010; Johansson et al., 2013; Bekker, 2014; van Laarhoven et al., 2015).
Using growth experiments on substrates in equilibrium with a steady state RH, a
trend of slower growth with decreasing RH has been described for most common
building materials and for many indoor fungal species. It has been found that the
critical RH and overall growth rate of a specific fungal species also depend on the
substrate material, i.e., some materials are more susceptible to growth than others
(e.g. Clarke et al., 1999; Kuenzel, 2001; Viitanen, 2010; Johansson, 2014). The
differences in susceptibility are predominantly explained by differences in concentrations of nutrients. Cellulose containing materials such as wood and paper, in
which carbon sources are abundant, have the highest susceptibility (Gravesen et
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al., 1997; Hyvarinen et al., 2002; Pietarinen et al., 2008). On materials with less
nutrients built in, the susceptibility has been seen to increase when carbon sources
are added through soiling with dust and grease (Chang et al., 1995; Chang and
Foarde; Flannigan and Miller, 2001).
Most studies of fungal water relations rely on experiments conducted under
steady-state moisture conditions. Typically, the indoor RH is not constant, but
rather fluctuates due to household activities such as cooking or bathing. Despite
the fact that the average indoor humidity might be below the threshold for growth
under steady state conditions, transient periods of high RH may be sufficient for
sustaining mold growth on indoor surfaces (Pasanen et al., 1992; Adan, 1994).
Several researchers have studied the effect of cyclically alternating periods of high
and low RH on fungal growth on various building materials, such as gypsum
(Adan, 1994), wood (Viitanen, 1997; Johansson et al., 2013), and concrete (Viitanen and Ojanen, 2007). One of their most important general conclusions is
that exposure to a cyclic RH alters the rate of fungal proliferation during the
periods of high RH as compared to proliferation during the same RH at steady
state conditions (Adan, 1994; Viitanen, 1997; Johansson et al., 2013). Bekker
(2014) studied the effect of a single period of low RH on growth of P. rubens
on gypsum at otherwise favorable RH. She showed that desiccation at an earlier
point during proliferation of a substrate delays subsequent proliferation more, and
that exposure to a longer period of desiccation leads to a longer delay. According to Bekker, these results indicated a differentiated response of the individual
developmental stages to periods of lowered RH.
In summary, there is extensive knowledge of fungal colonization of building
materials under steady state RH. Unraveling the impact of dynamic RH has
been initiated by several researchers. For a fuller picture of fungal growth in the
indoor environment, however, several questions remain.
Firstly, while the presence of nutrients is known to impact a materials’ susceptibility to growth, little knowledge is available on the impact of other material
properties such as porosity or surface structure (Adan, 1994; Johansson, 2014).
Secondly, while much attention has been paid to the influence of the qualitative properties of water, aw and RH, the importance of the quantitative amount
of water in substrates, θ, is currently overlooked (Adan, 1994; Li and Wadsö,
2013). Because the RH around a porous substrate controls not only substrate
aw but also θ, more knowledge of the potential effects of θ will be crucial for a
sound interpretation of experiments relating RH to growth on porous substrates.
Thirdly, it currently remains largely unclear how the individual stages of
growth, i.e. germination, hyphal growth and conidiation, are affected by transient
humidities (Bekker, 2014).
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Finally, current studies of fungal growth on building materials are hindered
by a lack of microscopic data. So far, these have mostly relied on macroscopic
methods, chief among them the assessment of surface coverage with stereoscopy
(Adan, 1994; Viitanen et al., 2010; Johansson et al., 2013) and digital images
(Nielsen et al., 2004; Bekker, 2014). While these methods successfully quantify
growth, these are unsuitable for measuring individual hyphal extension. Scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) has been used to gain a microscopic view of hyphal
development on building materials as a function of moisture (e.g. Adan, 1994;
Bekker, 2012), but the method’s destructive nature makes real-time measurements
impossible. Real time measurements of hyphal growth on porous materials would
provide a new view on fungal colonization of such substrates. This might particularly benefit studies of fungal interactions with dynamic environmental factors,
especially temperature or humidity.

1.5

Objectives, scope and outline of this thesis

The general aim of the work presented in this thesis is to contribute to the understanding of the indoor moisture conditions that support fungal hyphal growth
on porous materials. The work aims to further the description of fungal growth
in the indoor environment by means of the following objectives:
• To design a method suitable for the real-time imaging of hyphal growth on
porous substrates under controlled humidity conditions.
• To understand the separate effect of the moisture content of porous substrates on hyphal growth.
• To determine how hyphal extension on porous materials is influenced by
transient humidity conditions.
• To investigate how growth from conidia is influenced by aw during their
formation.
Ultimately, this should lay the foundation for new or better strategies for
the remediation of indoor fungal growth through the disruption of fungal access
to water.
The experimental work reported in this thesis is done with a model system
to avoid to many interacting parameters. This was needed to allow for interpretation of the results and for drawing clear connections between cause and effect.
The system consists of the indoor fungus Penicillium rubens, growing on gypsum
under controlled humidity and temperature conditions. P. rubens is considered
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a common indoor fungus (Samson et al., 2010; Andersen et al., 2011) and gypsum is a commonly used indoor finishing material of which the nutrient content
is easily controlled. Both are well studied in the indoor context (Adan, 1994;
Bekker, 2014). It has to be noted, however, that many more indoor fungal species
and building materials occur, each with different moisture requirements or fungal
susceptibilities, respectively.
Isothermal conditions were chosen, considering that temperature influences
both the biological processes in fungi and the physical processes of moisture transport. Eliminating temperature as a parameter makes both execution and interpretation of experiments easier, but is also a considerable simplification with respect
to a realistic indoor climate.
This thesis starts with a detailed summary of the knowledge currently available about moisture requirements for indoor fungal growth in Chapter 2. The
chapter also includes both a more thorough derivation of the physics behind water
availability and an evaluation of the known biological mechanisms available to a
fungus to defend against low water activities. In Chapter 3, a description is given
of the experimental procedures used. This includes the introduction of a video
microscopy method that was developed with the aim of monitoring hyphal growth
on gypsum substrates under controlled humidity conditions. The method was
used to quantify growth in terms of hyphal growth rates. To gain a more detailed
understanding of the moisture conditions on the surface of samples in the experimental setup, sample equilibration was investigated with a numerical transport
model in Chapter 4. This chapter also details the experimental determination of
the relevant transport properties of the gypsum samples.
Chapter 5 describes growth experiments in which the moisture content of
the gypsum substrates was controlled independently of the aw . In this way, the significance of moisture content to hyphal growth on gypsum could be investigated.
In Chapter 6, growth experiments are reported in which growth of P. rubens on
gypsum was interrupted by a single period of low RH during otherwise optimal
RH conditions. The aim was to investigate how hyphal extension on gypsum is
influenced by dynamic humidity conditions. Chapter 7 reports growth experiments
in which samples were inoculated with conidia that were harvested from colonies
that were grown at a controlled, lowered aw . The aim was to investigate the
influence of the aw during conidiation on subsequent growth from conidia. The
final Chapter 8 in the thesis summarizes the main conclusions of this work and
discusses their importance for future research and application.

Chapter 2

Indoor fungal moisture
relations
2.1

Introduction

Water is unanimously considered to be the main factor that limits fungal growth in
the indoor environment (Adan and Samson; 2011). As such, understanding fungal
water access in indoor environment is critical for prevention. In this chapter, the
state of the art of knowledge on indoor fungal moisture relations is reviewed in
order to identify the open questions.
The terms water activity (aw ), relative humidity (RH), and moisture content (θ) were already briefly mentioned in the previous chapter. These parameters
form the backbone of any description of the movement of water through the environment or through the fungus. Especially the parameter aw is central to virtually
all discussions of fungal ’water availability’. Moreover, aw , RH and θ are used to
describe the state of water in and around porous materials, which are the typical
substrates for fungal growth in the indoor context. The chapter therefore starts
with a description of the physical meaning of these terms and their interrelations
and differences.
In the next section, an overview is given of the knowledge of the three
individual components that comprise the system of indoor fungal growth: indoor
substrate materials, indoor fungi, and the indoor climate. First, an overview is
given of the materials on which indoor fungal growth typically occurs and reasons
for the susceptibility of these materials are considered. Then, the factors are
discussed that determine the moisture conditions typically experienced by fungi
on indoor surfaces. Third, fungi typically thriving in the indoor environment, and
why, are discussed.
11
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Then, an overview will be given of studies of fungal growth on indoor
materials under controlled moisture conditions. Results of the studies will be
compared insofar possible.
In the last section, questions are formulated addressing the gaps in the
present knowledge.

2.2

The physics of indoor water availability

2.2.1

The biophysical meaning of water availability

The absence of water interferes with fungal growth on several levels. For instance,
fungi rely on nutrients that are broken down and dissolved in extracellular water
for a food source (Deacon, 2006). Further, the uptake of water is particularly
important. When a fungal cell is not sufficiently hydrated, macromolecular components such as enzymes and membranes will denaturize due to the disruption
of hydrogen bonds and lose their function (Brown, 1990; Hallsworth et al., 1998;
Magan, 2007). Moreover, the ongoing uptake of water is required to generate
an intracellular overpressure that is instrumental in the extension of hyphal tips
(Lew, 2011).
Uptake or release of water by a fungus occurs passively through diffusion
across the semi-permeable cell membrane. This process is driven by the difference
in chemical potential of the water in the protoplasm and that of the extracellular
water in contact with the fungus. The chemical potential of a group of particles
is defined as the group’s partial molar Gibbs free energy, which describes the
work needed to add particles to the ensemble, assuming constant temperature
and pressure (Atkins and de Paula, 2006). This means that when groups of water
molecules with different chemical potential µw are in contact - or only separated
by a permeable membrane - a net exchange of particles occurs in the direction of
the lower µw .
When the difference in µw is induced by a difference in solute concentrations, this process is often described in terms of osmosis and osmotic pressure.
µw may, however, be influenced by many factors other than solute concentrations,
such as temperature and pressure, as will be described in the following sections.
Therefore, a more general term, ’water availability’, is often used when referring
to µw : extracellular water is available for uptake when its chemical potential is
below that of the water in the protoplasm. Suppressing water availability is a key
strategy for the remediation of fungal growth in indoor environments (Adan et
al., 2011), but also in for instance food storage (Tapia et al., 2007). While the
term water availability is widely used, we will rather use µw , aw , and RH here,
as these are the physical quantities that the term refers too.
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The thermodynamical state of water: aw and RH

In studies of indoor fungal growth, the µw of water in the vicinity of the fungus
is typically expressed in terms of RH and aw , which were briefly mentioned in
Chapter 1. RH and aw both are direct transformations of the chemical potential
of water, µw , in the vapor phase and liquid phase, respectively. As such, aw and
RH, can be used to describe both the transport of moisture through the indoor
environment and the uptake of water by a fungus from its surroundings. The
relation between µw , RH and aw is derived here to provide a physical basis for the
description of fungal water availability. The first step is to derive an expression
for the chemical potential of water vapor in air. This is done by applying the
Gibbs-Duhem equation to a mixture of gasses (Atkins and de Paula, 2006):
−S · dT + V · dp −

X

Ni · dµi = 0

(2.1)

i

with S entropy in [J·K−1 ], T temperature in [K], V volume in [m3 ], p pressure
in [Pa], Ni the amount of substance of component i in the system in [mol] and
µi the chemical potential of component i in [J·mol−1 ]. When (2.1) describes a
mixture of ideal gasses, the pressure of the system is defined as the sum of the
partial pressures pi of the individual components
−S · dT +

X

V · dpi −

X

Ni · dµi = 0

(2.2)

i

i

Moreover, the partial pressure of one component in an ideal gas mixture is equal
to
pi = R · T · ρ i

(2.3)

with R the ideal gas constant in [J·K−1 mol−1 ] and ρi the molar density of the
component in [mol·m−3 ]. Substituting (2.3) into (2.2), assuming isothermal conditions, and assuming that the molar density of all components other than water
vapor remain constant, (2.2) can be rewritten to
dµw,v =

R·T
· dρw,v
ρw,v

(2.4)

with ρw,v and dµw,v the molar density and the chemical potential of water vapor,
respectively. Integrating both sides of (2.4), the chemical potential of water vapor
in air can be expressed in terms of either its partial pressure or its molar density
and a reference state:
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µw,v −

µ◦w,v

= R · T · ln

pw,v
p◦w,v

!

= R · T · ln

ρw,v
ρ◦w,v

!

(2.5)

in which µ◦w,v , p◦w,v and ρ◦w,v are the chemical potential, partial pressure and molar
density of water vapor in the reference state, respectively.
An expression for the chemical potential of liquid water, µw , l, is found by
applying equation (2.5) to the specific case of a body of liquid water in equilibrium
with the water vapor above it. Substituting the equilibrium condition
µw,v = µw,l ,

Tw,v = Tw,l = T

(2.6)

with Tw,v and Tw,l the temperature of the water vapor and liquid water, respectively, into (2.5) shows that

µw,l =

µ◦w

+ R · T · ln

pw,v
p◦w,v

!

(2.7)

with µ◦w a chemical potential of water in any phase in the reference state. Note
that, in (2.7), the partial pressures pw,v and p◦w,v are still properties of the vapor
above the liquid. To express µw,l as a function of properties of the liquid phase
alone, the partial pressure is replaced with the water vapor pressure, pv , a property
of condensed water that is defined as the partial pressure of vapor in equilibrium
with the liquid. This results in
µw,l = µ◦w + R · T · ln



pv
p◦v



(2.8)

with p◦v the vapor pressure of condensed water in the reference state. It is stressed
that equation (2.8) is also valid for water that is not in equilibrium with its vapor
phase, since µw is a state function. In the absence of equilibrium, water still has a
pv , which simply indicates the partial pressure of the vapor phase when equilibrium
occurs.
The aw and RH emerge in equations (2.5) and (2.8) by choosing the
reference state to be the state of a large body of pure liquid water, which has
a chemical potential µ∗w , has a vapor pressure p∗v , and is in equilibrium with air
containing vapor with a partial pressure p∗w,v . Firstly, the RH of air is defined
as the ratio of the actual partial pressure of water vapor and the partial pressure
of vapor in equilibrium with pure water, expressed as a percentage. As RH =
(pw,v /p∗w,v ) · 100%, it follows that
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µw,v = µ∗w + R · T · ln



RH
100%
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(2.9)

Secondly, the aw of any liquid is defined as the ratio of its actual vapor pressure
and the vapor pressure of pure water, aw = pv /p∗v , so in that case, it holds that
µw,l = µ∗w + R · T · ln (aw )

2.2.3

(2.10)

The influence of temperature on RH and aw

By definition, p∗v and p∗w,v are equal to the saturation vapor pressure, psat , i.e., the
pressure of air containing the maximum amount of vapor. While equations (2.9)
and (2.10) were derived for isothermal conditions, psat is temperature dependent,
and consequently p∗v , p∗w,v , aw and RH are as well. Here, we illustrate the impact
of T on the RH. The dependence of p∗w,v on T is governed by the ClausiusClapeyron equation in the range below the vapor’s critical pressure (22 MPa) and
critical temperature (647 K) (Atkins and de Paula, 2006):
p∗w,v (T )

=

(p∗w,v )T ◦

L
1
1
· exp − ·
− ◦
R T
T






(2.11)

with L the vaporization enthalpy in [J·mol−1 ], T ◦ a reference temperature and
(p∗w,v )T ◦ the partial pressure of saturated air at T ◦ . In Figure 2.1a, p∗w,v is plotted
as a function of T . Now consider the partial pressure of vapor in air that is initially
in a state A (T = 25◦ C) and is then isobarically cooled to a state B (T = 15◦ C).
While the air’s pw,v does not change during the cooling, the air’s p∗w,v decreases.
As a result, the ratio pw,v /p∗w,v , i.e., the RH increases, as shown in Figure 2.1b.
If the air is cooled further to a state C (T = 5◦ C), however, pw,v starts to exceed
p∗w,v and the air becomes super saturated. At that point, part of the vapor will
condense so that the pw,v of the remaining vapor decreases to the new p∗w,v . As
a result, the RH stays at 100% during cooling from B to C.

2.2.4

Water activity of aqueous solutions

The aw of any body of water depends on factors that influence its vapor pressure.
When water is part of a mixture, a major factor influencing the water vapor
pressure is the mole fraction of the water, χw . If the mixture is an ideal solution,
this relation can be described by Raoult’s law (Atkins and de Paula, 2006):
pvi = χi · p∗vi

(2.12)
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Figure 2.1: Influence of temperature on RH. (a) The partial pressure of water vapor in
saturated air as a function of temperature and the partial pressure of water vapor in air
that is cooled from state A to state B and then to state C as a function of temperature.
(b) The RH of the air during the cooling from state A to C via B.

in which pvi is the vapor pressure of component i of the solution, χi is its mole
fraction in [mol·mol−1 ], and p∗vi is the vapor pressure of component i as a pure
substance. In other words, for ideal solutions, aw = χw , with aw = 1 being pure
water and aw = 0 being the absence of water in a mixture. In the non-ideal
case, the relation between aw and χw becomes dependent on the nature of the
solute-solvent interactions, e.g. as discussed in depth by Blandamer et al. (2005).
Equation (2.12) can also be used to relate the osmotic pressure Π in [Pa]
to solute concentrations. Osmotic pressure is related to aw by the van’t Hoff
equation (Atkins and de Paula, 2006):


aw = exp −

vw · Π
R·T



(2.13)

with vw the molar volume of water in [m3 ·mol−1 ]. By substituting (2.12) into
(2.13), it follows that for ideal solutions
Π=−

2.2.5

R·T
· ln (χw )
vw

(2.14)

Water activity of water in porous materials

Another factor that influences the aw of a certain body of water via a change in pv
is the curvature of its surface. This change in pv is caused by a pressure difference
across the surface, called the Laplace pressure, pl , which arises from the surface
tension of a curved interface between liquid and vapor (Atkins and de Paula,
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2006). Thus, when the surface of pure water is curved, its vapor pressure may in
fact deviate from p∗v . The change in pv compared to p∗v due to this phenomenon
is described by the Kelvin equation (Hunter, 1993):

ln (aw ) =

vw · ∆pl
R·T

(2.15)

where ∆pl is the Laplace pressure. The generic expression for ∆pl is


∆pl = γ ·

1
1
+
r1 r2



(2.16)

with γ the surface tension of the surface in [N·m−1 ], and r1 and r2 the surface’s
principle radii of curvature in [m]. When the surface is curved symmetrically, i.e.,
spherically, r1 = r2 = r and ∆pl = 2γ/r. Conventionally, r is considered positive
when the body of water is convex and negative when the body of water is concave.
It follows from (2.15) and (2.16) that for pure water, aw > 1 for the surfaces of
droplets (r > 0), that aw < 1 for concave menisci (r < 0), and that aw = 1 for
straight surfaces (r → ∞). Experimentally, water’s relation between r and aw
described by (2.15) and (2.16) has been validated for r > 2 nm, i.e. the length
scale of a few tens of molecule diameters. For smaller r, the surface’s flexural
rigidity becomes too high to curve (Digilov, 2000; Hubbard, 2002) and (2.15) and
(2.16) become inaccurate.
The relation described by (2.15) and (2.16) is fundamental to the interactions between water and porous materials. The water in such materials typically
has a wetting angle of less than 90◦ , resulting in concave menisci and thus in an
aw < 1. This means that once pure water is held in a porous material, it may
be in equilibrium with air that has a RH < 100%. Vice versa, this means that
some water will always condense into a completely dry porous material, once the
material comes into contact with vapor of any RH and equilibrates with it. This
is called capillary condensation.
The amount of pore water contained in a pore is related to its aw via r,
as is illustrated in Figure 2.2a: when the amount of water in a pore increases, r
increases as well. It is stressed that, since γ · vm · R−1 · T −1 has a magnitude in
the order of 1 nm, the aw of a body of water is only meaningfully changed by its
curvature if r is comparable to 1 nm. This is shown in Figure 2.2b, which shows
the aw of the water in the example pore as function of r. The aw approaches 1
as r becomes larger than 100 nm. This means that only a relatively small volume
of water can be held due to capillary condensation, up to a few thousand nm3 ,
as illustrated in Figure 2.2c. More water could conceivably be stored through
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capillary action, but its activity would not be modified significantly by Kelvin’s
law and would therefore have an aw = 1.
Macroscopically, the total amount of water in all pores of a bulk material
constitutes the material’s moisture content, θ. The relation between aw and the
water volume stored in a single pore is illustrated in Figure 2.2c and forms the basis
for the material’s moisture sorption isotherm, a relation between the material’s
aw and θ. It should be stressed, however, that the exact shape of 2.2c is not
universal for pores. The exact amount of water stored in a pore due to capillary
condensation as function of the pore water aw depends on the pore geometry
and wetting properties of the material (Hunter, 1993). Accordingly, the material’s
sorption isotherm depends on the properties and geometrical distribution of its
pores. This makes the sorption isotherm highly material specific.
Equation (2.15) covers the change in aw due to surface curvature for pure
water. When considering the curvature of the surface of a solution, both the
curvature and the mixing with solutes contribute to the change in aw . The aw
due to both factors is described via


aw = exp

vw
· (∆pl − Π)
R·T



(2.17)

In Figure 2.2c, the dashed curve illustrates the sorption of a single pore which
contains a small amount of (ideal) solutes. At low and moderate aw , a pore with
solutes contains more water than a pore with pure water at the same aw . This can
be understood as follows: adding solutes to a certain volume of pore water at a
certain aw will lower the aw . To return the pore water to its former aw , additional
water is needed to dilute the solution and to diminish the surface curvature, which
both lead to increases in aw . At high aw , a pore contains much more water, so
the addition of solutes does not change χw significantly and does therefore not
result in a difference compared to pure water.

2.2.6

Synonyms for water activity in literature

Several authors studying the water relations of fungi have used different parameters
to quantify the water availability in substrates for fungal growth. Here we briefly
discuss the other options and their relation to aw . Firstly, there is the so called
water potential, Ψw in [Pa] (used by e.g. Luard, 1984; Griffin, 1994; Magan,
2007). Ψw , too, is an expression of µw :

Ψw =

µw,l − µ∗w,l
R · T · ln(aw )
=
vw
vw

(2.18)
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Figure 2.2: Simplified representation of capillary condensation. (a) A small amount of
water is contained in one corner of a pore. When more water is stored, the radius of
curvature of the surface is bigger (rb > ra ). (b) The aw of the stored water as a function
of the radius of curvature of its surface, r. aw varies with r for r < 100 nm. (c) The
typical volume of the water stored in a 1 nm as function of its aw .

One advantage of using Ψw is that the contributions from different processes to
a change in Ψw are additive. The Ψw due to surface curvature and the presence
for solutes, for instance, is
Ψw = ∆pl − Π

(2.19)

Next, there is ERH, the equilibrium relative humidity. The ERH of a
substrate is defined as the RH the substrate would be in equilibrium with, i.e.:
ERH = aw · 100%

(2.20)

The ERH is sometimes used to denote the water availability in studies
of steady state experiments in which the aw of a substrate is controlled via the
ambient RH (e.g. Pasanen, 2000; Rowan et al., 1999).
Finally, there is equilibrium moisture content (EM C), used by e.g. Viitanen
(1994) or Hoang (2009). EM C is defined as the moisture content belonging to a
certain aw via the sorption isotherm. When the sorption isotherm is known, using
the EM C is useful because it can be determined gravimetrically. It is stressed,
however, that the sorption isotherm, and thus the EM C’s relation to aw , is highly
material specific.

2.2.7

Water uptake by fungi on porous substrates

As mentioned in 2.2.1, extracellular water in contact with the fungus can be
taken up by diffusion through the cell wall and plasma membrane when its aw is
higher than that of the fungal protoplasm. The fungal protoplasm is a complex
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multiphasic system. Part of its water is bound in varying degrees by interactions
with macromolecules. As a result, the properties of the intracellular water are
not homogeneous. The aw of the different water domains in the protoplasm are
influenced by different mechanisms that interact in search of equilibrium. This
has been reviewed by Griffin (1981) in greater detail. The aw of the bulk of
the intracellular water, which is not bound by macromolecules and acts as the
solvent for the contents of the cell, is mainly determined by two factors: the
concentrations of solutes, as discussed in section 2.2.4, and turgor pressure.
Turgor pressure is an overpressure in the protoplasm that is generated by
water uptake. As water is taken up, the volume of the protoplasm increases.
The protoplasm, however, is bounded by the plasma membrane and cell wall.
These resist the deformation required for the volume increase, resulting in the
overpressure. Turgor pressure inherently has a positive sign and thus leads to an
increase in aw . Very much similar to equation (2.17), the aw of the bulk water in
the protoplasm due to solutes and turgor pressure, pt , is described by
vw · p t
aw = exp
+ ln(χw )
R·T




(2.21)

wherein χw is the mole fraction of the water in the protoplasm’s bulk solution.
Figure 2.3 summarizes how the mechanisms described in this section interact to facilitate transport of water vapor into a fungus on a porous substrate. If
the RH of the air is higher than the aw of the porous substrate, vapor condenses
into the substrate. This increases θ, which in turn increase the substrate aw via
the sorption isotherm. Moreover, if solutes are present in the pore water, the
increase in θ will dilute the solution, which also increases the aw . Equilibrium
develops as water keeps condensing until the aw balances the RH. The sequence
occurs in reverse if the RH is lower than the substrate aw .
Simultaneously, water diffuses from the substrate into the fungus if the aw
of the protoplasm is lower than the substrate aw . The removal of water from
the substrate results in a decrease of θ and aw as described above. The uptake
of water by the hypha results in an increase of the protoplasm volume. This
generates an increased turgor pressure and dilutes the protoplasm solutes, which
both lead to an increase of the intracellular aw . This way, the aw of substrate and
hypha change in the direction of equilibrium.
Interestingly, little is known about water exchange between vapor in the air
and the hypha directly. Thermodynamically speaking, this should be possible as
long as the chemical potential of the protoplasm is lower than that of the vapor.
To our knowledge, however, this has not been confirmed experimentally.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of the transport of water vapor from air into a
porous material and it subsequent uptake by a hypha, as driven by differences in RH and
aw . Mass exchange between porous material and either air or the hypha leads to a change
in θ. This in turn changes the substrate aw in the direction of equilibrium. Similarly, water
uptake or release by the hypha leads to a volume change of the protoplasm that changes
the intracellular aw in the direction of equilibrium.

It is stressed that the system shown in Figure 2.3 is only part of the picture,
and that many of its components are constantly influenced by external forces. In
practice, for instance, the indoor RH constantly changes due to for instance
household activities like bathing and cooking (Adan et al., 2011). Further, the θ
of porous substrates may be influenced by sources other than water vapor in the
air, such as leakage or water aerosols stemming from household activities, which
may overwhelm the interactions between RH and θ. Finally, a fungus influences
its own internal aw in ways independent of the passive physical processes described
here: it has some control over the concentrations of solutes in its protoplasm and,
by extension, its intracellular aw (Brown, 1976, Luard, 1982; Lew, 2011). Further,
while active, it constantly diminishes its turgor through hyphal extension, which
generates new cell volume and thereby releases the pressure on the cell wall, again
decreasing aw (Lew, 2011).

2.3

Indoor system

2.3.1

Indoor materials

The indoor environment contains surfaces of many different materials. Not all
materials are equally susceptible to mould growth, meaning that fungi may grow
differently on two different materials that are exposed to the same moisture conditions. Here, we discuss which materials fungi are considered to thrive on, and
why. Knowledge of factors contributing to a material’s mould susceptibility is
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limited, making quantification and comparison of material mould susceptibilities
a complex empirical task (Johansson, 2014). The two most important properties
of a substrate that influence growth seem to be the presence of nutrients and the
presence of water in the substrate.
No indoor surface is completely devoid of nutrients; the minimum nutrient requirements growth are typically met on any surface, thanks to the presence
of dust and other organic fragments which turn out to already be sufficient for
growth (Flannigan en miller, 2001; Hyvarinnen et al., 2002). Nonetheless, the
nutritional status of a substrate is regarded to be a key factor in a material’s
mould susceptibility. The highest susceptibility is typically found in organic materials such as wood and paper (Gravesen et al., 1997; Hyvarinen et al., 2002;
Pietarinen et al., 2008; Hoang et al., 2009). In a predictive model for mold
growth, Sedlbauer (2002) defines three building material categories of decreasing
susceptibility: I organic materials; II inorganic materials containing organic additives, such as plaster; and III inorganic materials without any nutrients. Sedlbauer
remarks, however, that materials in category III can turn into type I materials
when they are soiled with sufficient organic materials. Similarly, Chang (1995;
1996) found that on nutrient-poor mineral fiber ceiling tiles and glass fiber ducts,
susceptibility to growth increases with age and soiling by dust. Murtoniemi and
colleagues (2003a; 2003b) demonstrated that the susceptibility of different plaster boards varied, and attributed this to differences in nutrient content (carbon,
nitrogen and phosphorus).
Generally, when an indoor surface contains any water with a sufficiently
high aw , it becomes susceptible to growth (Flannigan and Miller, 2001; Johansson,
2014). As described in the previous section and summarized in Figure 2.3, the aw
of an indoor surface is determined by the indoor climate and other possible water
sources. Substrate properties play an important role in the interactions between
indoor climate and substrate water. Many indoor building materials are porous.
These materials can therefore absorb and store relatively large amounts of liquid
water through capillary action, for instance in case of leakage, but they can also
absorb small amounts of water from humid air through capillary condensation as
described above by equation (2.15). As a result, growth can occur on porous
materials that are exposed to non-saturated air or RH < 100%. This makes
porous materials particularly well fit for indoor fungal growth. In a worldwide
study of fungal growth in water damaged dwellings, Andersen et al. (2011) found
the most growth on plaster, concrete, wood, wallpaper, gypsum, paint, mineral
wool, glass fiber, plywood, brick, chipboard and linoleum, all of which are porous.
Fungal growth may also occur on smooth, non-porous materials such as glass,
tiles or sealant, but this requires extremely humid situations where liquid water
can accumulate due to regular condensation, i.e, RH = 100%, for instance caused
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by temperature gradients as illustrated in Figure 2.1 (Ahearn, 1991; Hens, 1999;
Cordero, 2013).
Other than the observation that porous materials are typically more susceptible to growth than non-porous materials, only limited knowledge is available
about the influence of geometric material properties on a material’s mold susceptibility. Hoang (2009) observed that growth of fungi on hardwood tiles progressed
at different rates at different sides of the same tiles, presumably due to differences
in surface porosity. Johansson (2014) found that sawn wood surfaces were more
susceptible to growth than planed surfaces, from which she concluded that surface roughness may affect susceptibility. Adan (1994) observed a slight decrease
in growth on gypsum substrates with increasing surface roughness. He also found
that P. rubens developed slightly faster when the porosity of the gypsum substrate
was increased.
Interestingly, despite the fact that the presence of water is considered the
primary requirement for growth, little is known about the contribution of a material’s water absorbing capability to its mould susceptibility. In equilibrium with the
same RH, different materials may contain different quantitative amounts of water
with the same aw , as described by their sorption isotherms. Block (1953) observed
increased growth in cotton wool that was made more hygroscopic with magnesium
chloride or Arabic gum. Li and Wadsö (2013) observed increased fungal activity
on samples with increased moisture content due to sorption hysteresis. Otherwise,
the contribution of the sorption isotherm to mould susceptibility remains unclear.

2.3.2

Indoor climate and micro climate

Here, we discuss the origin of the moisture conditions, in terms of aw , that are
experienced by the fungus. Indoor humidity conditions, which we will refer to as
the ’indoor climate’, are typically described in terms of average properties of the
indoor air. Researchers of indoor fungal growth, however, realize that it is the
’micro climate’, i.e. the moisture conditions close to the surface of the substrate
material and the fungus, that actually matter (e.g. Adan, 1994; Flannigan and
Morey, 1996; Grunewald et al., 2007). As described in the previous section and
summarized in Figure 2.3, the micro climate is influenced by the indoor climate.
Still, Figure 2.3 is a simplification that fails to capture the fact that equilibrium
takes time to develop. In practice, the micro climate substantially deviates from
the indoor climate from moment to moment. Adan et al. (2011) point at three
common phenomena that modify the micro climate close to indoor surfaces with
respect to the indoor RH:
Temperature gradients. Firstly, the temperature of indoor surfaces may
differ from the temperature of the indoor air. This occurs for instance when
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Figure 2.4: Three phenomena that induce differences between moisture conditions of the
indoor climate and the micro climate. (a) A gradient in temperature between the indoor
air and the indoor surfaces induces a difference in RH. (b) Advection of water vapor
causes air close to the surface to have a higher RH than the indoor air. (c) While water
evaporates from the porous wall, a gradient in RH exists between the indoor and micro
climates.

thermal bridges in the building envelope create cold spots on the indoor surface
compared to room temperature (Grant et al. 1989; Vereecken et al., 2012), or
when household activities such as showering or cooking generate warm, humid air.
In both cases, the temperature of air close to the surface is lower than that of
the bulk indoor air, leading to an increased RH at the surface (see Figure 2.4a).
If this causes the RH to exceed its saturation value, as illustrated in Figure 2.1,
this may even lead to surface condensation.
Advection transport of vapor. Secondly, advection transport of airborne
water vapor generated from indoor sources leads to a non uniform distribution of
the RH. The warm, moist air produced by cooking or bathing, for instance, will
rise to the ceiling before it mixes with the rest of the indoor air or before it can
be ventilated, leading to a higher surface RH compared to the bulk indoor RH
(see Figure 2.4b). The air in corners of walls and ceilings has been shown to be
stagnant and difficult to ventilate, leading to similar results (dos Santos et al.,
2009).
Moisture retention by the material. Thirdly, if a porous substrate contains
moisture, the substrate aw may be higher than the RH the materials is exposed
to. This may occur for instance due to leakage, or due to sudden drops in the
indoor RH. This will result in drying of the material, during which a gradient in
RH exists between the material surface and the indoor air. The drying process
takes time, and as a result the RH of the micro climate exceeds that of the indoor
climate until the material and indoor air are in equilibrium (Defraeye, 2012) (Figure
2.4c). Vice versa, when a dry material with low aw is exposed to high RH, it
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will take some time before the surface aw is high as well. Pasanen et al. (1991)
showed that fungal colonies on agar exposed to different, low RHs grew normally,
i.e., independent of the RH, while drying on the substrate was still in progress.
This elegant experiment underlines the importance of the micro climate to fungi
and the ability of substrate moisture to influence it.
Adan mentions a possible fourth factor influencing the micro climate: fungi.
Passively, fungi may act as a resistance to drying of the surfaces they grow on,
thereby exaggerating the material inertia effects described above. Further, at least
one indoor fungus, P. rubens, has been shown to actively produce extra-cellular exudates during germination (Bekker et al., 2012). If such exudates contain soluble
substances, they might increase the attraction of water through capillary condensation as was illustrated in Figure 2.2c. In general, however, possible interactive
effects between fungi and their micro climate have not been studied yet.

2.3.3

Indoor fungi and osmolyte regulation

Here, we discuss the most prominent indoor fungi and their properties. Many studies have been performed to survey the fungal ecology of the indoor environment
(e.g. Hunter and Bravery, 1989; Gravesen et. al., 1997; Kuhn and Ghannoum,
2003; Wessen et al., 2001, Mcgregor, 2008, Andersen et al., 2011). Different
sampling methods have been developed for such studies (reviewed by e.g. Miller,
2011; Verdier, 2014), and it is stressed that sampling methods may detect fungi
selectively. Air sampling methods, for instance, will favor the detection of fungi
that produce airborne spores in large amounts over the detection of fungi that
produce wet conidia that stay with the colony (Samson, 2011), and may even
detect spores originating from the outdoor environment (Flannigan and Miller,
2001). The collective results of studies on the fungal ecology have been reviewed
in great detail by e.g. the world Health organization (2009), Samson (2011) and
Flannigan and Miller (2001). In total, the indoor fungal ecology typically contains
100-150 species, which belong to at least 37 genera (Samson 2011). According to
Flannigan and Miller (2001), around 40 of these have actually been isolated from
various indoor building material surfaces; they mention foodstuffs, house dust and
the outdoor air as other sources of the species found indoors. The fungi that are
typically regarded as the most dominant fungi on indoor surfaces come from the
genera Aspergillus, Cladosporium, Eurotium and Penicillium (Adan et al., 2011;
Flannigan and Miller, 2011; Adan and Samson, 2011; WHO, 2009; Verdier, 2014).
In literature, the dominance of the typical indoor species has primarily been
linked to its tolerance for unfavorable moisture conditions, i.e. its ability to grow
at lower aw (Flannigan and miller, 2001; WHO, 2009). Following a system first
proposed for food storage fungi (e.g. Scott, 1975; Lacey and Hill, 1980), indoor
fungi are categorized by the lowest aw for growth, called the critical activity
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aw,crit . Species with an aw,crit ≥ 0.90 are called hydrophilic (water loving),
whereas species with 0.80 < aw,crit < 0.90 are called moderately xerophilic (dry
loving) and species with aw,crit ≤ 0.80 called xerophilic (Flannigan and miller,
2001). Apart from having a relatively low aw,crit , xerophilic species typically grow
optimally at aw < 1, around aw = 0.97 (Griffin, 1981). It should be noted that
aw,crit in this context usually refers to the lowest activity that allows for growth
on agar media at a set temperature, which has been determined for many fungal
species by several researchers (e.g. Scott, 1957; Ayerst, 1969; Hocking and Pitt,
1979; Magan and Lacey, 1984; Grant et al., 1989). It is too simple, however,
to think of aw,crit as a set property of fungal species; each of the above studies
demonstrated, for instance, that aw,crit changes with temperature.
A key process that allows fungi to deal with lower water activities is the
regulation of the accumulation of osmolytes in the protoplasm (e.g. Luard, 1982;
Blomberg and Adler, 1992; Hohman 2009, Lew, 2011). Osmolytes are ions or
small molecules whose concentrations a fungus can influence in order to control
its internal aw , according to the principles discussed in sections 2.2.4 and 2.2.7.
This way, water uptake in environments with low aw can be realized. Osmolytes
permeable to the plasma membrane may be taken up by a fungus when present in
its close environment, either by passive diffusion or by actively regulated uptake.
Apart from their beneficial effects on the internal aw , however, many osmolytes
have additional deleterious effects on the fungus. The permeable osmolytes NaCl
and ethanol, for instance, interfere with enzyme structure and functioning (e.g.
Griffin, 1981; Hallsworth et al., 1998, Cray et al., 2013). For this reason, a
fungus’ ability to grow at lowered aw also depends on the types of solutes present
in a substrate. This is especially relevant for growth experiments on agar culture
media with controlled aw ; the aw of such media is typically controlled by mixing
in solutes such as glycerol, fructose, glucose, NaCl, KCl, or polyethylene glycol
(e.g. Hallsworth and Magan, 1999; Parra et al., 2004, Ramirez et al., 2004,
Ponizovskaya et al., 2011).
Xerophilic fungi, specifically, possess an important property that aids in the
survival at low aw : the ability to produce a specific set of osmolytes called compatible solutes (Brown, 1976; Brown 1990 Griffin, 1981; Magan, 2007). The most
important compatible solutes are polyhydric alcohols including glycerol, arabitol,
erythritol and mannitol. On top of their function as osmolytes, compatible solutes do not interfere with enzyme function or are even able to act as a substitute
for water in macromolecular structures when present in high concentrations. The
ability to produce compatible solutes makes xerophilic fungi less dependent on the
types of solutes present in a substrate and allows them to contain more osmolytes,
thus providing them with a lower aw,crit . Synthesis of compatible solutes costs
energy, however. Griffin (1981) already suggested that aw,crit may be seen as the
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point where the energy demands for solute production overwhelm the energy requirements for growth. Moreover, this makes aw,crit dependent on the nutritional
status of a substrate as well.
While the species that are mostly successful indoors are typically xerophilic,
interesting exceptions are the species of the Cladosporium genus. These are only
slightly xerophilic, but are still among the most prominent indoor fungi. It has
been theorized (Park, 1982; Nielsen and Frisvad, 2011) that these species are
successful because they are phylloplane fungi. These are specialized in colonizing
leaves and have adapted to environments that switch between very wet and very
dry conditions, which is also typical for a large part of the indoor environment.
This hints at at least one other mechanism apart from xerophilicity aiding in
surviving indoor moisture conditions.

2.4

Growth on building materials as a function of water

In the previous sections, we have sketched the components of the system in which
indoor fungal growth occurs. Here, we discuss the experimental work performed
by researchers to probe fungal growth in this system. The underlying motivation
for most of this work has been to develop models for predicting the occurrence of
fungal growth on indoor materials as a function of moisture. These models have
been reviewed and compared in terms of predictive power by Vereecken and Roels
(2012). They found that results of the different available models currently rarely
correspond, as the individual models are highly specialized in terms of substrate
materials, fungal species, moisture conditions and temperature conditions.
Early work has focused on the determination of moisture thresholds values
for growth (e.g. Block, 1953; Grant et al.; 1989; Pasanen et al., 1992b) at
steady-state humidity conditions. As discussed in section 2.3.1, not all materials
are equally susceptible to growth. These kind of studies therefore require extensive
sets of experiments, testing the growth of many different species on many different
materials. Johansson et al. (2005) reviewed a number of such studies in detail and
compiled a list of aw,crit per material. Moisture limits for growth under steady
state conditions serve as the basis for several indoor fungal growth prediction
models (Rowan et al., 1999; Clarke et al., 1999; Sedlbauer, 2002). This approach
is still used to determine the fungal susceptibility of new materials (e.g. Hoang et
al., 2009; Sedlbauer et al., 2011; Johansson, 2012).
A limited number of researchers have studied fungal growth under non
steady-state moisture conditions. Pasanen et al. (1992a) showed that fungal
growth was possible on wallpaper samples that were only occasionally wetted. To
quantify fungal exposure to transient humidity conditions, Adan (1994) defined
the time of wetness (T OW ): the fraction of experiment time in which samples
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are exposed to RH above aw,crit . He and other workers performed growth experiments in which fungi on porous materials were exposed to a cyclic regime of
alternating periods with high and low RH of certain TOW (Adan, 1994; Viitanen
and Bjurman, 1995; Viitanen, 1997; Ritschkoff et al., 2000; Viitanen and Ojanen,
2007, Johansson et al., 2013). It is important to note, however, that while these
researchers used similar T OW , the absolute durations of the alternating periods in their experiments varied greatly. Further, the materials and fungal species
tested varied per study. Direct comparison of studies, therefore, is difficult. In
general, however, each of these researchers found that exposure to a cyclic RH
(T OW < 1) lowers the rate of fungal proliferation during the periods of high
RH as compared to proliferation during the same RH at steady state conditions
(T OW = 1). A similar result was obtained by an extensive pilot study of the
Dutch foundation for building research, in which the fungal susceptibility of a
wide range of materials was tested under both steady-state and transient moisture conditions. It was found that the susceptibility of a specific material may be
highly different at dynamic conditions as compared to steady-state (Loftness et
al., 2007; Adan, 2011).
Bekker (2014) focused on the effects of the characteristics of a single period
of low RH on the growth of Penicillium rubens on gypsum substrates. She found
that desiccation applied at an earlier point in the development of a colony delays
subsequent growth more. She also confirmed that exposure to a longer period of
desiccation led to a longer delay in the resumption of growth. Moreover, Bekker
found indications of a differentiated regrowth response to desiccations of different
lengths. Her results suggested that mycelium remains viable for regrowth during
desiccations with duration of less than 48 hours, whereas regrowth on substrates
exposed to a desiccation of more than 48 hours seemed only to originate from
conidia that germinated post-desiccation.

2.5

Concluding remarks

In section 2.2, we have summarized some of the main physical mechanisms that
determine the water activity of indoor substrates. When water vapor in the air
is the main source of water, porous substrates contain a minute amount of pore
water with an aw that follows the RH of the indoor air through capillary condensation, according to the simplified scheme in Figure 2.3. When other sources
of water are involved, such as leakage or condensation due to temperature gradients, the interaction between substrate aw and indoor climate are overwhelmed;
the substrate then contains a large amount of water that buffers the aw . Then,
aw = 1 while drying is in progress, as discussed in section 2.3.2. Water activity,
water’s thermodynamical state, is the main moisture-related parameter that influences fungal growth, and extensive knowledge about the interactions between
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growth and aw has been gathered, as discussed in section 2.3.3. Less knowledge
is available, however, about the influence of three other factors in the indoor context that modify the relation between growth and aw : the influence of substrate
properties of growth, the influence of substrate properties on inertia of the micro
climate, and the influence of transient aw on growth.
As discussed in section 2.3.1, not all materials are equally susceptible to
fungal growth, meaning the relation between substrate aw and fungal growth may
vary with the material. The contribution of a substrate’s chemical composition
to its susceptibility can be qualitatively understood, based on the known influence
of solutes and nutrients on fungal moisture relations as discussed in section 2.3.3.
Only limited knowledge is available, however, about the influence of a material’s
geometric properties on its susceptibility. A limited number of experimental studies
seem to suggest that such properties do influence fungal growth on a substrate,
specifically: porosity (Adan, 1994, Hoang et al., 2009), surface roughness (Adan,
1994; Hoang et al., 2009; Johansson, 2014), and moisture content (Li and Wadsö,
2013). A physiological explanation for such influence, however, is unavailable. A
deeper understanding of the impact of geometric material properties on fungal
growth should be pursued to better predict and possibly remediate growth on
indoor materials. Questions that need to be answered are:
• How do geometric properties of a porous substrate, e.g. porosity or surface
roughness, influence fungal growth?
• Does the moisture content of a porous substrate influence fungal growth?
Under transient moisture conditions, it can be assumed that geometric
material properties influence fungal growth indirectly via their influence on the
development of the micro climate. Geometric material properties may influence
the development of the micro climate for instance through moisture retention, as
noted in section 2.3.2. The aw dynamics of the micro climate, in turn, influence
fungal growth, as discussed in section 2.4. The role of material properties in
the interactions between water vapor and substrate water is a topic of extensive
research (e.g. Carmeliet et al., 2007; Shahraeeni and Or, 2012; Defraeye, 2012).
To apply such research to the context of indoor fungal growth for determining an
accurate micro climate, it may be necessary to additionally answer the question:
• What interactive effects exist between fungi on porous substrates and their
micro climate?
As described in section 2.4, unraveling the impact of dynamic aw on growth on
porous materials has been initiated by several researchers. The most important
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findings are that fungal growth may survive periods below their aw,crit , but that
growth is delayed by this. Since the various studies and models have little to no
overlap in terms of materials, species, or moisture conditions, further comparison
and the formulation of further general conclusions remains difficult. This underlines the importance of investigating the fundamental mechanisms that underlie
growth on porous materials under transient moisture conditions. Two questions
that seem particular important are:
• How do the individual stages of growth on porous media, i.e. germination,
hyphal growth and conidiation, respond to transient moisture conditions?
• What impact do the different characteristics of a period of lowered aw have
on growth on a porous material?
Aspects of a period of lowered aw that influence growth and survival may include:
sudden aw changes at the start and end of the period; duration of the period;
and the aw value during the period. Moreover, growth and survival may respond
differently to a single period of low aw as compared to a series of such periods
due to hysteresis effects in the fungal response. Determining the answer to these
two questions will be crucial for formulating a detailed description of the fungal
response to transient humidities.

Chapter 3

Quantifying hyphal growth on
a porous material
3.1

Introduction

To investigate the moisture relations of fungal growth on porous materials, a
method to measure and quantify such growth is needed. For this work, a system
suitable for real-time monitoring of fungal colonization of porous substrates on
the hyphal level and under controlled humidity conditions was developed. This
method is based on video microscopy and is presented in this chapter.
Measuring hyphal growth real-time on porous materials provides a new
view on fungal colonization of such substrates. So far, studies of fungal moisture
relations on porous materials have mainly relied on macroscopic methods, i.e.,
methods based on measurement of macroscopic properties of fungal colonies as a
whole. An important method used in many previous studies is the assessment of
surface coverage with stereoscopy (Adan, 1994; Viitanen et al., 2010; Johansson
et al., 2013) or digital images (Nielsen et al., 2004; Bekker, 2014). Other examples
include the measurement of ergosterol production (Bjurman, 1994; Nielsen et al.,
2004), heat production (Wadsö, 1997; Li and Wadsö, 2013), and colony forming
unit production (Pasanen et al., 2000). While these methods successfully quantify
growth, they are unsuitable for measuring individual hyphae. Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) with cryo-fixation has been used to gain a microscopic view of
hyphae on porous materials as a function of moisture (e.g. Adan, 1994; Bekker et
al., 2012). That method’s fixation step, however, makes real-time measurements
inherently impossible.
The video microscopy method presented in this chapter was used in this
work to study the growth of P. rubens on porous gypsum substrates. As previously
31
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mentioned, P. rubens is considered a common indoor fungus (Samson et al., 2010;
Samson, 2011; Andersen et al., 2011) and gypsum is a common indoor finishing
material. Together, they form a model system that has been studied extensively
by previous researchers (Adan, 1994; Bekker, 2014). The experimental procedures
used in this thesis for producing gypsum samples and for inoculation with P. rubens
are discussed in this chapter. Further, a characterization of the substrate’s porous
properties, especially their moisture sorption behavior, is included.
The characterization of the porous substrates and the protocols for sample
preparation and inoculation are discussed in this chapter first. Next, the video
microscopy setup is described, starting with the principles behind the control of
the moisture conditions. Then, the process of quantifying growth on a porous
substrate with the setup is illustrated. The chapter concludes with an exploratory
SEM study of P. rubens on the gypsum substrates, to assist in the interpretation
of the video images.

3.2

Gypsum samples

Gypsum is the main substrate material studied in this work. The samples include
added nutrients to ensure controlled and well defined nutritional conditions in all
experiments. The sample substrates for growth experiments were produced by
mixing gypsum (CaSO4 ·0.5H2 O, Sigma Aldrich) with an aqueous solution of Czapek Dox Broth (Oxoid, 8.76 gL−1 ) and the trace metals ZnSO4 ·7H2 O (2.5 · 10−3
gL−1 ) and CuSO4 ·5H2 O (1.25 · 10−3 gL−1 ). The solution was first autoclaved,
then mixed with the calcium sulphate hemihydrate at a mass ratio of 2:3, and
finally cast into 3 mm thick pellets. The samples were cured and dried for 48
hours at room temperature in a Laminar Flow Cabinet (LFC) (CleanAir, Class II
- EF/B) to remove excess water.
The bulk geometric properties of the samples, such as porosity and average
pore size, were characterized with mercury intrusion porosimetry (AutoPore IV
9500, Micromeretics). Samples from different batches produced at different times
(2 days, 2 months, or 2 years prior to measuring) were analyzed to investigate
whether sample properties could be reproduced reliably. Figure 3.1 shows the
pore size distributions of all samples. The data shows a single typical pore size
in the order of 1 μm. A summary of the porosimetry data is given in Table 3.1,
showing differences of at most 5% between samples of different ages.
Adding nutrients to the gypsum samples changes the water sorption behavior of the material. A Dynamic Vapor Sorption (DVS) apparatus (TA instruments,
Q5000SA) was used to determine the effect of added nutrients on the sorption
curve of gypsum. DVS monitors the moisture content of a sample gravimetrically
while exposing it to a controlled RH. The measured sorption curves of gypsum
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Table 3.1: Bulk geometric properties of gypsum samples with added Czapek of different
ages, as determined with mercury intrusion porosimetry.

Sample age
Total pore area
Median pore diameter
Average pore diameter
Bulk density
Skeletal density
Porosity

(m2 /g)
(nm)
(nm)
(g/ml)
(g/ml)
(%)

2 days
1.819
1137.8
898.6
1.1695
2.2271
47.6454

2 months
1.891
1062.6
835.8
1.1698
2.1553
45.9873

2 years
1.884
1111.1
874.4
1.1750
2.2626
48.2385

Figure 3.1: Pore size distribution of gypsum samples with added Czapek with different
ages, i.e., the combined volume of pores of a given diameter present in one gram of
gypsum.

with and without the Czapek are shown in Figure 3.2. Comparison shows that,
for RH > 90%, gypsum with added Czapek takes up substantially more water
with increasing RH.
DVS was also used to investigate the times required for samples to reach
equilibrium with the ambient RH. Figure 3.2 shows the water uptake and subsequent water release of the gypsum with nutrient additives as a function of time
following a step increase in ambient RH from 30% (representing approximate
room conditions) to 97% (the highest RH used in the experiments) and a second
step back to 30%. It can be seen that most of the water is taken up within ∼ 4
hours, although total equilibration requires more than 8 hours. Release, on the
other hand, takes around 0.25 hours. This data gives an upper limit for the sample
equilibration times during the experiments.
To provide sufficient contrast for microscopy, the surface of each sample
was colored with a thin layer of Fe3 O4 (Metzger Black). The layer was applied by
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Figure 3.2: Sorption behavior of the gypsum samples. (a) The equilibrium moisture
content as a function of RH for around 15 mg of respectively gypsum (closed symbols)
and gypsum with nutrient additives (open symbols) at 21◦ C. Squares mark the equilibrium
moisture content during wetting of the sample, whereas circles represent the equilibrium
moisture content during drying. (b) The mass of a approximately cubic sample with a
typical length scale of 2.5 mm as a function of time after a change in ambient RH from
30% to 97% at t1 and back from 97% to 30% at t2 .

pipetting 5 μl of a Fe3 O4 suspension in water (33.3 g/L) onto the substrate (see
Figure 3.3a). The samples were then stored in a LFC until all suspension water
had evaporated. The resulting Fe3 O4 layer typically had a thickness of about 20
μm, as determined with a profilometer (Smart, Sensofar). Inspection with cryoSEM showed a porous layer with pore sizes in the order of 0.1 to 1 μm (see Figure
3.3b and 3.3c).

3.3

Fungal strain and inoculation

Penicillium rubens (strain CBS 401.92; CBS Fungal Biodiversity Centre, Utrecht,
The Netherlands) was used as a test organism for this work. This strain was formerly known as Penicillium chrysogenum, but was reclassified in 2011 (Houbraken
et al., 2011). For all experiments, samples were inoculated with conidia of P.
rubens. To prevent degeneration of the strain in the sequence of experiments, a
large amount of stock conidial suspension was prepared which was used for all
experiments, according to the protocols described by Bekker (2014).
Stock conidial suspension was harvested from one week old P. rubens
cultures on malt extract agar (MEA). Conidia were collected by wetting the
colonies with autoclaved, demineralized water with 0.05% Tween80 and subsequently scraping the surface of the colonies. The resulting conidial suspension
was filtered with sterile glass wool to remove mycelium fragments. The suspension was then pelleted three times by centrifugation, each time followed by washing
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Figure 3.3: Colored gypsum substrate. (a) A typical gypsum sample (marked ’g’) with a
black layer of Fe3 O4 (marked ’f’) added to the surface. (b), (c) Cryo-SEM image of the
surface of such a substrate at the edge of the Fe3 O4 layer.

with autoclaved demineralized water + 0.05% Tween80. Finally, 30 vol% of sterile
glycerol was added to the suspension. The final concentration of the stock was
counted using a hemocytometer (1.6 · 108 ml−1 ). The stock was subsequently
stored at -30 ◦ C.
To inoculate gypsum samples, an amount of stock was unfrozen and diluted
to a concentration of 106 ml−1 before use. The area on the substrate colored with
Fe3 O4 was then inoculated by pipetting 5 μl of spore suspension onto it. In this
way, approximately 5000 spores were distributed over an area of approximately 10
mm2 . Inspection with cryo-SEM showed the spores were distributed evenly. Inoculated samples were then dried in the LFC for about 20 minutes to evaporate the
suspension water. Consequently, the occurrence of an initial non-equilibrated water distribution near the inoculum during experiments was prevented. An analytic
balance (Mettler Toledo) was used to confirm that at least 95% of the suspension
water had evaporated before incubation of the samples.

3.4

Incubation and climate control

The inoculated samples were stored in small incubation chambers. A schematic
representation of these is given in Figure 3.4a.The chambers were designed with
transparent lids to allow for microscopy observations. The RH inside these chambers was controlled with an aqueous glycerol solution of defined concentration and
aw (Forney and Brandl, 1992) on the bottom of the container, below the samples.
An aw -meter (Labtouch-aw Basic, Novasina) was used to verify the aw of the
solutions. Syringe pumps (New Era, NE-1600) were used to replace one glycerol
solution with another, thereby dynamically controlling the RH. The containers
were airtight to prevent the development of inhomogeneous RH profiles.
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water cooling

glycerol solution inlet

microscope
glycerol solution
with controlled aw

glycerol solution outlet

transparent
cover

sample

Figure 3.4: (a) Schematic representation of the setup for growth experiments. An
inoculated sample is stored in the incubation chamber above a glycerol solution that
controls the chamber RH. Growth on the substrate is recorded with video microscopy
through the transparent cover of the chamber. The RH in the container is controlled
by replacing one glycerol solution with another with pumps connected to the inlet and
outlet. (b) Measurement of the temperature distribution in and around the incubation
chamber during one day period. The temperature at the sample surface, the temperature
of the glycerol solution, and the temperature of the air of the climate room outside the
incubation chamber are shown. At t1 , the water cooling of the camera is turned off.

Fungal growth rates are known to be temperature dependent. Moreover,
the RH of air depends on its temperature. For these reasons, the setup was stored
in a constant temperature room and cameras were water cooled. Temperature
measurements at the position of the sample and the glycerol solutions were performed with thermocouples (National Instruments, NI USB-9213) to ensure that
the temperature was uniform throughout the incubation chambers. Figure 3.4b
displays an example of such measurements, showing that the temperature difference between sample and glycerol solution is around 0.05 ◦ C while the camera is
cooled. When the cooling is turned off, the temperature difference increases to
around 0.5 ◦ C.
The RH in the incubation chamber was controlled by replacing the glycerol
solution at the bottom with different solution. Equilibration of the RH throughout the incubation chamber after each change was driven by vapor diffusion; no
additional stirring was applied. This was done to keep hyphae on the surface
unperturbed by moving air, making it possible to follow hyphal extension with
video microscopy. A control measurement during a change of solutions from
RH = 97% to RH = 97% indicated that hyphae indeed remained undisturbed
by the mechanical process of changing solutions.
To confirm that diffusion in the chamber resulted in sufficiently fast equilibration, the RH at the location of the sample was measured as a function of time
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Figure 3.5: Equilibration of the RH around the sample. The RH on the position of the
sample is measured with a humidity sensor (continuous line). (a) Glycerol solutions of
alternatingly aw = 0.8 and aw = 0.5 are brought into the chamber, imposing a switching
equilibrium RH (dotted line). The dashed line is the sensor response when transferred
from dry air into a container pre-equilibrated at RH = 80%. (b) Glycerol solutions of
alternatingly aw = 0.76 and aw = 0.53 are brought into the chamber, replacing each
other every 6 hours.

with a RH sensor (SHT71, Sensirion) after switching between glycerol solutions
(Figure 3.5a). The data shows that equilibrium is reached within approximately
15 minutes. This is an upper limit, however, since the measured timescale of equilibration appears to be limited by the response time of the sensor (bold dashed
line). The RH sensor was also used to measure the RH during cyclic replacement
of two solutions every six hours (Figure 3.5b), to investigate whether mixing of
new solution with residual old solution would lead to degeneration of the equilibrium RH. Such degeneration is not the case, as the same RHs are reached every
cycle.

3.5

Observing hyphal growth on porous substrates

During incubation, samples were observed through the transparent lid of the container with a USB-microscope (Dino-Lite 7013MZT, numeric aperture 0.22, optical resolution ∼ 1.5 μm). A magnification of 470x was used, corresponding to
a Field of View (FOV) of (0.84 mm · 0.63 mm), with pixels sized 0.6 μm · 0.6
μm. Due to the contrast provided by the Fe3 O4 layer on the substrate, growing
hyphae could be observed. Figure 3.6 shows typical recorded images of growth
on a Fe3 O4 -covered gypsum substrate over the course of 6 days. The growth of
individual hyphae can be followed starting from around 2 days. During the first
5 days, hyphae generally grow relatively close to the surface. After that time,
hyphae and conidiophores start growing away from the surface and, consequently,
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out of focus. The thickness of the microscope working plane, wherein hyphae are
in focus, was determined to be ∼ 75 μm with a micromanipulator (Leica).
Recorded movies were post-processed to quantify the observed hyphal growth.
A custom MATLAB script was used to extract the location of hyphal tips in every
frame (see Figure 3.7a). Hyphal length as a function of time could be determined
accordingly. Hyphal growth rates and the moments in time when hyphae became
visible could subsequently be determined from linear fits of the data, as illustrated
in Figure 3.7b.

3.6

Rough cryo-SEM study of early growth on the substrates

Cryo-scanning electron microscopy was used to study early growth of P. rubens
on the substrates as a reference for the video microscopy images. Cryo-Sem
was chosen because cryo-fixation preserved the fungus for observation in a closeto-natural state. After inoculation, samples were incubated in a desiccator at
RH = 97% and T = 25 ◦ C for 1, 2, 3, or 4 days, and subsequently transferred
to a copper cup for snap-freezing in nitrogen slush. The samples were glued to
the copper surface with frozen tissue medium (KP-Cryoblock, Klinipath, Duiven,
The Netherlands) and sputter-coated 3 times for 1 min by means of a gold target.
Cryo-scanning electron microscopy was performed with a JEOL 5600LV scanning
electron microscope (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with an Oxford CT1500
Cryostation. Electron micrographs were taken at an acceleration voltage of 5 kV
using Scan 4.
Figure 3.8 summarizes the main observations of this study. On the Fe3 O4
layer, conidia germinated into primary hyphae within a day and from these, an
extensive network of hyphae developed close to the surface. This network produced
conidiophores within 4 days. On the bare gypsum, however, germination and
hyphal growth proceeded much slower. After 4 days, only a very sparse hyphal
network, with no conidiophores had developed.

3.7

Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, a new setup for the quantification of fungal growth on porous
substrates under controlled RH conditions was presented. Moreover, the method
for producing gypsum samples studied in this work and the methods for inoculation
were discussed. The detection method is based on video microscopy and is able to
record real-time growth of individual hyphae on the sample surface. From these
recordings, hyphal growth rates can be determined. This is the first time that
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t=1 day

t=2 days

t=3 days

t=4 days

t=5 days

t=6 days

Figure 3.6: Typical progression of mycelial growth on a gypsum sample in equilibrium
with RH = 97%, as monitored with the video microscopy setup. The 6 images (FOV =
0.84 mm · 0.63 mm) have been captured with increasing time t since inoculation at t = 0.
The first observable growth occurs after around 2 days, as marked by the arrows. After
approximately 5 days, conidiation can be recognized, as marked by the arrows. Typically,
conidiation occurs above the sample surface, out of focus. The insets in the t = 6 days
frame show focused images of the fully developed fruiting bodies.
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t=72.75 h

Figure 3.7: Example of hyphal growth rate quantification. (a) In subsequent frames from
a movie of hyphal growth, the position of the hyphal tip (x) is registered with a custom
MATLAB script. The time between frames is 2 h. The hyphal length as a function of
time is deduced from these as illustrated in (b). A linear fit of the data (dashed line)
quantifies the growth rate and the moment in time when the hypha became visible.

growth rates of individual hyphae on porous substrates could be used to study
growth.
The resolution and contrast of the images is not sufficient to resolve ungerminated conidia on the gypsum substrate. Moreover, as shown in Figure 3.6,
the first growth on a sample under high moisture conditions (RH = 97%) that
could be detected with the video microscopy setup typically occurred after 2 days,
whereas the cryo-SEM observations in Figure 3.8 show that germination occurs
within 1 day after incubation. It is therefore concluded that the hyphae observed
with video microscopy are developed hyphae rather than germ tubes or primary
hyphae. This should be considered when interpreting possible trends in the observation times of hyphae (e.g. Figure 3.7b): while it is plausible to assume that
there is a relation between the moment of germination and the moment that
hyphae are sufficiently developed to be detected, trends in the observed starting
times cannot be considered directly equivalent to trends in germination times.
Comparison of growth of P. rubens on the Fe3 O4 layer and growth on the
bare gypsum with cryo-SEM (Figure 3.8) revealed that the development of the
mycelial network progresses markedly faster on the Fe3 O4 layer. Fe3 O4 is generally considered to be biologically inert (Gao, 2007), and has only been shown to
affect fungal growth (negatively) when present as nano-particles as a catalyst (e.g.
Ramya, 2014). We therefore speculate that the difference in growth on Fe3 O4
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A, t=1 day
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B, t=1 days
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C, t=2 days
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D, t=2 days
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E, t=3 days
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F, t=3 days
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G, t=4 days
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H, t=4 days

g
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Figure 3.8: Cryo-SEM images of P. rubens on the samples, consisting of gypsum (marked
’g’) with a surface layer of Fe3 O4 (marked ’f’). Samples were incubated at RH = 97%
for a certain time t prior to measuring. On the Fe3 O4 layer, conidia germinated within a
day (a), after which an extensive network of hyphae formed (c,e) in which conidiophores
were visible after 4 days (g). On gypsum, germ tubes were not visible before 2 days of
incubation (b,d). After 3 days, primary hyphae were still developing (f). Overall, the
hyphal network developed visibly slower on gypsum than on Fe3 O4 (h). The scale bar
represents 10 μm
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and gypsum may be caused by geometrical, rather than biochemical differences.
Inspection with cryo-SEM shows that the Fe3 O4 layer has a finer pore structure
than gypsum; conidia and hyphae on Fe3 O4 might therefore have better or more
contact with water, improving their conditions for growth.
The modification of substrate susceptibility by the Fe3 O4 layer has important implications for the interpretation of further experiments with colored substrates. Colored substrates can serve well in studies of growth on porous substrates
in general. However, when growth on a specific material is to be investigated, colored substrates are unsuitable, as the color layer properties overwhelm at least part
of the material properties that influence fungal growth. Moreover, the fact that
the porous properties of thin layers modify the surface susceptibility to growth is
interesting to study further for the purpose of designing fungal resistant materials.
In a previous cryo-SEM study of P. rubens on the same gypsum substrates, Bekker (2014) found that conidia on bare gypsum samples, incubated
at RH = 97%, germinate within 24 h. Moreover, she observed that a dense
mycelial network with conidiophores developed on the bare gypsum within 73 h.
This does not match with our observations for bare gypsum, where we see only
sparse mycelium with not conidiophores after 96 h. We explain the differences
between our and Bekker’s observations based on the differences in the technique
used for inoculation of the samples. To inoculate, Bekker sprayed each sample
with conidial suspension, and no drying step was included prior to incubation.
This may mean that more water was present in those samples initially, leading
to an initially enhanced development of mycelium. This underlines that attention
must be paid to inoculation techniques when controlled humidity conditions are
to be achieved.
In conclusion, this chapter presented a new setup that is suitable for the
quantification of fungal growth on porous substrates for the first time. The setup
allows for dynamic control of the RH, meaning that an indoor climate with vapor
as the major water source can be emulated. The method could also aid in comparing studies of fungal moisture relations on building materials with similar studies
on agar, as the hyphal growth rate is a popular measure for fungal growth in such
studies (e.g. Ayerst, 1969; Christiansen et al., 1998; Sautour et al., 2003; Judet
et al., 2008; Nanguy et al., 2010; Ponizovkaya et al., 2011; Gougouli and Koutsoumanis, 2013; Bekker, 2014). Further, thanks to its non-destructive, real-time
nature, this method would be especially well suited to investigate the response
of hyphae to more realistic, dynamic indoor moisture conditions. The method
could also be used to test novel compounds or materials that inhibit growth of
moulds on indoor surfaces under simulated real conditions. Therefore, this method
will help provide more insight into indoor fungal growth on porous media and its
remediation.

Chapter 4

Numerical simulations of the
micro climate on gypsum
samples
4.1

Introduction

When a porous material is exposed to a sudden change of the ambient relative
humidity (RH), the activity and moisture content of material pore water will
not necessarily match the ambient RH immediately. Rather, equilibrium between
ambient air and material will develop gradually through mass exchange by adsorption and capillary condensation or desorption and evaporation. During this
equilibration process, the moisture conditions close to the material surface, called
the ’micro climate’, will differ from both the moisture conditions in the bulk material and those of the ambient air. To fungi located at the material surface, it
is this micro climate that dictates the availability of water in the fungus’ direct
surroundings. Even though the ambient RH in practice is considered the main
factor controlling indoor fungal growth (Adan et al., 2011), this means that the
ambient RH alone is only partly describing the indoor fungal water availability
from moment to moment.
Knowledge of the development of a micro climate is also relevant for any
growth experiment where the moisture conditions on the substrate are defined
through equilibration with a controlled RH. Even growth experiments with steadystate moisture conditions (e.g. Ayerst, 1969; Grant et al., 1989; Nielsen et al.,
2004) start with the incubation of dry, inoculated samples at a certain ambient RH
that must first equilibrate for a certain time period before steady-state conditions
are reached. The duration of equilibration might also, for instance, be influenced
43
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by the use of a conidial suspension for inoculation, which might change the preequilibration moisture state of the substrate close to the fungus. When specifically
the effects of periodic changes in RH on fungal growth are investigated (e.g.
Adan, 1994; Viitanen and Bjurman, 1995; Johansson et al., 2013), a precise
description of the moisture conditions experienced by the fungus is desired, and
knowledge of the micro climate becomes especially crucial. Still, the timescales
required for equilibration during growth experiments on porous materials are rarely
addressed.
The timescales involved with the equilibration of a porous material depend
on both the characteristics of the ambient climate, including a boundary layer
at the material surface, and those of the transport through the material. The
ambient climate is defined by an interplay of many factors, such as ventilation
and room geometry. Numerical transport models (e.g. dos Santos, 2009) or
extensive series of measurements (e.g. van Belleghem et al., 2008) are typically
needed for predicting the ambient climate in one specific configuration. The
transport of moisture through porous materials is governed by non-linear equations
that need numerical methods such as finite element simulations to be solved for
specific situations (e.g. Huyakom, 1983; Tocci and Kelly, 1997; Berninger et al.,
2011, Shahraeeni et al., 2012). The properties of a material that influence this
transport are determined by, among other things, the geometry of the material’s
pore network (Greenkorn, 1983; Huyakom, 1983; Dulien, 1992) and are therefore
highly material specific and difficult to predict a-priori. Models of porous transport
therefore have to rely on empirical input (e.g. Richards, 1931; Brooks and Corey,
1964; van Genuchten, 1980; Pel 1994, Adan, 1995; Carmeliet et al., 2007).
The aim of this chapter is to predict the timescales involved with equilibration of the micro climate on samples used in the experiments presented elsewhere
in this thesis. To this end, first, the construction of a numerical transport model
is presented that can be used for approximating the micro climate on a porous
material that equilibrates with an ambient RH. As input, the model requires a
pre-determined expression for the transport properties of the simulated material.
Second, the experimental determination of these properties for the sample material
used in this work is reported. Third, the model is used to predict the development
of the micro climate on a sample in terms of the surface aw as a function of time.
This will support the interpretation of growth experiment results reported later in
this thesis.

4.2

Moisture transport through porous materials

The amount of water contained in the pores of a porous material may be quantified
as the volumetric moisture content θ in [m3 ·m−3 ], which is defined as the bulk
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volume fraction of water contained in the material. Since different pores may
contain different amounts of water in different states, the moisture content may
vary locally within the material. Change in the local moisture content can be
related to the volume flux q in [m·s−1 ] through the boundaries of the local volume
via the continuity equation:
dθ
= −∇~q
dt

(4.1)

Both the flux due to diffusion of water vapor, q~v , and flux due to the flow
of liquid water, q~l , may contribute to the volume flux, so that
~q = q~v + q~l

(4.2)

When a porous material is saturated with liquid water, i.e. at maximum
moisture content θ, the liquid flow in one direction is described by Darcy’s law
(Greenkorn, 1983; Huyakom, 1983; Dulien, 1992):
q~l = −

k
∇pl
µw

(4.3)

with k the permeability of the porous material in [m2 ], µw the dynamic viscosity
of water in [kg·s−1 ·m−1 ] and pl the pressure of the water in [kg·s−2 ·m−1 ]. k is a
measure for the material’s resistance to flow, and depends solely on the geometry
of the porous network in the saturated case (Greenkorn, 1983; Huyakom, 1983;
Dulien, 1992). When the material is not saturated, equation (4.3) still holds,
but k becomes dependent on the geometry of the network of water films in the
material, which still depends on the geometry of the pores but also changes with
θ. In that case, therefore, k is a function of θ. Further, the pressure of pore water
depends on the capillary pressure pc via
pl = p0 − pc (θ)

(4.4)

with p0 the pressure of the air in contact with the pore water and pc the capillary
pressure of the pore water, which is related to the θ of the material via the
material-specific water retention curve (Greenkorn, 1983). In case of low θ, it can
be assumed that the air in contact with the pore water is also in contact with the
outside air, so that p0 is the constant atmospheric pressure. In that case, (4.3)
can be rewritten to
k(θ)
q~l =
µw



dpc (θ)
dθ



∇θ
θ

(4.5)
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with (dpc /dθ)θ the slope of the water retention curve around a given θ. Experimental protocols exist to measure both k(θ) and the water retention curve
(Genuchten, 1980).
In general, diffusion of water vapor also contributes to transport of water.
The general expression for diffusion is given by Fick’s first law:
J~w = −D · ∇ρw

(4.6)

with Jw the particle flux of water molecules in [mol·s−1 ·m−2 ], D the vapor diffusion coefficient of vapor in the material in [m2 ·s−1 ] and ρw the molar density
of the water vapor in the air in [mol·m−3 ]. D depends on the geometry of the
air network in material, i.e. the geometry of the pore network and θ. For vapor
diffusion through a porous material, D is often approximated with (Webb, 2006)
D = D0 ·

φ−θ
L

(4.7)

with D0 the diffusion coefficient of water vapor in air, φ the material porosity
in [m3 ·m−3 ], and L the material tortuosity in [m·m−1 ]. Here, the term (φ − θ)
represents parts of the pore network becoming unavailable for vapor transport as
they become filled with liquid water. The term L represents the increased path
length required to travel through a porous matrix as compared to diffusion through
open air.
Assuming that local condensation and evaporation phenomena occur fast
compared to diffusion through the material, the water vapor is considered to be
in equilibrium with the local pore water. Assuming that the vapor behaves as an
ideal gas, ρw can be related to the local aw of the pore water via
aw =

ρw
ρ∗w

(4.8)

with ρ∗w the molar density of the water vapor in saturated air, i.e. air that is in
equilibrium with pure water of aw = 1. In this case, Jw is considered to contribute
directly to the local change in θ. Multiplying with the molar volume of liquid water
vw and substituting equation (4.7), equation (4.6) is rewritten into an expression
for the θ-dependent volume flux of water due to vapor transport:
q~v = −vw · D0

φ−θ ∗
ρ
L w



daw (θ)
dθ



∇θ

(4.9)

θ

with daw /dθ the inverse slope of the sorption isotherm. The factor ρ∗w · (daw /dθ)θ
translates the term ∇θ into the local driving force for diffusion. It represents the
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local difference in driving force generated by a small change dθ around a given θ.
A sorption isotherm of our gypsum samples is shown in Figure 4.1b. It can be seen
that at higher θ, aw changes only little with a certain change in θ as compared to
a similar change around lower θ.
Substituting the contributions from liquid flow (4.5) and vapor diffusion
(4.9) into the continuity equation (4.1) gives the Richards equation for the movement of water in unsaturated porous media (Richards, 1931; Greenkorn, 1983;
Huyakom, 1983):
dθ
= ∇ · (Dm (θ) · ∇θ)
dt

(4.10)

with Dm the moisture diffusivity:
Dm

φ−θ ∗
ρ
= vw · D0
L w



daw (θ)
dθ



k(θ)
−
µw
θ



dpc (θ)
dθ



(4.11)
θ

Equations (4.10) and (4.11) do not consider transport driven by temperature
gradients, which is beyond the scope of this chapter.
Dm depends on θ and can typically change over several orders of magnitude
with small variations in θ. The general shape of Dm (θ) can be inferred from
(4.11). The first term, referring to vapor transport, decreases monotonously with
increasing θ. By definition, the factor (φ − θ) is positive but decreases with
increasing θ until the sample is fully saturated (i.e. until φ = θ); for our samples,
the same is true for the factor (daw /dθ)θ as can be deduced from the data in
Figure 4.1. The second term, referring to liquid transport, on the other hand,
increases monotonously with increasing θ, as both k(θ) and (dpc /dθ)θ typically
increase with increasing θ (e.g. Brooks and Corey, 1964; van Genuchten, 1980;
Berninger et al., 2011). When θ = 0, transport into the material is only possible
through diffusion of vapor and Dm (θ) will therefore initially decrease. At higher
θ, a sufficient amount water will accumulated to form a continuous network of
films throughout the material that can contribute to transport via flow. Flow will
eventually become dominant, as only liquid transport is possible at high θ and
Dm (θ) will then increase with θ.

4.3

Determination of Dm with DVS

Because the dependence of Dm on θ is determined by the microscopic geometry
of the material, it is highly material specific and difficult to predict from macroscopic parameters such as porosity and average pore size alone. Dm is therefore
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typically determined from experiments in which the water absorption of a material is measured (e.g. Greenkorn, 1983; Adan, 1995, Pel, 1995, Carmeliet et al.,
2007). Here, a Dynamic Vapor Sorption apparatus (DVS) was used to measure
the absorption of water into a small (dry weight 19.25 mg, typical length 2.5 mm)
sample of gypsum with Czapek additives exposed to a range of subsequent RHs.
A DVS continuously measures the weight of a sample, while controlling the
RH that surrounds it. The amount of absorbed water is deduced from the change
in weight. Figure 4.1a shows data obtained from a measurement in which the RH
is stepwise increased and decreased over a range of RH = 0% to RH = 98%.
After each step in RH, the sample equilibrates over time by releasing or taking
up water, resulting in a gradual decrease or increase in mass, respectively. From
the equilibrated sample mass, the sample dry mass and the sample bulk volume,
the equilibrium θeq can be determined. The sorption-isotherm, which is shown in
Figure 4.1b, is constructed by taking the θeq for each RH.
The shape of Dm can be found by approximating Dm from the sorption
kinetics shown in Figure 4.1a. To this end, the sample in the DVS is modeled as
a sphere with a radius a in [m] as shown in Figure 4.2. To model the response of
this sample to a single change in RH at time t = 0 in the DVS, Dm is assumed
∗ during the ensuing equilibration step, which is valid when
to be a constant Dm
the change in θ is small. Transport in the radial direction of the sample is then
described by
dθ
∗
= Dm
dt

d2 θ 2 dθ
+
dr2
r dr

!

(4.12)

It is assumed that the sample has a homogeneous moisture content θi prior to the
change in RH at t = 0:
θ = θi ,

0 ≤ r ≤ a,

t<0

(4.13)

Further, it is assumed that the air in the DVS is well mixed, so that pores at the
surface (r = a) equilibrate instantaneously. This means that, after the change in
RH, the θ at the sample surface immediately corresponds to the new RH in the
DVS:
θ = θf ,

r = a,

t≥0

(4.14)

with θf the equilibrium moisture content corresponding to the new RH in the
DVS. Finally, due to symmetry, it holds that
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Figure 4.1: Sorption behavior of a gypsum sample with Czapek additives and a typical
length scale of ∼ 2.5 mm. (a) Time dependent sorption of a sample measured with DVS.
After each stepwise change of the RH (-), the sample equilibrates through either uptake
or release of water, thereby changing its mass (◦). The mass increase after each step in
RH is fitted with equation (4.22), as is illustrated in the inset. (b) The sorption isotherm
of the gypsum sample, i.e. the equilibrium moisture content of the sample as a function
of the pore water aw , as determined with DVS. To parameterize the sorption isotherm,
aw as function of θ is fitted with a double exponential (–).
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dθ
,
dr

t≥0

r = 0,

(4.15)

Equation (4.12) with conditions (4.13) to (4.15) can be solved for θ(x, t)
(Crank, 1975):


∞
∗ n2 π 2 t
(−1)n
2a X
nπr
−Dm
θ(x, t) − θi
=1+
sin
exp
θf − θi
πr n=1 n
a
a2

!

(4.16)

Moreover, a solution is available for the total amount of substance entering the
sphere (Crank, 1975):
∞
∗ n2 π 2 t
X
6
−Dm
m(t)
=1−
exp
mf
n2 π 2
a2
n=1

!

(4.17)

with m(t) the amount of absorbed substance since t = 0 and mf the amount of
substance absorbed by a fully equilibrated sample. The series in equation (4.17)
quickly converges with time to the first term (Talbot and Kitchener, 1956; Jason
and Peters, 1973). This can for instance be shown by numerically evaluating the
improved integral test (Stewart, 2012),

Z ∞

f (1) + f (2) +
3

f (x)dx ≤

∞
X

f (n) ≤ f (1) + f (2) +

Z ∞

f (x)dx

(4.18)

2

n=1

which shows that for the series from (4.17),
∗ π 2 x2
1
Dm
f (x) = 2 exp
x
a2

!

(4.19)

it holds that
f (1) >>

∞
X

f (n)

(4.20)

n=2

when
t≥

a2
∗ π2
Dm

(4.21)
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airflow with controlled RH

r=a

sample
holder

θ(x,t)

θ =θf

sample
r=0

d θ/dr=0

Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of the assumed spherical geometry used to approximate the equilibration of samples in the DVS. Transport of absorbed liquid occurs in
radial direction through a sample of radius a. The outside air imposes a constant moisture
content equal to boundary condition (4.13) on the sample surface at r = a. Following
boundary condition (4.15), no flux occurs at r = 0. Transport through the bulk of the
material is described by equation (4.12).

The time dependent sorption data of each RH step in Figure 4.1a can therefore
be fitted with a first order approximation of equation (4.17):
m(t)
t
= 1 − exp −
mf
τ




(4.22)

with τ the time constant of the exponential equal to:
τ=

1
a2
·
∗
Dm
π2

(4.23)

∗
The fits of the sorption data are included in Figure 4.1a (see inset). Dm
as a function of aw can then be obtained from the time constant of each fit via
(4.23).The time constants as a function of RH are shown in Figure 4.3a. In
∗ is shown as a function of θ. Here, θ is related to the RH via
Figure 4.3b, Dm
the sorption isotherm in Figure 4.1b.
∗ depends strongly on the geometry
The exact relation between τ and Dm
chosen for the modeled system. Since the spherical geometry here is only an
∗ (θ) should not be straightforwardly projected
approximation, the determined Dm
∗ is independent of
on Dm (θ). However, the inverse relation between τ and Dm
∗ (θ) does have the same shape as D (θ). Figure
geometry, meaning that Dm
m
∗ is monotonously decreasing
4.3b shows that for the measured interval of θ, Dm
with increasing θ. According to equation (4.11), this implies that the vapor term
is dominant in this interval of Dm (θ) and that transport is dominated by vapor
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Figure 4.3: Time constants of the sample equilibration as a function of the RH, as∗
as function of θ, constructed from the
suming a spherical sample geometry. (b) Dm
time constants, equation (4.23) and the sorption isotherm. The sample diameter was
approximately 2.5 mm, i.e., a = 1.25 · 10−3 m.

diffusion. In the following simulations, Dm can therefore be described with the
first term of equation (4.11), referring to the vapor contribution.

4.4

Numerical model of sample equilibration

To investigate the micro climate on an equilibrating gypsum sample, a model was
constructed in the COMSOL mathematical PDE solver. The model numerically
solves the development of the moisture content as a function of place and time
for a sample exposed to a certain ambient RH. The state of the micro climate
is subsequently deduced from the simulated aw and θ at the sample surface.
Parameters of the model were chosen to resemble the conditions of the experiments
presented in this thesis. In this way, a better picture of the moisture conditions
experienced by the fungi during these experiments was aimed at.
The geometry of the model is shown in Figure 4.4a. A gypsum sample of
thickness l is exposed at its surface to air with a defined relative humidity. The
sample thickness is small compared to the sample diameter, and we are mostly
interested in the equilibration at the location of the inoculum at the centre of
the sample. Therefore, transport through the sample is considered to occur in a
single direction only. Initially, the sample has a homogeneous moisture content of
a chosen value θi :
θ = θi ,

0 ≤ x ≤ l,

t<0

(4.24)

If the sample is not in equilibrium with the ambient RH, water vapor from the
air will enter or leave the sample by diffusion through a boundary layer at the
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Figure 4.4: (a) Representation of the geometry of the numerical model used to simulate
the equilibration of samples. The model simulates one dimensional transport through a
sample of length l. The outside air imposes a flux of water vapor equal to boundary
condition (4.26) on the sample surface at x = 0. Following boundary condition (4.27), no
flux occurs at x = l. Transport through the bulk of the material is described by equation
(4.10). (b) The Dm (θ) that is used as input for (4.10), based on the first term of (4.11).
The dashed lines represent the standard error introduced into Dm (θ) by the fit of the
sorption data (R2 = 0.998) to produce the term (daw (θ)/dθ)θ in (4.11).

surface of the sample. The thickness d in [m] of this boundary layer depends on
the velocity of the air parallel to the surface, v, via (Shahraeeni et al., 2012):
C
d= √
v

(4.25)

with C an empirical constant. The diffusive flux through the boundary layer can
be described as follows (Gupta, 2014):
Dm

dθ
aw,ext − aw (θx=0 )
= vw D0 ρ∗w
,
dx
d

x = 0,

t≥0

(4.26)

wherein aw,ext refers to the RH of the ambient air, expressed as an activity for
the purpose of the model, and aw (θx=0 ) is the activity of the pore water at the
surface, depending on the local moisture content at x = 0. This flux of water
vapor forms the sole source of moisture in the model, so on the other side of the
sample it holds that
dθ
= 0,
dx

x = l,

t≥0

(4.27)

Transport through the bulk of the sample is defined by equation (4.10), with
(4.24), (4.26) and (4.27) as initial condition and boundary conditions respectively.
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Table 4.1: specific values of the parameters that were used in the model.

Parameter
vw
D0
l
φ
L
ρ∗w
C

Value
1.8 · 10−5
2.8 · 10−5
0.003
0.476
1.45
0.960
2.26·10−3

Unit
m3 ·mol−1
m2 ·s−1
m
m3 ·m−3
m·m−1
mol·m−3
m1.5 ·m−0.5

Source
(Lide, 2005)
(Cussler, 1997)
Chapter 3
Table 3.1
(Kontogeorgos, 2013)
(Dean, 1999)
(Shahraeeni, 2012)

As discussed in the previous section, the moisture diffusivity is defined as the first
term of equation (4.11), which is the diffusivity for vapor-dominated transport
that according to (4.9), with aw (θ) obtained from the data presented in Figure
4.1b. The resulting Dm (θ) is plotted in Figure 4.4b.
The values of the physical constants that served as input for the model are
listed in Table 4.1. Moreover, T was set at 293 K for all simulations. Finally,
simulations were carried out with several values for the thickness of the boundary
layer d. These were chosen to resemble relevant air velocities. Orosa (2012)
mentions values between 0.1 and 1 m/s, where 1 m/s is extremely fast. Loomans
(1998) reports velocities between 0.05 and 0.3 m/s specifically measured close to
indoor surfaces. Accordingly, values of d = 0.01 m (v = 0.05 m/s), d = 0.007
m (v = 0.1 m/s) and d = 0.002 m (v = 1 m/s) were used. Further, value
of d = 0.03 m was used to represent completely stagnant air in the incubation
chamber. In that case, d is equal to the total distance between sample surface
and glycerol solution, which is in the order of centimeters (see the description of
the setup in Chapter 3).

4.5

Numerical simulations of sample equilibration

As a first case, the micro climate during equilibration of a newly incubated dry
gypsum sample was investigated. To this end, the θi value corresponded to a sample equilibrated with RH = 50% (using Figure 4.1b), which is a typical average
RH for indoor air in the Netherlands. The aw,ext was set to 0.97, corresponding
to RH = 97%, the default reference RH for all growth experiments. The reverse
situation of a sample first equilibrated at RH = 97% now exposed to RH = 50%
was also simulated. A boundary layer of d = 0.007 m was chosen, as some air
movement is likely to occur just after incubation.
Profiles of the moisture content throughout the initially dry sample for
different moments in the wetting process are shown in Figure 4.5a. The data shows
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that the fastest moisture content increase occurs at x = 0, where the sample is
exposed to the air. With increasing distance from the surface, the moisture content
increasingly lags behind compared to the surface response. Overall, however, the
sample equilibrates largely homogeneous, indicating that transport through the
sample occurs at a rate similar to that of the influx of water at the surface.
Profiles of the moisture content throughout the sample during drying are shown
in Figure 4.5b. Here, the inertia effect of the moisture content is more pronounced.
A drying front is visible, indicating that drying at the surface occurs faster than
the transport through the sample.
To further illustrate how equilibration of the bulk lags behind that of the
surface, Figure 4.5c compares the local θ at x = 0 with the average θ throughout
the sample, i.e., the bulk θ. The bulk θ of the sample as a function of time was
calculated from the data in 4.5a and 4.5b by integrating each profile over the
length of the sample and then dividing by the length of the sample. The data
shows that for wetting of the sample, bulk equilibration takes approximately 64 h,
whereas for drying it takes less than 1 h. Equilibration of the surface occurs after
approximately 20 h during wetting, and approximately 1 h during drying.
To assess the conditions for growth on the sample during equilibration, the
micro climate in terms of the surface aw was calculated from θ as a function of
time at the sample surface (x = 0 in Figure 4.5a and 4.5b), using the sorption
isotherm (Figure 4.1b). This is shown in Figure 4.5d. The data shows that the
surface aw approaches its final value much faster than the surface θ, reaching
95% of its final value (aw = 0.95) within 2 hours. Moreover, the critical aw of
Penicillium rubens on vapor equilibrated gypsum, aw,crit = 0.86 (Adan, 1994; van
laarhoven et al., 2015), is reached after around 10 minutes for both wetting and
drying.
To investigate the impact of d, the surface aw of an equilibrating sample
was simulated for stagnant air (d = 0.03 m) and air moving with velocities of
v = 0.05 m/s (d = 0.01 m), v = 0.1 m/s (d = 0.007 m) and an extreme case of
v = 1 m/s (d = 0.002 m). The results are shown in Figure 4.6. For equilibration
from low to high aw (Figure 4.6a) and from high to low aw (Figure 4.6b) the data
shows that a smaller d leads to faster equilibration.
Every time the ambient RH changes, porous materials will respond and
aim to equilibrate with the new RH. The impact of the characteristics of a RHchange on the micro climate during equilibration was investigated by simulating the
equilibration of a sample for different steps in RH and different initial equilibria, set
up through different combinations of θi and aw,ext . Figure 4.7 shows the surface
aw of samples exposed to either a decrease (Figure 4.7a) or increase (Figure 4.7b)
in ambient RH.
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Figure 4.5: Simulations of wetting (t < t0 ) and drying (t > t0 ) of a 3 mm sample.
(a) A dry sample (θi corresponding to dry RH = 50%) is exposed to RH = 97% at
x = 0. Profiles of the moisture content throughout the sample are shown for increasing
time: t = 0.01, 0.03, 0.06, 0.12, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 h. The moisture
content in the sample bulk lags slightly behind that at the surface, but equilibration
occurs largely homogeneously. (b) A sample previously equilibrated with RH = 97%
is exposed to RH = 50% at x = 0. Profiles of the moisture content throughout the
sample are shown for increasing time: t − t0 = 0.01, 0.03, 0.06, 0.12, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2 h.
The moisture content in the bulk of the sample lags behind that at the surface. (c) The
simulated moisture content as a function of time. Shown are the bulk moisture content
(continuous line), determined from integrating the individual moisture content profiles
over the sample length, and the local moisture content at the sample surface (dashed
line). The inset magnifies the drying part for clarity. (d) The aw at the sample surface
as a function of time. The surface aw stabilizes within a few hours during both wetting
and drying. Note the break in the horizontal axis. The dashed horizontal line represents
the threshold activity of aw = 0.86 required for growth of P. rubens on gypsum.
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Figure 4.6: The aw at the surface of a sample in the first hours of equilibration with
vapor from air that moves parallel to the sample surface with 0 m/s (dashed line), 0.05
m/s (dotted line) 0.1 m/s (continuous line), or 1 m/s (dash-dotted line). Shown are (a)
a sample previously equilibrated with RH = 50%, exposed to RH = 97% and (b) a
sample previously equilibrated with RH = 97%, exposed to RH = 50%. The horizontal
line represents the threshold activity required for growth of P. rubens on gypsum.

The data shows that the response of the surface aw to a decrease in ambient
aw,ext is faster for bigger drops in aw : when changing from 0.97 to 0.5, the surface
aw stabilizes in less than 2 h, whereas stabilization from 0.97 to 0.9 takes more
than 8 h. Similarly, the threshold for growth of aw = 0.86 is crossed within 15
minutes in the case of the biggest drop in aw , but only after 3 h for a drop from
0.97 to 0.8. In the case of an increase in aw , the surface aw always reaches 0.95
within about 3 hours and takes approximately 8 hours to stabilize completely,
independently of the initial aw difference. Moreover, the threshold for growth is
crossed within 15 minutes for all aw .

4.6
4.6.1

Discussion
Validation of the used model and Dm

In this chapter, we estimated the Dm (θ) of our gypsum samples, for θ between
0 and 0.04, from DVS data in two different ways. Firstly, the general shape and
∗ (θ ), was obtained from the
order of magnitude of Dm (θ), in the form of Dm
i
timescales of stepwise sorption (Figure 4.3). Secondly, Dm (θ) was determined
based on equation (4.11) and the derivative of the sorption isotherm (Figure 4.1),
as plotted in Figure 4.4. It is noted that the latter approach is an estimation that
models diffusion phenomena only; it ignores possible interactions between the
vapor and the porous matrix or phenomena such as vapor diffusion enhancement
due to liquid islands, although vapor diffusion enhancement does not typically
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Figure 4.7: Simulated surface aw of samples exposed to different humidity steps. v = 0.1
m/s. (a) Samples initially equilibrated to aw = 0.97 that are subsequently exposed
to different decreases in RH (aw,ext = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9). (b) Samples initially
equilibrated to different activities (θi corresponding to an equilibrium aw = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7,
0.8, 0.9), exposed to aw,ext = 0.97. The horizontal lines represent the threshold for
growth of P. rubens on gypsum.

occur at these low values for θ (Ho and Webb, 1996; Shahraeeni and Or, 2012).
Despite this simplification, the order of magnitude and shape of the Dm (θ) from
both approaches match reasonably well.
To further verify whether the used model and Dm (θ) match the experimental data, an attempt was made to simulate the bulk equilibration of a gypsum
sample with typical length scale 2.5 mm and compare this to the equilibration
of such a sample as measured in Chapter 3 with DVS. Since the sample is exposed to the ambient air on all sides in the DVS, symmetry is assumed and, in
the simulations, the sample is modeled as a 1.25 mm sample, exposed a 1 m/s
airflow with RH = 30% or RH = 97% on one side. The resulting simulated bulk
equilibration is compared to the measured bulk equilibration in Figure 4.8. Again,
the model and the DVS measurements match quite well, both taking around 8
h to fully equilibrate from RH = 30% to RH = 97%, and equilibrating back to
RH = 30% within 0.25 h.
Previously, Adan (1994) measured the Dm (θ) of similar gypsum with Czapek additives. He determined Dm (θ) from moisture content profiles measured
with scanning neutron radiography in 5 mm dry samples (initially equilibrated
with RH = 5%), exposed to RH = 95% on one side. Unlike the homogeneous
wetting profiles we found with simulations (Figure 4.5a), Adan measured a distinct wetting front in the first 1.5 mm of the sample during the first 15 h of
equilibration. From these profiles, he calculated a Dm (θ) ranging from 10−8 to
10−11 , roughly a factor 10 lower than the one found with our DVS measurements,
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of simulated (-) and measured () bulk equilibration of a 2.5 mm
gypsum sample with Czapek additives, exposed to air with v = 1 m/s and RH = 30%,
RH = 97%, and RH = 30%, respectively.

which ranges from 10−7 to 10−10 . Additional simulations with a Dm (θ) modified to match the one found by Adan showed similar formation of a wetting front
(Figure 4.9). Comparison of the sorption isotherm measured by Adan to the one
measured here shows that daw /dθ is around 10 times smaller for Adan’s samples,
which is consistent with a 10 times lower Dm (θ). This indicates a structural difference in the material tested here and the one tested by Adan. The origin of
this difference remains unclear, although comparison of the sorption isotherms of
pure gypsum and gypsum with Czapek additives in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.2) already
demonstrated that small differences in composition can lead to markedly different
properties for gypsum. This underlines the importance of precise characterization of the transport properties of a porous material if its micro climate is to be
predicted.

4.6.2

Implications of the development of the micro climate for
growth experiments on porous substrates

The data in Figures 4.5c and 4.5d shows that the surface aw approaches its
final value substantially faster than the surface θ: the surface aw reaches 95%
of its final value within 2 h, whereas this takes 30 h for the surface θ. This can
be explained with the shape of the sorption isotherm. At high θ, an additional
change in θ only results in a very small increase in aw . In the later phases of θ
equilibration, aw therefore is already very close to its final value. To fungi on the
sample surface, this may imply that aw conditions are already relatively stable,
while surface conditions in terms of θ are still changing. Although it is known that
fungal growth is influenced by changes in aw (e.g. Luard, 1982b), it is not known
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Figure 4.9: Simulation of wetting moisture content profiles of a 5 mm gypsum sample
with a modified Dm (θ), equal to the Dm (θ) extracted from DVS measurements, plotted
in Figure 4.4b, divided by 10. The sample is initially equilibrated with RH = 5% and
then exposed to RH = 95% on one side (v = 0.05 m/s). A drying front is visible in the
first 1.5 mm of the sample.

whether or to what extend a changing θ influences growth while aw is constant.
Usually, a growth experiment with vapor equilibrated samples starts with
the incubation of a relatively dry, inoculated sample at a higher RH (e.g. Ayerst,
1969; Grant et al., 1989; Nielsen et al., 2004). The requirement for equilibration
may delay the moment that the incubated fungi actually experience the aw corresponding to that RH. Figures 4.5d and 4.6a show the development of the surface
aw during typical incubation conditions of the experiments reported in this thesis.
When air is stagnant, the threshold for growth (aw > 0.86) is reached after 1 h
and high aw values, close to the final value and optimal for growth (aw > 0.95),
are reached after around 10 h. When some air movement is assumed (v = 0.05
m/s or v = 0.1 m/s), the threshold is reached within minutes and high aw values
are reached after around 2 h. The growth experiments reported in this thesis have
a typical duration of several weeks, the first growth being observed after 1 to 2
days. As some air movement during incubation is to be expected, it is concluded
that the RH of the sample micro climate remains below the incubation RH for
only a short time relative to the experiment duration. It is noted, however, that
little is known about the effects of a dry period with a duration in the order of
hours on inoculated conidia. Results of Bekker (2014) indicate that exposing
newly incubated, ungerminated conidia to an initial period of RH = 15% does
not change colony development other than delaying its initiation with the duration
of the RH = 15% period.
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The data in Figure 4.6 demonstrates how equilibration of the surface aw
occurs faster with higher v. The impact of v on equilibration is important when
comparing the results of growth experiments on porous samples under dynamic
humidity conditions. For instance, Bekker (2014) used a setup in which airflow
with a velocity of 0.05 m/s was used to control the RH around porous substrates,
whereas Johansson (2013) used airflow with a velocity of 0.5 m/s for similar
purposes. The results here indicate that the tenfold difference in air velocity
would certainly lead to a difference in equilibration times between the experiments.
Therefore, while both researchers imposed periods of lowered ambient RH with
similar durations, the imposed micro climates imposed during these experiments
would differ significantly.
Figure 4.7 shows that for smaller differences in RH, the wetting of the micro
climate proceeds faster than its drying. This is in contrast with bulk equilibration,
where wetting typically takes far longer than drying (Figures 4.5 and 4.8). From
the perspective of fungi on the surface, this means that favorable conditions may
be reached fast during wetting, and may be prolonged during subsequent drying.
This is important to keep in mind during growth experiments wherein porous
substrates are exposed to different ambient RHs during successive periods of
defined duration (e.g. Adan, 1994; Johansson, 2013; Bekker, 2014). Consider,
for instance, a sample exposed to alternating 6 h periods of RH = 97% and
RH = 80%. In terms of conditions favorable (aw > 0.86) and unfavorable
(aw < 0.86) for growth, this results in a micro climate with 9 h periods of favorable
conditions alternating with 3 h periods of unfavorable conditions. If a sample is
exposed to alternating 6 h periods of RH = 97% and RH = 50%, however, this
results in a micro climate with alternating 6 h periods of favorable and unfavorable
conditions.

4.6.3

Influence of θ on fungal growth on porous substrates

The estimation of Dm from DVS data (Figure 4.3) suggests that moisture transport through the substrate is dominated by vapor transport for the complete range
of RHs tested in this thesis (ranging from RH = 50% to RH = 97%). This
implies that fungi on the surface only have access to nearby nutrients on the surface of the gypsum substrate. The dominance of vapor transport implies that
that a connected network of liquid water has not yet developed at these RHs,
other than perhaps connected through adsorbed layers of a few molecules thick.
The presence of such a liquid water network could facilitate nutrients to dissolve
and diffuse to the sample surface. This means that increases in θ beyond the
limits explored here might be beneficiary for fungal growth through the provision
of additional sources of nutrients. In the indoor environment, such increases in
moisture content might occur in cases of leakage or surface condensation.
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Concluding remarks

In summary, simulations of the micro climate of gypsum samples were performed
to obtain more knowledge of the timescales involved with equilibration of the
conditions experienced by fungi during experiments. To this end, first the Dm
of the samples was obtained from DVS data in two different ways. The Dm
ultimately used in the model is consistent with the DVS data that was used
to characterize samples. Comparison with the Dm of different gypsum samples
(Adan, 1994), however, showed that the exact Dm of gypsum may be sensitive
to small differences in composition. It was found that, for the tested range of θ,
vapor diffusion dominates moisture transport through the samples.
Different timescales were found for equilibration of the bulk θ and equilibration of the local θ at the surface, the latter proceeding faster than the former.
Moreover, even though the surface aw is directly related to the surface θ, the
non-linear relation between aw and θ causes the surface aw to approach its final
value faster than θ. This means the surface θ may still vary significantly while the
surface aw is largely stable. Since a high aw is a known, important requirement for
growth, this implies growth on samples is possible even while the sample surface
has not yet equilibrated completely. The importance of the still varying θ at that
point is unknown. Further investigation of the surface aw as a function of the
ambient conditions showed that a new surface aw develops faster for higher v.
Moreover, during drying of a sample, the development of the new aw proceeds
faster for a bigger initial difference between sample and ambient RH. This is in
contrast with wetting of a sample, where the surface aw develops relatively fast
compared to drying and independently of the difference with the ambient RH.
For the experiments presented in this thesis specifically, three things can
be concluded based on these results. Firstly, after incubation, the micro climate
takes, in terms of aw , around 2 h to develop, depending on air movement in the
incubation chamber. This is short compared to the typical duration of experiments,
meaning equilibration only causes a short delay. It remains unclear, however,
whether a period of low RH of several hours at the start of an experiment while
conidia are still ungerminated will influence subsequent growth.
Secondly, the simulations indicate that, when exposing samples that are
initially equilibrated to RH = 97% to short (< 2 h) periods of lowered RH, the
surface aw never reaches its final value. In case such a sample is exposed to a 1
h period of RH = 80% or RH = 70%, moreover, the surface aw does not even
drop below the threshold for growth of aw = 0.86.
Thirdly, the fact that vapor diffusion is dominating transport in vapor equilibrated samples in the considered RH range suggest that fungi on the surface of
such samples only have access to nutrients located at the surface. A substantial
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increase in θ may therefore lead to increased availability of water or nutrients due
to transport through a liquid network.
The current model could be further validated by adding a more accurate
Dm of the substrate material, by combining the DVS methods mentioned here
with the methods suggested in for instance (Adan, 1995; Carmeliet, 2007). In
particular, the Dm for liquid dominated transport could be included so that the
model could be used to predict the micro climate in a wider range of circumstances
such as to simulate indoor surface condensation. Then, transport of solutes could
be interesting to add to the model to investigate the availability of nutrient from
the bulk material at higher moisture contents. Finally, one way to improve the
current model would be to incorporate the geometry of the incubation chamber
into the framework for simulations in COMSOL. Many of the simplifications used
here, such as the one-dimensional approach and the approximation of the surface
boundary condition as a flux through a boundary layer resulting from airflow would
then be circumvented.

Chapter 5

Separate effects of moisture
content and water activity on
the hyphal extension of
Penicillium rubens on porous
media
5.1

Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 2, the impact of RH on growth is usually understood in
the context of its equivalence to water activity (aw ). Although RH is a property
of water vapor whereas aw is a property of liquid water, both are expressions
of the water’s chemical potential (Atkins and de Paula, 2006). When an indoor
substrate and ambient RH are in equilibrium, the RH defines the substrate aw via
aw = RH/100%. To a fungus, substrate aw represents the ease of osmotic water
uptake. However, the RH may influence indoor fungal growth in an additional
way: via the total amount of water present in the material and available to the
fungus.
Indoor fungi grow on surfaces that are typically porous (Viitanen, 2010,
Andersen et al., 2011). When porous materials are exposed to vapor, water will
adsorb on the surfaces of the pores via adsorption and capillary condensation
(Hunter, 1993, also see Chapter 2). This condensation process can be described
by Kelvin’s law (Atkins and de Paula, 2006). The amount of water absorbed by a
material depends on the RH it is exposed to and is quantified by the volumetric
moisture content (θ), the ratio of the volume of the water present to the bulk
65
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volume of the material. In equilibrium, θ is related to RH via the so-called
moisture sorption isotherm curve, a relation that is defined by the pore geometry
of the material. Note that in equilibrium also the pore water aw and RH are equal
(aw = RH/100%). In absence of equilibrium, mass exchange occurs through
condensation or evaporation in the direction of decreasing aw . As this happens,
the material’s θ changes until equilibrium is reached. As such, the RH not only
determines the water activity, but also the amount of water present.
Little is known about possible effects of θ on fungal growth; some studies
suggest that θ might indeed influence growth on porous substrates (Adan, 1994;
Li and Wadsö, 2013). Since hyphae can draw resources from contact with liquid
water, we hypothesize that a higher θ will be beneficial for fungal growth on porous
substrates. Because θ is coupled to the RH and substrate aw , more knowledge of
the potential effects of θ will be crucial for a sound interpretation of experiments
relating RH to growth on porous substrates.
In this chapter, growth experiments are reported with Penicillium rubens
on colored gypsum, of which the growth was monitored and quantified in terms
of hyphal growth rates with the video microscopy methods described in Chapter
3. The objective was to test whether a higher moisture content θ in the gypsum
leads to a faster growth rate of P. rubens, independent of the aw . To this end,
we controlled the θ and aw of the gypsum separately during the growth experiments. Since the relation between indoor RH and θ is material specific, this may
eventually lay the foundation for new strategies to control indoor fungal growth,
through the choosing or development of fungal resistant materials.

5.2
5.2.1

Experimental procedures
General procedure for gypsum growth experiments

Gypsum samples with Czapek additives and a colored Fe3 O4 layer were prepared
according to the protocols described in Chapter 3 (Section 3.2). Subsequently,
the samples were point-inoculated with conidial suspension (5 μl, 106 ml−1 ) of P.
rubens (Section 3.3). After incubation in the video microscopy setup (Section 3.4,
Figure 3.4), growth was monitored at 1 hour intervals with time-lapse recording for
60 days or until colonization was so advanced that hyphae overlapped extensively,
whichever came first. The recorded movies were post-processed to quantify the
observed hyphal growth. A custom MATLAB script was used to extract the
location of hyphal tips in every frame. Hyphal length as a function of time could be
determined accordingly, and growth rates and germination times were determined
subsequently.
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Growth experiments on gypsum equilibrated with vapor

Two sets of experiments were performed with the gypsum substrates. A first
measurement series consisted of growth experiments on substrates exposed to
a constant RH. Inoculated, dry samples were put in containers with different
steady-state RH’s with values of 79%, 82%, 86%, 90%, 93%, 97%, or 100%.
Upon exposure of the samples to a certain RH, an amount of water condensed
into the samples through equilibration. This resulted in the pore water of the
samples attaining the corresponding aw (0.79, 0.82, 0.86, 0.90, 0.93, 0.97, or
1) and θ, as described by the sorption curve (Figure 3.2). The hyphal growth
sustained by that water was then monitored. Experiments were mostly performed
4-fold, but at least duplicate.

5.2.3

Growth experiments on gypsum soaked with aqueous solutions

In a second measurement series, the inoculated substrates were soaked with aqueous solutions of controlled aw to their maximum θ of 35%. In a given measurement, glycerol, KCl, NaCl, or polyethelene glycol (PEG) was used as solute.
Every time, the aw of the solution was chosen to match the aw of the glycerol
solution on the bottom of the container (0.79, 0.82, 0.86, 0.90, 0.93, 0.97, or
1) and its corresponding equilibrium RH. This meant that equilibrium set in
immediately and that the sample would maintain its maximum θ rather than the
equilibrium θ prescribed by the sorption curve. In the case of experiments with
aw = 1 (corresponding to RH = 100%), the samples were soaked with pure
water. An aw -meter (Labtouch-aw Basic, Novasina) was used to verify the aw of
the solutions. The aw of soaked samples was measured too, and was compared
to the aw of the solutions. No difference in aw was found, which indicates that
the concentration of Czapek in the gypsum was too low to affect the aw of the
soaking solutions significantly.

5.2.4

Growth experiments on agar

Additional growth experiments on agar culture media were performed for comparison with growth on gypsum. Malt Extract Agar (MEA) (Oxoid) and plates
of agarized Czapek solutions were used. To mimic the nutrient concentrations
of the gypsum substrates, two concentrations of Czapek were used: 0.001 g/ml
and 1 g/ml. These equaled, respectively, the bulk concentration of Czapek in the
gypsum samples, and the concentration of Czapek in the pore water of a sample
equilibrated with an RH of 80% (calculated from the bulk concentration and the
volume of pore water based on the sorption data shown in Chapter 3). All agar
plates were created by pouring 9 ml of agar solution into 10 ml petri dishes. 200
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μm thin glass panes were used as a cover to prevent the agar from drying out
while observed with the camera setup.

5.2.5

Statistical analysis

A set of one-tailed, unpaired Welch’s t-tests was used to compare the hyphal
growth rates on samples equilibrated with vapor to the growth rates on samples
soaked with a glycerol solution. Only the growth rates on substrates with the
same aw (but different θ) were compared, since the goal was to exclude the effect
of aw on growth rates from the test. The same procedure was used to test the
effect of θ on hypha starting times.
Further, the general trend in the growth rates as a function of aw was investigated for experiments with the gypsum samples. Since only trends were tested
and no regression was attempted, aw was treated as a categorical variable. Sample
sizes were generally unequal and homogeneity of variances was not assumed, so a
Welch’s one-way ANOVA was used, followed by a Games-Howell post hoc analysis. This procedure was used each time to analyze the results from experiments
with one specific substrate type, i.e. equilibrated with vapor, or soaked with the
aqueous solution of one particular solute. The general trends of hypha starting
times with aw were investigated in the same way.
All statistical analysis was performed in Microsoft Excel 2010. We used an
alpha level of 0.05 for all statistical tests.

5.3
5.3.1

Results
Observing hyphae growing on gypsum

In order to quantify the extension rates of individual hyphae growing on gypsum, samples were monitored with video microscopy while stored under controlled
moisture conditions. The resolution and contrast of the images were too low to
identify spores or germ tubes, but growing hyphae could be recognized. Several
time-labeled images of hyphae on gypsum are shown in Figure 5.1. The images
consist of cropped frames from a movie of growth on an initially dry gypsum substrate supplemented with Czapek that was equilibrated with a RH of 97%. This
Figure also illustrates typical events observed during measurements: some individual hyphae cease growth, even though many other hyphae still grow and continue
growing on the same substrate (Figure 5.1a); many other hyphae displace or shift
out of focus after some time (Figure 5.1b and 5.1c).
In general, growing hyphae could be followed for a few hundreds of μm
before they displaced or ceased growth. Branching of hyphae could be recognized
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B

C

Figure 5.1: Hyphae growing on a gypsum surface as observed with the video setup. The
scale bar is 25 Âţm and the time between frames is 2 hours. (a) The marked hypha
ceases growth at a length of 75 Âţm while other hyphae on the sample continue growth.
(b) The marked hypha drastically changes its position, presumably after growing into an
obstacle. (c) The marked hypha gradually shifts position, presumably after becoming
imbalanced as it extends. These cases were recorded at approximately 70h, 140h, and
60h since incubation respectively.
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only sporadically, and often resulted in immediate displacement of the followed
hypha. Not all hyphae in the field of view could be followed. New hyphae often
grew away from the surface, roughly perpendicular to the microscope’s working
plane, and grew out of focus quickly. Further, in cases of abundant growth, the
field of view was eventually obscured, making it impossible to distinguish hyphae
from each other after a certain time. Typically, 5 to 15 hyphae could be followed
in one movie.
Figure 5.2 shows data that was obtained from a typical movie of growth
on gypsum equilibrated with a RH of 97%, in which 6 individual hyphae could
be followed (). The hyphal length is plotted versus time, up to the moment
where the individual hypha displaced or stopped extending, with t = 0 being the
moment of inoculation. The hyphal length increases linear with time. For further
analysis, individual hyphal growth rates and the moments in time at which hyphae
became visible are therefore determined from linear fits of the data. In this movie,
the growth rate of the hyphae is 9 ± 3 μm/h, and the moments at which the
individual hyphae started growing are 60 ± 10 h.
Figure 5.2 also shows the length of hyphae growing on MEA(N) and customized Czapek agar(4 and ◦). Observation of the colonization of agar in the
movies revealed differences in hyphal growth compared to that on gypsum. Young
hyphae on agar did not displace but rather remained stably aligned to the surface.
Further, hyphae on agar never ceased growing and could therefore be followed
until they grew out of the field of view. Branching was clearly recognizable on
agar. Figure 5.2 shows that hyphae on agar initially accelerate rather than maintaining a constant growth rate. Quantitatively, hyphae on agar with a length of
around 100 μm have a growth rate of around 30 ± 5 μm/h, independent of the
nutrient content of the medium. This is significantly higher than the growth rates
on gypsum (Unpaired Welch’s t-test, p < 0.001). Also the spread in starting times
is markedly lower on agar media (19 ± 2 h on MEA and 25 ± 2 h on Czapek agar).

5.3.2

The moisture dependence of hyphal growth rates on gypsum

The relationship between hyphal growth rates on gypsum and RH was investigated
as a benchmark for the video setup. Inoculated substrates were monitored while
equilibrated with different RHs. The growth rates of individual hyphae were
determined with linear fits of the raw data and were then averaged per RH. The
average hyphal growth rates are shown in Figure 5.3 () as a function of aw . Note
that the experiments were performed under equilibrium conditions, meaning that
aw corresponds directly to the used RH. The bars represent the standard deviation
in the growth rates of individual hyphae. The data indicates that extension rates
increase with RH up to RH = 97%, although the differences in growth rates were
not all statistically significant (Figure 5.3, , labels). On samples equilibrated with
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Figure 5.2: Hyphal length as function of time for individual hyphae on gypsum (),
MEA (N), and Czapek agar with nutrient concentrations of 0.01 g/ml (◦) and 1 g/ml
(4). The length of hyphae on gypsum increases linearly with time and is fitted as such
(dashed lines). All measurements were carried out at aw = 0.97.

RH = 82%, no growth was detected after an incubation period of 1440 h, after
which the experiments were terminated.
The primary goal of this work was to test whether a higher θ leads to
higher hyphal growth rates on gypsum, independent of the aw . This is achieved
by comparing growth rates on equilibrated samples at a certain RH to growth
rates on samples soaked with an aqueous solution of known aw (See experimental
procedures). For example: while the aw of the water available to the fungus on
samples equilibrated with RH = 93% is equal to that on samples soaked with a
solution of aw = 0.93, the θ of the equilibrated sample (θ ∼ 2% for aw = 0.93,
according to the sorption data shown in Chapter 3) is much lower than that of
the soaked sample (θ ∼ 35% for all aw ).
The results of the experiments with soaked samples (Figure 5.3, ) show
a similar trend in growth rate with aw . However, hyphae on the soaked samples
always grow faster than those on equilibrated substrates at the same aw : a set
of Welch’s unpaired t-tests shows that, at each individual aw , the growth rate
on RH-equilibrated samples is significantly lower than those on soaked samples
(p < 0.004 for the comparison at each activity). The highest aw at which no
growth occurs on the soaked samples within 1440 h after inoculation is 0.79,
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Figure 5.3: Average growth speeds of hyphae on gypsum as a function of the water
activity of the pore water. Error bars represent the standard deviation in the growth rates
of individual hyphae at certain aw . Open symbols () mark the growth rates of hyphae
that grew on substrates that were equilibrated with water vapor. Closed symbols indicate
speeds on substrates that were soaked with a solution of which the activity was tuned
with either glycerol (), KCl (•), NaCl (N), or polyethylene glycol (F). For () and ()
respectively, data points labeled with the same letter are not statistically different. Note
that the difference between () and () at a single aw was significant at each aw .

which is lower than that for the samples equilibrated with water vapor. Growth
rates on the samples soaked with NaCl (Figure 5.3, •) and KCl (Figure 5.3, N)
solutions again also decrease with decreasing aw and overlap with the results for
samples soaked with glycerol solutions. For aw = 0.97, growth rates on samples
soaked with PEG solutions (Figure 5.3, F) overlap with growth rates on samples
soaked with a glycerol solution. No growth was detected for samples soaked with
a PEG solution of any other aw .

5.3.3

Initial observation times of hyphal growth as a function of
aw and θ

Fitting of the raw data (e.g. Figure 5.2, ) also provided the times at which each
hypha became visible in the used magnification. Figure 5.4 shows the starting
times of hyphae that were followed per aw , for both samples that were equilibrated
and samples soaked with glycerol, NaCl, KCl, and PEG solutions.
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The data from the samples equilibrated with vapor shows the general trend
of the earliest occurrence of growth being delayed with decreasing aw down to
aw = 0.9. Apart from that, also the spread in the times of the individual starting events increases with decreasing aw . On the samples soaked with aqueous
solutions of glycerol and KCl, such a clear trend is absent, whereas on samples
soaked with a NaCl solution, the delay with decreasing aw is pronounced very
strongly. Also the spread in starting events on soaked samples seems to be largely
unaffected by aw .
A set of Welch’s unpaired t-tests shows that, at each individual aw , growth
on the RH-equilibrated samples starts significantly later than on samples soaked
with glycerol solutions, except at aw = 1.0 (p = 0.02 for the comparison at
aw = 0.97, p < 0.001 at aw = 0.93, aw = 0.90, and aw = 0.86).

5.4
5.4.1

Discussion
Measuring hyphal growth rates on a gypsum substrate

The video microscopy setup was used successfully to monitor hyphal growth realtime. This allowed for the determination of hyphal growth rates, which have not
been used to quantify growth on building material substrates before. Monitoring
the colonization of the substrates real-time during the steady-state experiments
provided new insights on the hyphae’s attachment to these substrates. Further,
the data matches older studies of the relation between growth and steady state RH
well. The general trend of decreasing growth on building materials with decreasing
RH has been described before for most common building materials and for many
indoor fungal species (e.g. Grant et al., 1989; Pasanen et al., 1992; Chang et al.,
1995; Chang and Foarde, 1996; Viitanen et al., 2010). A similar trend with aw ,
with an optimum in the growth rates just below aw = 1, has been observed for
many fungi on agar before (e.g. Ayerst, 1969; Magan and Lacey, 1984). Further,
while it is known that the critical RH (i.e. the RH below which no growth
occurs) can vary with the substrate material and fungal species (Clarke et al.,
1999; Kuenzel2001), a critical RH of 85% has been reported for P. rubens on
equilibrated gypsum specifically (Adan, 1994; Nielsen et al., 2004; Viitanen et al.,
2010). This corresponds well to the critical RH of about 86% found here. Note
that our substrate is different from the gypsum tested by Viitanen and Nielsen, as
it has Czapek mixed in, but similar to the gypsum Adan used. Interestingly, the
critical aw for P. rubens under ideal circumstances, i.e. on MEA, has been found
to be 0.79 (Grant et al. 1989), which is also the critical aw we found for soaked
gypsum samples.
It should be stressed that, as mentioned in Chapter 3, the resolution and
contrast of the images is not sufficient to resolve ungerminated conidia on the
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Figure 5.4: The moments in time that observed hyphae become visible in the used
magnification. Starting events are grouped per activity and per sample type. Bars indicate
the 25%-75% interval of events, horizontal lines mark the 100% interval, vertical lines
mark the median number of data points. For the results from equilibrated samples and
those from samples soaked with glycerol solutions, results labeled with the same letter are
not statistically different. Note that a comparison in starting times between equilibrated
samples and glycerol samples showed that growth started significantly earlier at soaked
samples at each aw save aw =1.0 (*).
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gypsum substrate. The hyphae observed on gypsum therefore likely are developed
hyphae rather than germ tubes or primary hyphae. A SEM study of Bekker et
al. (2012), who observed germination on similar substrates within 8 hours after
inoculation, affirms this. Further, the constant growth rate observed for hyphae
on gypsum is typical for developed hyphae of sufficient length (Prosser and Tough,
1991; Gougouli and Koutsoumanis, 2013), although it is possible that hyphae were
not followed long enough to detect changes in growth rate. It is not clear whether
the hyphae observed on gypsum should already be considered aerial mycelium. A
plausible assumption is that the shifting and displacement of hyphae as illustrated
in Figure 5.1 happens due to hyphal tips colliding with or tipping over the rough
surface. This would suggest that observed hyphae are still growing close and
roughly parallel to the surface. Since the microscopy images provide a 2D top
view of a 3D geometry, however, this remains speculative. Contrast on agar is
better due to its smoother surface, and there hyphae are observed much earlier
after inoculation. Hyphae on agar also accelerate, which is typical for primary
hyphae growing from germinated conidia (Prosser and Tough, 1991; Gougouli
and Koutsoumanis, 2013). When comparing growth rates on agar with those on
other substrates, this possible difference in developmental stage should be taken
into account.

5.4.2

The influence of moisture content on growth on porous substrates

The increased growth rates and lowered critical aw on substrates soaked in glycerol
solutions as compared to samples equilibrated with vapor (Figure 5.3) indicate that
the moisture content affects growth rates independently from water activity. A
similar conclusion might be drawn from the comparison of growth rates on agar
and gypsum, as illustrated in Figure 5.2, which showed that growth on high-θ
Czapek agar was significantly faster than growth on low-θ gypsum, even when aw
and nutrient conditions were similar. Further, the results in Figure 5.4 suggest that
a lower θ leads to a delay and greater spread in the germination and development
of hyphae.
These results confirm the hypothesis that a higher θ in the gypsum leads
to faster colonization by P. rubens independently of the aw . This could be further tested in a number of ways. Firstly, since branching could not be clearly
recognized with the video microscopy setup, the movies provide no complete measure for biomass increase on the substrate. Macroscopic methods such as the
measurement of ergosterol production (Bjurman, 1994; Nielsen et al., 2004), heat
production (Wadsö, 1997; Li and Wadsö, 2013), or colony forming unit production
(Pasanen et al., 2000) could be used to measure biomass increase as a function of
θ. Secondly, measurements in this work did not include conidiation times. These
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could be measured macroscopically with an assessment of surface discoloration
(e.g. Bekker, 2014). The video microscopy method presented here could also be
used to detect the earliest formation of conidiophores.
It is stressed that a significant difference was seen between growth on soaked
and equilibrated samples at aw = 1. In this case, the high-θ samples were soaked
with pure water. This confirms that θ influences hyphal growth even in the absence
of the solutes that were used in the soaking solutions of lower aw . While it is
common practice to use glycerol as an agent to tune the aw of agar (Ponizovskaya
et al., 2001; Judet et al., 2008; Sautour et al., 2003), it is also known that P.
rubens and many other fungi use and produce glycerol to defend against osmotic
stress (Luard, 1982a, 1982b; Blomberg and Adler, 1992; also see Chapter 2).
Further, (Patriarca et al., 2011) suggest that glycerol could increase growth rates
by serving as an additional carbon source. The growth on samples soaked with
glycerol solutions might therefore have been accelerated by the additional glycerol,
in addition to acceleration due to a higher θ. Similarly, K+ and Na+ ions too
are known to serve as compatible solutes in the osmotic stress response (Luard,
1982a), although the salts NaCl and KCl are generally considered to be inhibitory
rather than stimulating when compared to glycerol as an osmolyte (Parra et al.,
2004; Deacon, 2006). Although NaCl definitely inhibited growth by delaying
germination and development of hyphae, hyphal extension rates on the KCl and
NaCl samples were comparable to those on glycerol samples. This suggests that
the glycerol did not significantly influence growth speeds by serving as an extra
carbon source. We cannot, however, rule out the possibility of glycerol, NaCl, or
KCl influencing growth rates on soaked samples as compatible osmolytes to some
extent.
The measurements on PEG samples gave no extra information. No growth
occurred at aw below 0.97, even for aw at which growth was viable on gypsum
in equilibrium with water vapor. This indicates that PEG had an inhibitory effect
on growth that went beyond aw stress. PEG is considered an inert solute that is
not taken up by fungi and used as such in experiments on agar (Hallsworth and
Magan, 1999; Ramirez et al. 2004). It is, however, also known to change the
properties of cell membranes during cell transformation protocols (Kawai et al.,
2010). It is possible that PEG is fatal for fungi in environments where resources
are not as abundant as on culture media, although the exact reason for PEG’s
inhibitory effect is unclear. The effect of growth rates increasing with increasing
θ can be explained by an increase in resource availability for the fungus. As the θ
of a gypsum sample increases, pores are gradually filled, improving fungal access
to water and nutrients in several ways. Firstly, water will become more abundant
on the substrate surface, leading to an increase in hypha-water contact. Since
contact with liquid water provides access to both nutrients and the water needed
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for hyphal extension, the availability and uptake of these resources will increase
with θ. Secondly, as was described in Chapter 4, as θ increases, the water films
that are stored in the pores become thicker and better interconnected. This allows
for more or faster diffusion of nutrients through the substrate’s bulk towards its
surface, where they become available for uptake. The flow of water towards hyphae
could be limited by θ in a similar way, although this would presumably only limit
growth when θ were so low that the volume of water in the vicinity of the hyphae
became comparable to the volume of the hyphae. The above explanation can
be extended to include the extreme case of agar, with a θ of close to 100%,
on which both hypha-water contact and nutrient diffusion would be even higher
than on moisture saturated gypsum. Although we cannot distinguish from these
experiments which of these effects dominate growth limitation, it is stressed that
these effects are each fundamentally different from the osmotic influences of aw
on growth.

5.4.3

Concluding remarks

We successfully measured hyphal lengths with video microscopy to quantify fungal
growth on gypsum. This revealed clear differences between growth on building
material substrates and growth on the ideal substrates that are usually used in
the lab. Specifically, the real-time nature of the images revealed that hyphae on
gypsum are less adhered and aligned to the surface than hyphae on agar. More
importantly, in a comparison of hyphal growth rates on equilibrated and soaked
gypsum substrates, we confirmed our hypothesis that the growth rates of hyphae
on gypsum decrease not only with decreasing water activity, but with decreasing
moisture content as well. Water activity and moisture content have distinct effects
and play a different role.
A few authors have previously proposed that small increases in θ induced
by sorption hysteresis may lead to an increase in growth (Adan, 1994; Li and
Wadsö, 2013). The results in this work are in line with such suggestions. Up till
now, however, the effects of θ on growth have been mostly overlooked, possibly
because θ is by definition constant and close to 100% in agar substrates. The
confirmation that θ affects growth is important for the study of indoor fungal
growth, as θ inherently varies with RH in a porous building material system.
This also underlines the importance of performing growth experiments on ’real’
materials when studying indoor fungal growth.
Further research is needed to determine the principles behind the limiting
effects of θ. Effort should be made to support explanations with a microscopic
model of the interactions between hyphae, water, and porous substrate. Future
experiments trying to link growth speeds to the state of water in porous substrates
would greatly benefit from methods allowing a more refined control over the dis-
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tribution of water on the substrate surface, which is a challenge in itself. Thanks
to its non-destructive and real-time nature, the video microscopy method used in
this work is well suited to investigate the response of hyphae to more realistic,
dynamic indoor moisture conditions.

Chapter 6

Hyphal growth of Penicillium
rubens on gypsum after a
period of low relative
humidity
6.1

Introduction

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the influence of aw or RH on growth has been mainly
been investigated with steady-state growth experiments, either on agar or porous
materials. Typically, the indoor RH is not steady-state, but rather fluctuates due
to changing temperature gradients and due to household activities such as cooking
or bathing. While the indoor humidity is typically below the RH threshold for
mold growth on average, it has been shown that transient periods of high RH are
sufficient for sustaining mold growth on indoor surfaces (Pasanen et al., 1992a;
Adan, 1994; Viitanen et al., 2010; Johansson et al., 2013; Johansson, 2014). A
full picture of indoor fungal growth therefore needs to include detailed knowledge
of how the fungi survive and respond to the recurring periods of low RH that
interrupt the humidity conditions suitable for growth.
Several authors have studied the effect of transient humidity on fungal
growth on various building materials, such as gypsum (Adan, 1994; Bekker, 2014),
wood (Viitanen, 1997; Johansson 2013), or concrete (Viitanen and Ojanen, 2007).
These workers each performed growth experiments in which fungi on porous substrates were exposed to a cyclic regime of alternating periods of high and low
RH. Because the tested materials, moisture regimes, and fungal species varied
per study, direct comparison of these studies is difficult (Vereecken and Roels,
79
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2012; Dedesko and Siegel, 2015). In general, however, each of these researchers
found that exposure to a cyclic RH lowers the rate of fungal proliferation during
the periods of high RH as compared to proliferation during the same RH at
steady state conditions.
Bekker (2014) focused on the effects of a single period of low RH on
the growth of Penicillium rubens on gypsum substrates. She found that low RH
periods with different characteristics, such as duration and moment of application,
influence growth differently. Moreover, Bekker’s results indicate that mycelium
remains viable during short periods of low RH (< 48 h), whereas regrowth on
substrates exposed to longer periods of low RH seemed to originate only from
conidia that germinated post-desiccation. A limited number of studies on agar
have reported similar phenomena (Diem, 1971; Park, 1982; Luard, 1982; Browning
et al., 2008, Bekker 2014). For growth on porous materials, however, a sound
interpretation is hindered by the lack of direct microscopic data. The studies
so far have used macroscopic methods to quantify growth, i.e., methods based
on measurement of macroscopic properties of fungal colonies as a whole. An
important method used in many previous studies is the assessment of surface
coverage with either stereoscopy (Adan, 1994; Viitanen et al., 2010; Johansson,
2014) or digital images (Nielsen et al., 2004; Bekker, 2014). As such, the effects
of transient humidity conditions on the individual stages of fungal growth, i.e.,
germination, hyphal growth or sporulation, remain unclear.
The aim of this work was to explore how hyphal extension on porous materials is influenced by a single period of low RH. Video microscopy experiments
are reported in which hyphal growth of Penicillium rubens on colored gypsum
was recorded during and after its exposure to low RH. Knowledge of the hyphal
response to RH changes will produce a more complete understanding of indoor
fungal growth and will aid the interpretation of macroscopic studies on indoor fungal moisture relations. Ultimately, this may lay the foundations for new control
strategies for indoor fungal growth.

6.2
6.2.1

Experimental procedures
General procedure for growth experiments

Gypsum samples with Czapek additives and a colored Fe3 O4 layer were prepared
according to the protocols described in Chapter 3 (Section 3.2). Subsequently,
the samples were point-inoculated with conidial suspension (5 μl, 106 ml−1 ) of P.
rubens (Section 3.3). After incubation in the video microscopy setup (Section 3.4,
Figure 3.4), growth was monitored at 1 hour intervals with time-lapse recording
for the duration of the experiments (see Figure 6.1).
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Quantification of fungal growth on the gypsum substrates

The recorded movies were post-processed to quantify the recorded hyphal growth.
As illustrated in Chapter 3 (Section 3.5, Figure 3.7), a MATLAB script was used
to trace the position of individual hyphal tips in a movie as a function of time.
Hyphal length as a function of time, starting from the first sight of growth, could
be determined accordingly. An example of such data is displayed in Figure 6.3a,
which shows the length of 37 individual hyphae that were traced from 2 movies
of a full measurement, plotted as a function of time with t = 0 the moment of
inoculation. The dotted lines mark the period of low RH.
Based on the movies, three aspects of growth were quantified. Firstly, the
growth rate of each individual hypha was determined on the basis of a linear fit,
as illustrated in Figure 6.3a. Secondly, fitting of the hyphal length also allowed
the identification of the first moment in time each hypha becomes visible in the
FOV (shown by the arrow in Figure 6.2a), i.e., the point in time where the observed hyphal length in Figure 6.3 is equal to 0. Thirdly, for each movie, the
moment of conidiation was defined as the timestamp of the last frame in which
no conidiophores could be recognized in the FOV (shown by the arrow in Figure
6.2c).

6.2.3

Growth experiments

The RH exposure of samples during growth experiments is illustrated in Figure
6.1. All samples were initially incubated at RH = 97%. After 96 h, samples were
exposed to a lower RH of certain value RHmin for a period with duration ∆t
(Figure 6.1). The RH was switched back to 97% at the end of the period of low
RH.
To investigate the influence of RHmin , a series of experiments was performed in which RHmin was set at a fixed and constant value of 50%, 60%, 70%,
80% or 90%.
To investigate the influence of ∆t, the measurement series described above
was carried out twice, with ∆t set to 24 h and 1 h, respectively.
As a reference, growth at a steady state RH = 97%, i.e. uninterrupted by
a period of low RH, was measured as well.
Unless otherwise noted, the period of low RH was initiated 96 h after
incubation. However, during the 96 h of fungal growth at RH = 97% prior to
the application of a low RH period, conidiophores bearing new conidia might
already form in the more mature mycelium. To exclude the possible role of these
newly formed conidia, additional measurements were performed in which a period
of RHmin = 50% or 90% and ∆t = 24 h was applied 48 h after inoculation.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of the sequence of humidity steps during experiments. Directly after inoculation at t = 0, samples are stored at RH = 97% for 96 h.
Then, samples are exposed to a period of lower RH with value RHmin with duration ∆t.
The RH returns to 97% after the period of low RH, and the experiment continues until
conidiation is observed on the sample.

After the period of low RH, recording of growth on the samples continued
until conidiation was visible in the FOV. After that, a measurement was terminated
because growth at that point was typically so advanced that hyphae overlapped
extensively and could not be followed. Measurements were performed in triplicate
for every combination of RHmin and ∆t.

6.2.4

Statistical analysis

The general trends in the growth rates as a function of RHmin were investigated
for experiments with both ∆t = 24 h and ∆t = 1 h. Since only trends were
tested and no regression was attempted, RHmin was treated as a categorical
variable. Sample sizes were generally unequal and homogeneity of variances was
not assumed, so a Welch’s one-way ANOVA was used, followed by a Games-Howell
post hoc analysis. All statistical analysis was performed in Microsoft Excel 2010.
An alpha level of 0.05 was used for all statistical tests.
Linear fits of the length of hyphae as a function of time were performed
with MATLAB.
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Results
Main observations before, during, and after application of a
period of low RH

Figure 6.2 displays several time labeled images of growth on the samples during a
typical experiment (∆t = 24 h, RHmin = 90%). The images are cropped frames
of the recorded movies. A typical example of an extending hypha as observed in
the movies is shown in Figure 6.2a. Growth rates measured during the initial 96
h of steady-state RH = 97% (Figure 6.1) served as a reference point for each
experiment, justified on the basis of comparison with the steady state experiments.
The average of these initial growth rates are included per experiment in Figure
6.4. Welch’s one way ANOVA shows that the average initial growth rates are
statistically heterogeneous (F10,49 = 5, P = 2.9 · 10−5 ). However, further analysis
(Games-Howell post hoc tests, P = 0.05) showed that the average initial growth
rate of any experiment did not differ significantly from the average growth rate
during steady-state growth at RH = 97%, which was 8 ± 3 μm/h.
The movies for which ∆t = 24 h show that, within an hour after initiation of
the low RH period (Figure 6.1), hypha cease growing and are suddenly displaced,
as shown in Figure 6.2b. Also, no new growing hyphae appeared during the low
RH period. The sole exception to this occurred for RHmin = 90% and ∆t = 24
h. In that case, 3 hyphae continued to grow during the period of low RH at a
low growth rate (0.7 ± 0.3 μm/h), as shown in Figure 6.3a.
In the case of ∆t = 1 h, the period of low RH was too short to register
whether hyphae were still growing during the period of low RH. However, hyphae
growing before the low RH period could be seen to displace at the initiation of
low RH and did not continue growing from that point onwards (See Figure 6.3b).
The only exceptions occurred in the cases of a RHmin of 90% or 80%, where,
respectively, 5 and 2 hyphae were observed to grow prior to and after the low RH
period.
For every combination of RHmin and ∆t, hyphal growth eventually reinitiated on all samples after the RH was brought back to 97% (Figure 6.1). It
is stressed that hyphal tips that ceased growth during the low RH period did
not resume growth: all hyphae that were seen to grow in the second period of
RH = 97% (apart from the exceptions mentioned above) appeared as newly detected hyphae such as illustrated in Figure 6.2a. The regrowth during the second
period of RH = 97% was influenced by the characteristics of the low RH period,
as will be discussed in the following sections.
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Figure 6.2: Cropped frames of a typical movie produced with the video setup. The scale
bars represent 25 μm. (a) A hypha growing on a gypsum sample exposed to RH = 97%,
at 2 h intervals. The arrow marks the moment right before the hypha becomes visible. (b)
A hypha severely displaces right after a change in RH from 97% to 90%. (c) Formation
of a P. rubens fruiting body at 8 h intervals. The arrow marks the moment of sporulation,
defined as the last frame in which no conidiophores can be recognized.

6.3.2

Influence of a period of lower RH on subsequent hyphal
growth rates

Figure 6.4 shows the average hyphal growth rates before and after the low RH
period as a function of RHmin . For ∆t = 24 h (Figure 6.4a), the growth rate
before and after the low RH period did not differ significantly for a RHmin of
70%, 80%, or 90%. The average growth rates after periods of RHmin = 50%
and RHmin = 60%, however, are substantially higher than the rates before the
low RH period (∼ 8 ± 3 μm/h before, and ∼ 30 ± 15 μm/h after).
For ∆t = 1 h (Figure 6.4b), the post-RHmin growth rates are significantly
higher than pre-RHmin growth rates for each RHmin . The response to a RHmin
of 50% or 60%, however, does not differ significantly from the other responses,
as in the case for ∆t = 24 h.
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Figure 6.3: Hyphal length as a function of time for hyphae growing on gypsum samples
while exposed to a single period of lowered RH with ∆t = 24 h, RHmin = 90% (a) and
∆t = 1 h, RHmin = 60% (b). Per figure, the data was obtained from tracing hyphae in
2 movies of growth on samples exposed to the low RH period. The dotted lines indicate
the period of exposure to RHmin . The growth rate and moment of appearance of each
individual hypha is determined with a linear fit, as illustrated with the dashed line in (a).
t = 0 corresponds to the moment of inoculation.

Figure 6.4: Average growth rates of hyphae growing on a gypsum substrate, before and
after exposure to a period of RHmin with duration ∆t of 24 h (a) or 1 h (b). RH = 97%
before and after the period of low RH. Error bars represent the standard deviation in
the individual results. Welch’s one way ANOVA shows that the averages are significantly
heterogeneous, (F9,55 = 30, P = 2.7 · 10−18 ) for (a), (F9,43 = 14, P = 3.69 · 10−18 ) for
(b). Averages with a different label (a,b,...) are statistically different (Games-Howell post
hoc tests, P = 0.05).
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Figure 6.5: The initial times at which individual hyphae became visible in the FOV of the
microscope, grouped per RHmin . (a) The results from the experiments in which ∆t = 24
h. (b) The results from the experiments in which ∆t = 1 h. The vertical bars indicate
the period of low RH.

6.3.3

Influence of a period of lower RH on the moment of initiation
of subsequent growth

Figure 6.5a shows the moments in time at which individual hyphae became visible
in the FOV, grouped per RHmin . For ∆t = 24 h (Figure 6.5a) and a RHmin of
80% or 90%, the first new hyphae become visible within an hour after the end of
the low RH period and from then, gradually, more hyphae keep appearing. The
appearance of the first new hyphae following a RHmin of 70%, 60% or 50%, on
the other hand, is delayed by 10, 20 or 40 h respectively.
For ∆t = 1 h (Figure 6.5b), new growing hyphae become visible within 1 h
after the end of the low RH period for all RHmin and from then, gradually, more
hyphae keep appearing (also see Figure 6.3b).

6.3.4

Influence of a period of lower RH on subsequent conidiation

The times when conidiation was observed in each movie were collected and shown
in Figure 6.6a. The data is grouped by RHmin and ∆t; the moment of conidiation
for growth at steady-state RH = 97% is included as well. Comparrison of the
average conidiation times for ∆t = 24 h, ∆t = 1 h and ∆t = 0 h (steady-state)
shows no significant difference between the cases of ∆t = 1 h and ∆t = 0 h,
but also shows that conidiation is significantly delayed in the case of ∆t = 24
h compared to both other cases (Welch’s one way ANOVA, F2,10 = 32, P =
3.7 · 10−5 and Games-Howell post hoc tests, P = 0.05).
Further statistical analysis to find a trend in conidiation times with RHmin
was not appropriate due to the small amount of data points per RHmin , which
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was limited by the number of movies. It is important to note, however that the
delay in conidiation for all cases of ∆t = 24 h was more than 48 h, i.e. twice
longer than ∆t.

6.3.5

Regrowth after a low RH period applied 48 h after inoculation

The average growth rates of hyphae growing during the second period of RH =
97% after a period of ∆t = 24 h, applied after 48 h since inoculation, were
8 ± 3 μm/h and 22 ± 4 μm/h for RHmin = 90% and RHmin = 50%, respectively. Furthermore, new growing hyphae appeared immediately after the period
of RHmin = 90%, but was markedly delayed after the period of RHmin = 50%,
as is shown in Figure 6.6b.

6.4
6.4.1

Discussion
Hyphal response to a sudden decrease in RH

The main consequence of hyperosmotic shock to a fungus is an outflow of water
that results in loss of turgor (Deacon, 2006). On agar, immediate loss of turgor
in filamentous fungi has been shown to cause the hyphae to loose rigidity, shrink,
and curl up (Deacon, 2006; Park, 1982; Lew, 2011). This may explain the observed shifting of hyphae right after the initiation of the period of low RH, which
essentially constitutes a hyperosmotic shock.
The steady-state RH below which no growth occurs was previously determined to be 86% for specifically P. rubens on gypsum (Adan, 1994; van Laarhoven
et al., 2015). This means hyphal growth could be expected during a period with
RHmin = 90% (Figure 6.3a), but not during RHmin ≤ 80%. It is noted that the
hyphal growth rates observed here during RHmin = 90% (0.7 ± 0.3 μm/h) fall
within the spread of hyphal growth rates previously observed for P. rubens on gypsum at steady-state RH = 90% (1.6 ± 1 at steady-state RH = 90%, see Chapter
5). Still, even for RHmin = 90%, only 2 out of 9 followed hyphae continued growing past the initiation of the low RH period. It is likely that the other hyphae
lost turgor and therefore ceased growing. On agar, Luard (1982) observed that P.
chrysogenum, a fungus very closely related and similar to P. rubens (Houbraken
et al., 2011), took 8 hours to regain turgor and resume growth after a decrease in
aw from 0.99 to 0.95. After a decrease from 0.99 to 0.93 or lower, however, she
observed no recovery of growth at all. This matches our observation that hyphae
that cease growth do not recover during the 24 h period of RH = 90%.
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Figure 6.6: The initial moments in time when conidiation became visible in the microscope’s FOV (see Figure 3c) on samples that were exposed to a period of RHmin for
∆t. The first observation of conidiation was measured with respect to t=0, the time
of inoculation. Circles mark the times at which the first conidiophores were observed in
individual movies, bars mark the average value. The cases ∆t = 0 h and ∆t = 1 h were
not significantly different, but the case of ∆t = 24 h was statistically different from both
(Welch’s one way ANOVA, F2,10 = 32, P = 3.7 · 10−5 and Games-Howell post hoc tests,
P = 0.05). The amount of data points per RHmin was too small for further statistical
analysis. The black area on a bar indicates the period of low RH. (b) The times at which
individual hyphae became visible when a 24 h period of lower RH was applied 48 h after
inoculation, grouped per RHmin . The vertical bar indicates the period of low RH.

6.4.2

Resumption of hyphal growth following rewetting after a period of low RH

Our results indicate that, for any considered combination of ∆t and RHmin ,
the mycelium that developed prior to the period of low RH remains viable and
produces new hyphae upon rewetting. We suggest this based on the following
observations:
Firstly (A), following the end of all low RH periods with ∆t = 1 h, several
new growing hyphae appeared within an hour (Figure 6.5b). The same occurred
after periods of RHmin ≥ 80% and ∆t = 24 h (Figure 6.5a). The fast appearance
of these growing hyphae indicates that they originate from the previously developed
mycelium.
Secondly (B), after periods of RHmin ≤ 60% with ∆t = 24 h, appearance
of the first new hyphae was delayed for 20 h or more. However, regrowth occurred
at a highly increased extension rate. The dramatically increased extension rate
indicates a clear response to the low RH period. This suggests that this regrowth
originates from structures that have retained some memory of the period of low
RH, i.e. the mycelium.
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Based on the delayed conidiation after a period of low RH with ∆t = 24 h
(Figure 6.6a), one might alternatively conclude that all regrowth in this case stems
from previously ungerminated conidia rather than the old mycelium: a completely
new colony has to develop before conidiation can occur. Such a response to a
period of low RH was, for instance, previously suggested by Bekker (2014). It
is stressed, however, that conidiation is also delayed in the cases of ∆t = 24 h,
RHmin = 80% or 90%, which are cases where hyphal growth resumes immediately
upon rewetting after the period of low RH. Thus, a delay in conidiation should
not necessarily be equated to the unviability of the old mycelium.
Still, It is stressed that, apart from regrowth from the old mycelium, it is
possible that previously ungerminated conidia might, eventually, germinate and
contribute to regrowth following a period of low RH. This cannot be excluded,
as the currently used methods could not detect conidia or germtube formation.
Germination cannot, however, explain the immediate appearance of hyphae in case
A. Further, it is unlikely that previously ungerminated conidia would respond to a
period of low RH with an elevated growth rate like in case B, since their primary
function is to withstand even more stressful moisture conditions (Griffin, 1994;
Wyatt et al., 2013). Moreover, Bekker (2014) purposefully exposed ungerminated
conidia of P. rubens on gypsum to similar moisture regimes and observed no
differences in growth from those as compared to growth from conidia under a
steady state RH = 97%.
Apart from previously ungerminated conidia, newly formed conidia might
also contribute to regrowth eventually. In the case of a low RH period being applied after 96 h of growth at RH = 97%, new conidia might have already formed,
as shown by a SEM study of Bekker (2012) who observed that conidiation of P.
rubens on gypsum at RH = 97% could occur as early as 92 h after inoculation.
The results shown in Figure 6.6b, however, indicate that hyphal growth responds
similarly to a low RH period applied at 48 h after inoculation as to one applied
after 96h. This suggests that possible newly formed conidia are not crucial to this
response, as the response also occurs in their absence.
Summarizing, we therefore conclude that, for all RH treatments considered,
it is plausible that the previously developed mycelium produces new hyphae. It
should be noted that hyphal tips that cease growth at the start of a low RH period
did not resume growth afterwards. Therefore, it is likely that the observed new
hyphal growth stems from branching from the old mycelium, forming new tips.
Luard (1982) similarly observed regrowth of P. chrysogenum colonies on agar via
branching, which occurred 250 μm behind the leading edge of the colony, 2 h
after a hypoosmotic shock from aw = 0.93 to aw = 0.98. This conclusion does
not match the findings of Park (1982), who exposed P. chrysogenum on agar to
a more severe 168 h desiccation period at RH ∼ 60%. He observed that, 50 h
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after the desiccation, hyphal growth resumed from the center of the colony, from
which he concluded that the new growth stemmed from previously ungerminated
conidia from the inoculum. The hyphal responses to desiccation reported here,
however, cannot be explained with previously ungerminated conidia being the only
source of regrowth after desiccation.

6.4.3

Increased hyphal growth rates after a period of low RH

The mechanism that led to the enhanced growth rate of hyphae that grew after all
periods of duration ∆t = 1 h and the periods of ∆t = 24 h with RHmin ≤ 60%
is unclear and explanations are speculative. One possible explanation might be
that the severe periods of low RH destroy a large part of the previously developed
mycelium. The contents of the destroyed mycelium might then provide additional
resources for the few surviving hyphae.
Another explanation might be a modification of the substrate by the desiccation. When the porous gypsum is dried fast, it might result in transport of
additional Czapek nutrients to the surface of the sample, as has previously been
shown for the drying of aqueous solutions in porous media (e.g. Gupta, 2013).
Additional steady state growth experiments on samples pre-treated with a similar
RH periods (data not shown), however, did not reveal a visible increase in growth
rates.
Another possible explanation involves the fungus actively increasing its hyphal extension rate in response to the lower RH. It is known that fungi can
direct their biomass increase by regulating the allocation of resources in a tradeoff between hyphal branching and hyphal extension (e.g. Trinci, 1974; Prosser,
1991; Heaton, 2012). Typically, hyphal extension rate is favored over branching
frequency in stressful or nutritionally sparse conditions, so that the fungus’ foraging capabilities are increased. Such a reaction might have been triggered by
the lower RH. This could not be confirmed with the method used here, as the
quality of the images was unsuitable for the collection of data on branching and
total biomass production.

6.4.4

Delay of conidiation after a long period of low RH

Compared to growth on samples that were exposed to steady-state RH = 97%,
conidiation was delayed by more than 48 h by a low RH period of ∆t = 24
h whereas ∆t = 1 h did not delay conidiation significantly. To our knowledge,
a common expectation is that water stress leads to earlier conidiation in fungi,
although little literature is available on this subject (Abdel-Hadi and Magan, 2009;
Duran, 2010). Our observation that conidiation of P. rubens on gypsum is delayed
by a 24 h exposure to even mildly lower RH therefore does not match with this
expectation. More research is needed to explain this mismatch.
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Insufficient data points were collected per RHmin to perform a statistical
test for trends with RHmin , but it is stressed that conidiation is also delayed in
the cases of ∆t = 24 h, RHmin = 80% or 90%, which are cases where hyphal
growth resumes immediately upon rewetting after the period of low RH. The
knowledge that conidiation may respond differently to moisture history than the
progression of mycelial growth is important for the interpretation of experiments in
which the assessment of growth depends on the visibility of conidia (e.g. Nielsen
2004, Bekker, 2014). Bekker, for instance, performed growth experiments with P.
rubens on gypsum in which she assessed substrate discoloration after desiccation.
From a delay in conidiation after a severe desiccation (48 h, RHmin = 15%), she
concluded that regrowth originated only from previously ungerminated conidia.
In contrast, the data on hyphal growth rates presented here indicates that part
of the regrowth may stem from the previously established mycelium even while
conidiation is delayed.

6.4.5

Concluding remarks

In conclusion, we have identified several ways in which a period of low RH influences hyphal growth of P. rubens on gypsum for the first time. Firstly, growing
tips exposed to a desiccation of any considered duration or RH become unviable for further growth afterwards. Secondly, however, growth of new hyphae will
eventually occur. Thirdly, at least part of these new hyphae originate from the
mycelium that developed prior to the low RH period, which indicates that parts
of the mycelium other than the tips remain viable during all moisture regimes
considered. Fourthly, a period of low RH can change the hyphal growth rates
afterwards. Finally, both the moment of production of new hyphae and that of
new conidia can be delayed by a period of low RH, which indicates that current
fungal growth can be dependent on past moisture conditions.
It is stressed that the evidence for regrowth from the old mycelium after a
period of low RH is indirect, in the sense that it is inferred from the measured
timescales that are involved with regrowth after the low RH period. The conclusions presented in this work could be strengthened by using stronger microscopy
methods that are able to record branching of the mycelium directly, although this
will not be trivial in the case of porous substrates.
A limitation of the methods used in this work is that they provide little
information on the total fungal biomass produced as a function of time. In the
future, such information in concert with the data on hyphal growth rates could
be used to construct a more comprehensive picture of mycelial colonization rates
of gypsum and other building materials. Data on biomass formation could be
obtained from enhanced post-processing of the movie data, or from other, macroscopic methods designed specifically for the task, such as ergosterol determination
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(Nielsen et al., 2004) or the assessment of thermal output (Wadsö, 1997).
Future work should include using the methods presented here to gain further
insight in the effects of desiccation of hyphal growth. More complex RH-schemes
could be used to investigate the effect of multiple desiccations on subsequent development, to support the work of previous authors on the effects of cyclic humidity
conditions (Adan, 1994; Viitanen and Ojanen, 2007; Johansson et al., 2013). On
the other hand, as previously mentioned, a desiccation actually consists of two
consecutive shocks, so investigating the effects of these shocks separately with an
even simpler RH-scheme might prove valuable for obtaining a more structured
insight in the fungal response to desiccation. The methods could also be used
to test novel compounds or materials that inhibit growth of moulds on indoor
surfaces under simulated real conditions. Another interesting extension of the
current work might be to investigate the response of other species, which might
respond to transient humidity conditions differently. Indeed, there are indications
that phylloplane indoor species of the Cladosporium genus (Park, 1982; Segers et
al., 2016) withstand transient humidities better than Penicillium.

Chapter 7

The influence of water
activity during conidiation of
Penicillium rubens on
conidial water sorption and
subsequent hyphal growth
7.1

Introduction

The fungal colonization of a substrate starts with the germination of a spore
that meets the right environmental and nutritional conditions. The impact of
the ongoing moisture conditions in terms of water activity (aw ) on the kinetics
of germination and on subsequent mycelial growth have been studied extensively
(e.g. Ayerst, 1969; Magan and Lacey, 1984; Sautour et al., 2000; Ponizovskaya
et al., 2011). Fungal growth, however, may be influenced not only by the current
aw , but also by aw -history dating from before germination. It has been shown that
the physiological state of spores may be influenced by the aw of the environment
in which they were formed, with potential consequences for their later behavior
(Dantigny and Nanguy, 2009).
Knowledge of the impact of aw during sporulation on the subsequent germination and growth from spores contributes to a fuller picture of fungal moisture
relations. Moreover, such knowledge is valuable within the context of experimental research on fungal growth. In many studies, inoculation is performed with
spores that are produced in the laboratory under optimal conditions for growth,
most likely with properties that differ from conidia formed in, for instance, the
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actual indoor environment (Dantigny and Nanguy, 2009). Understanding this
property-history relationship is crucial for a sound interpretation of experimental
results.
Studies with several food spoilage fungi and insect pathogenic fungi have
shown that their conidia carry increasing amounts of endogenous sugars and polyols such as glycerol, erythritol or trehalose when they are formed at decreasing aw .
Moreover, it was shown that conidia with such increased endogenous reserves had
higher viability and accelerated germination (e.g. Chandler et al., 1984; Halsworth
and Magan, 1995; Nesci et al., 2004; Magan, 2006). Further, it was shown that
germ tubes from conidia formed at lower aw had higher extension rates for several
fungi (Halsworth and Magan, 1995), including Penicillium chrysogenum (Judet et
al., 2008), which is closely related to P. rubens. Judet et al. (2008) suggested
that the enhancement of germination might be due to enhanced water uptake
capabilities caused by a bigger aw gradient across the cell membrane, induced by
the increased amounts of endogenous compatible solutes. The influence of the
aw during sporulation on the extension rates of hyphae beyond the germination
stage has not been studied to date.
The goal of the experiments presented in this chapter is twofold. Firstly,
the water vapor sorption of conidia of P. rubens that were formed at lower aw was
investigated, to verify whether endogenous polyol reserves can be used to attract
water. Dynamic Vapor Sorption (DVS) was used for this. Secondly, the effect of
aw during sporulation on hyphal growth rates in mycelium originating from such
conidia was investigated on both agar and gypsum substrates. This contributes
to a fuller description of fungal moisture relations.

7.2
7.2.1

Experimental procedures
Production of culture medium with adjusted aw

Plates of Malt Extract Agar (MEA) with modified aw were prepared from an
autoclaved mixture of 25 g MEA (Oxoid) and 500 ml of aqueous NaCl (Merck)
solution. The aw of the NaCl solution was controlled through the concentration
of NaCl according to Chen (1989). An aw -meter (Labtouch-aw Basic, Novasina)
was used to determine the aw of the agar plates after solidification.

7.2.2

Preconditioning and harvesting of conidia

MEA plates with adjusted activity were inoculated by spreading 0.1 ml of stock
conidial suspension of Penicillium rubens (strain CBS 401.92; CBS Fungal Biodiversity Centre, Utrecht, The Netherlands) with a concentration of 7·106 spores/ml
over the plate with a spatula. The inoculated plates were then stored at 23 ◦ C
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until sporulation occurred. By subsequently harvesting conidia from these plates,
conidia developed at a controlled aw were obtained. The aw of the plates used for
harvesting was 0.86 ± 0.005, 0.89 ± 0.005, 0.91 ± 0.005, 0.93 ± 0.005, 0.95 ± 0.005
or 0.98 ± 0.005. Colonies on plates with an aw below 0.86 did not sporulate.
Conidia were also harvested from unmodified MEA plates (with aw = 0.99).
Dry, i.e., unwashed conidia where harvested from well sporulating colonies
on the aw -adjusted plates by rolling 0.71 - 1.00 mm sized glass beads (Sigma) over
the colony surface with a pair of tweezers. Inspection with a microscope revealed
that conidia stuck to the surface of the glass beads, while no conidiophores or
hyphal fragments were dragged along. To estimate the number of conidia present
on a single glass bead, some glass beads with conidia were put in a volume of
water, which was then vortexed to bring the conidia in suspension. Subsequently,
the concentration of conidia was determined with a hemocytometer. This way, it
was determined that the number of conidia on a single bead was in the order of
105 .
As an alternative method for harvesting, a conidial suspension was harvested. This was done by wetting well sporulating colonies on aw -adjusted plates
with autoclaved, demineralized water that was supplemented with 0.05% Tween80,
and then gently scraping the surface of the colonies. The conidial suspension was
then filtered with sterile glass wool to remove mycelium fragments. Subsequently,
the suspension was two times pelleted by centrifugation, followed by washing with
autoclaved demineralized water with 0.05% Tween80. Then the suspension was
pelleted a third time and suspended in demineralized, autoclaved water. The
concentration of the suspension was determined with a hemocytometer and the
suspension was then diluted to a concentration of 106 conidia/ml.

7.2.3

Ion chromatography

It was investigated how much additional NaCl was carried by dry-harvested, pretreated conidia. To this end, 10 beads with dry-harvested, pretreated conidia
grown at aw = 0.91 were put in demiwater in an Eppendorf tube. The same
was done for dry-harvested conidia grown on MEA (aw = 0.99). The tubes were
vortexed to bring the conidia on the beads in suspension. The concentration of
conidia in the suspension was then determined with a hemocytometer. Subsequently, the tubes were centrifuged to remove beads and conidia from the fluid.
Next, the concentration of Na+ ions of the fluid was tested with an Ion Chromatograph (ICS-90, Dionex). The Na+ concentrations and concentrations of
the conidial suspensions showed that conidia from MEA released approximately
0.5 pg NaCl per conidia to the fluid, whereas conidia from aw = 0.91 released
approximately 5 pg NaCl per conidia.
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Dynamic vapor sorption measurements on dry conidia

Dynamic Vapor Sorption (DVS) apparatus (TA instruments, Q5000SA) was used
to find the effect of the aw pre-treatment on the water vapor sorption of conidia.
DVS monitors the moisture content of a sample gravimetrically (precision of 0.1
μg) while exposing it to a controlled RH.
For each measurement, 30 glass beads with dry-harvested conidia were used
as sample for the DVS. Prior to harvesting the conidia, the 30 clean glass beads
were weighed with the DVS, so that the total weight of harvested conidia could
be determined later on. After each measurement, the 30 beads with conidia were
put in demi water to put the conidia in suspension and the concentration was
counted with a hemocytometer to determine the number of conidia on the beads.
During each measurement, conidia were exposed to a set of different RHs.
The conidia were initially equilibrated with RH = 60%. The RH was subsequently
changed to 67%, 74%, 76%, 78%, 80%, 82%, 84%, 86%, 88%, 90%, 92%, 94%,
96%, and 98%. Next, the same set of RHs was applied in reverse order and the
RH then continued down to 50%, 40%, 30%, 20%, 10%, and 0%. Finally, the
complete sequence from 0% back to 98% was repeated once more. After each
RH step, conidia either attracted or relinquished water, which was gravimetrically
monitored by the DVS. A new step in RH was initiated only after the sample
weight stabilized, i.e. when its weight had not changed more than 0.01% during
the last 30 minutes of exposure.

7.2.5

Hyphal growth rates on gypsum

Hyphal growth rates originating from pre-treated conidia on gypsum were determined with video microscopy (van Laarhoven et al., 2015; also see chapter 3).
Colored gypsum substrates with added Czapek were inoculated by pipetting 5 μl
of conidial suspension onto them. Samples were then dried for 20 minutes on an
analytic balance (Mettler Toledo) until the fluid from the suspension had evaporated. Subsequently, the inoculated samples were incubated in sealed containers
in which the RH was controlled with aqueous glycerol solutions of defined aw
(Forney and brandl, 1992). Samples were incubated at an RH of either 97% or
90%. After incubation, an image of the sample surface was taken every hour with
a digital microscope (Dino-Lite 7013MZT, numeric aperture 0.22, optical resolution ∼ 1.5 μm). This way, movies of hyphal growth were recorded. The hyphal
growth rates were determined from these images with a custom MATLAB script.

7.2.6

Colony diameter extension rates on agar

In addition, average hyphal growth rates originating from pre-treated conidia
on agar were determined by measuring colony diameter as a function of time.
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MEA plates with an adjusted aw of either 0.90 or 0.99 were inoculated with dryharvested, pre-treated conidia by putting a single glass bead with conidia at the
center of the plates. Alternatively, the plates were point-inoculated with washed,
pre-treated conidia by pipetting 5 μl of conidial suspension at the center of the
plate. The inoculated plates were then stored at 23 ◦ C. To quantify colony extension rates, photographs of the colonies were taken every two days with digital
camera (Nikon). The size of the colonies as a function of time and, subsequently,
the colony extension rates were determined from the images with MATLAB as
reported by Bekker (2014).

7.2.7

Dry conidia on microscope slides

To inspect the water sorption of pre-treated conidia visually, conidia were dryharvested from well sporulating colonies by pressing a clean microscope slide onto
the colony. Prior to harvesting, the microscope slides were cleaned with demiwater
and isopropanol. Subsequently, the microscopy slides with pretreated conidia were
incubated in transparent containers with a RH of either 51%, 89% or 96%, as
controlled by glycerol solutions at the bottom. 3 hours after incubation, conida
were inspected with a brightfield microscope (Zeiss).

7.3
7.3.1

Results
Water sorption of pretreated conidia

DVS was used to investigate how the water sorption of conidia is affected by
the aw during conidiation. Figure 7.1a shows the sorption isotherms of conidia
formed under aw ranging from 0.99 to 0.86. These describe the weight of conidia
and the water they attract while equilibrating with a certain RH, wherein the
increase in weight indicates the adsorption of more water. Each individual sorption isotherm has a typical type III shape (Brunauer, 1940), meaning the weight
increases monotonously and largely exponentially with increasing RH. During a
measurement, when conidia are in equilibrium with RH = 0%, the weight measured by the DVS represents the ’dry’ weight of the conidia. Two general trends
in the data can be distinguished:
Firstly, the dry weight on conidia increases with decreasing sporulation aw .
The dry weight data obtained from the sorption isotherms is plotted as a function
of the pre-treatment aw in Figure 7.1b. It is observed that once the pre-treatment
aw lies below 0.93, the weight of the formed conidia increases. Approximately,
there is a factor 6 difference between the lightest conidia formed at aw = 0.99
and the heaviest conidia, formed at aw = 0.89.
Secondly, it can be seen that conidia formed at lower aw have a higher water
uptake. Comparing the conidial dry weight to the maximum weight obtained at
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Figure 7.1: (a) Sorption behavior of conidia formed at different aw . The sorption
isotherm data shows the combined weight of a single conidium and the water it attracts
as a function of RH. The arrow marks the direction of the aw during conidiation. (b)
The weight of conidia that equilibrated with RH = 0%, i.e. the dry weight, as a function
of the aw at which they were formed.

RH = 98%, it is seen that conidia formed at aw = 0.86 and aw = 0.89 attract
around 7 times their own weight in water, conidia formed at aw = 0.91 attract
about 5 times their weight in water, conidia formed at aw = 0.93 and aw = 0.95
attract around 3 times their weight in water and conidia formed at aw = 0.99
attract around once their weight in water.
Figure 7.1a shows that conidia formed at aw ≤ 0.89 attract over 1 ng
of water. This corresponds to a volume of 1 pl, which is enormous compared
to the typical volume of the conidia of P. rubens. Freshly formed conidia have a
typical diameter of 3 μm, or a volume of approximately 0.015 pl. Later, during the
swelling stages of germination, P. rubens’ conidia may increase to typically 5 μm in
diameter, i.e. to a volume of approximately 0.065 pl (Samson et al., 2010; Bekker,
2012). It is therefore very unlikely a conidium absorbs 1 pl water into its interior.
Conidia in equilibrium with a controlled RH were monitored with a microscope
to see whether all water was absorbed. Figure 7.2 shows images of conidia on
glass slides in equilibrium with different RHs. It can be seen that conidia formed
at aw = 0.87 or aw = 0.90 lie in a small water droplet when in equilibrium with
RH = 89% and RH = 96%. Moreover, the droplets appear to be slightly bigger
for higher RH. For RH = 50% and for conidia grown at aw = 0.99, no such
water droplets were observed. This suggests that the attracted water measured
with the DVS (Figure 7.1) is for a large part located outside the conidia.
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Figure 7.2: Images of dry-harvested conidia on microscope slides that are equilibrated
with a certain RH (51%, 89%, or 96%). The conidia were harvested from either regular
MEA (aw = 0.99) or MEA with NaCl added to set the aw to 0.90 or 0.87. At RHs of
89% and 96%, conidia from w = 0.87 or aw = 0.90 have attracted a visible amount of
water, as indicated by the dashed circle. The scale bar represents 10 μm.

7.3.2

Hyphal growth rates originating from pretreated conidia

To study the effect of aw during the formation of conidia on hyphal growth rates in
the mycelium that grows from those conidia, growth experiments were performed
on both agar and gypsum substrates with pre-treated conidia.
In growth experiments on agar, hyphal growth rates were quantified in terms
of the colony diameter extension rates. Experiments were performed with both
regular MEA and MEA with aw set to 0.90 through NaCl addition. Figure 7.3a
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Figure 7.3: The effect of aw pretreatment of conidia on subsequent hyphal extension
rates. (a) Extension rates of colonies on MEA (squares) or MEA with a lowered aw of
0.90 (circles). Error bars fall within the symbols (n = 3). The agar was inoculated with
either conidial suspension (closed symbols) or with dry-harvested conidia (open symbols).
(b) Hyphal extension rates on gypsum equilibrated with vapor of RH = 97% () or
RH = 90% (). The hatched lines represent the standard deviation in measured growth
rates (n ≥ 15).

shows the diameter extension rates of colonies inoculated with conidia formed
at different aw . The data shows no clear trend in extension rates with changing
pretreatment aw on either MEA or MEA with aw = 0.90. Moreover, no substantial
difference is seen between the extension rates of colonies inoculated with dry
conidia (open symbols) and those inoculated with conidial suspension (closed
symbols).
In the growth experiments on gypsum, the hyphal extension rates of individual hyphae were obtained with video microscopy. Experiments were performed
with both high and low RH (97% and 90%). Figure 7.3b shows the average
hyphal growth rates on gypsum samples inoculated with conidia formed at different aw . The data shows no substantial trend in extension rates with changing
pretreatment aw at either high or low RH.

7.4
7.4.1

Discussion
Origin of the additional water sorption by conidia formed at
low aw

The presence of water droplets around the conidia in equilibrium with the higher
RHs, as shown in Figure 7.2, is only possible when the aw of the droplets matches
those RHs. This suggests that a substantial concentration of solutes is present
in the droplets. Moreover, this matches with the shape of the measured sorption
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isotherms in Figure 7.1, which is generally associated with the sorption of aqueous
solutions (Andrade, 2011).
Since it is known that conidia formed at lowered aw carry higher amounts
of polyols and sugars (Chandler et al., 1984; Halsworth and Magan, 1995; Nesci et
al., 2004; Magan, 2006), the solutes in the attracted water might be such polyols
or sugars, somehow released from the conidia once they are exposed to humid air.
Another possibility, however, is that part of the NaCl used to adjust the aw of the
culture medium becomes attached to the dry conidia and is responsible for the
enhanced sorption. In that case, the observed additional water uptake would be
an artifact of the experimental procedure rather than a modified property of the
conidia.
Further investigation showed, however, that NaCl from the culture medium
cannot be responsible for the additional sorption. Firstly, ion chromatography of
dry harvested conidia subsequently suspended in water showed that a conidium
grown on culture medium with NaCl will release approximately 4.5 pg additional
NaCl as compared to a conidium grown on regular MEA. Figure 7.4 illustrates
the potential impact of 5 pg additional NaCl on the sorption isotherm of conidia
grown on MEA. The theoretical sorption curve of a conidium with 5 pg NaCl
was calculated as the sum of the sorption of a conidium from MEA (Figure 7.1a)
and the sorption of 5 pg NaCl (Chen, 1989). When this is compared to the
sorption of conidia grown at aw = 0.89, two marked differences occur. Firstly,
the sorption of a conidium from MEA with the additional 5 pg NaCl is much
lower than sorption of a conidium from aw = 0.89. Secondly, sorption of the
conidium with NaCl has a distinctive and stepwise jump around RH = 75%.
The latter phenomenon is caused by the fact that NaCl solutions are saturated at
aw = 0.75, the deliquescence point of NaCl (Dupas-Langlet et al., 2013). Once
the RH becomes lower than 75%, all solvent water will therefore evaporate while
the NaCl crystallizes, which causes the step change in sorption. This means that,
even when conidia would contain more than 5 pg NaCl, their sorption behavior
could never match the sorption of conidia formed at aw = 0.89, as illustrated
in Figure 7.4 with the theoretical curve of a conidium from MEA with 136 pg
additional NaCl, 136 pg is the difference in the dry mass of conidia from MEA
and from aw = 0.89. In summary, we therefore conclude that the enhanced water
sorption of conidia formed at lower aw is not caused by NaCl from the culture
medium.
To explore which compatible solutes may cause the observed increase in
water attraction, the sorption of several typical compatible solutes of P. rubens
(Luard, 1982a; Magan, 2006) is compared to the enhanced sorption of a conidium
formed at aw = 0.89 (Figure 7.5a). For each solute, the sorption of an amount
of that solute with a mass equal to the dry mass of the conidium is shown. Of
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Figure 7.4: A simple model describing how the sorption of conidia formed on MEA (◦)
would be modified by the addition of 5 pg NaCl (continuous line) or 136 pg NaCl (dashed
line). The result is compared to the measured sorption of conidia formed at aw = 0.89
(•)

these examples, only the sorption isotherm of glycerol has a shape similar to the
sorption isotherm of the conidia; trehalose, sucrose and erythritol each display
deliquescence at high RH (Lammert et al., 1998; Embuscado and Patil, 2001;
Dupas-Langlet et al., 2013), similar to NaCl. Moreover, the amount of water
sorption of the glycerol matches the sorption of the conidium very well.
To further investigate whether glycerol may explain the increased sorption
of conidia formed at lower aw , the sorption of conidia with additional glycerol
reserves were approximated analogously to the approach shown in Figure 7.4.
Sorption of conidia formed at lower aw was modeled as the sum of the sorption
isotherms of a quantity of glycerol and of conidia formed on MEA. The quantity
of glycerol was chosen equal to the difference between the dry weight of conidia
from MEA and that of conidia from MEA with lower aw . The approximated
and measured sorption isotherms are shown in Figure 7.5b, showing an excellent
match.
This analysis indicates that the water sorption behavior of conidia of P.
rubens formed at lower aw may be related to compatible solutes stored during
sporulation. Glycerol is a likely candidate, as it is the main compatible solute for
Penicillium (Luard, 1982a) and because the sorption isotherms of glycerol and
conidia in Figure 7.5 match perfectly.
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Figure 7.5: (a) Comparison of the sorption behavior of several compatible solutes (lines)
as compared to the measured sorption of a conidium formed at aw = 0.89 (•). For each
polyol, the relation between concentration and aw of its aqueous solution is used to plot
the mass of the solution as a function of RH when the amount of solute is kept constant.
Each time, an amount of polyol corresponding to the dry mass of a conidium was chosen
to visually compare the sorption of the solutions to that of the conidium. (b) a simple
model describing how the sorption of conidia formed on MEA (◦) would be modified
by different amounts of glycerol. The result is compared to the measured sorption of
conidia formed at lowered aw (•). The mass of the glycerol is chosen to be equal to the
difference in dry weight between conidia formed at lowered aw and those formed on MEA.
The modeled sorption (-) is defined as the sum of the sorption of the glycerol solution
and that of the conidia formed on MEA.

If enhanced sorption and increased dry weight of conidia is caused by reserves of compatible solutes like glycerol, produced by the fungus during water
stress, the question arises where these reserves are located: in or on the conidia,
or both? The data presented here indicates that at least part of the reserves is
located on the conidia. Conidia formed at aw = 0.86 have a dry mass of about
140 pg, exceeding the dry mass of conidia formed at aw = 0.99 with around 100
pg. 100 pg of glycerol has a volume of about 80 μm3 . The microscopy data
(Figure 7.2) showed that dry-harvested conidia formed on MEA have a diameter
of around 3.5 μm, or an approximate volume of 20 μm3 , whereas dry-harvested
conidia formed at aw = 0.86 have a diameter of around 4.3 μm, or an approximate volume of around 40 μm3 . It is therefore unlikely that conidia formed at
aw = 0.86 contain 100 pg of glycerol intracellularly. Rather, at least part of the
solutes stored in conidia formed at lowered aw seems to be attached to the conidia
exterior.
Little information is available on possible exterior storage of solutes on
the exterior of newly formed conidia. The formation of a water soluble matrix
of glycoproteins and polysaccharides during conidiogenesis has been reported for
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plant pathogen fungi that form sporodochia or acervulli (Louis and Cooke, 1983;
Montazeri et al., 2003), but never for fungi that produce conidia on simpler conidiophores like P. rubens. The compatible solutes produced and stored by fungi
under water stress conditions are typically regarded as endogenous (Chandler et
al., 1984; Halsworth and Magan, 1995; Nesci et al., 2004; Magan, 2006). These
researchers each worked with washed conidia, which would eliminate the presence
of possible extracellular solutes. It is worth stressing, however, that the findings
of these researchers show that also at least part of the solutes stored in conidia
formed at lowered aw is located in the conidia interior.
Glycerol located on the conidia exterior can easily enable the accumulation
of water outside the conidia. Glycerol located in the conidia interior, however,
needs to diffuse to the conidia exterior before it can do that. Conidia, however,
have a semi permeable cell membrane, which typically regulates the migration of
molecules. Glycerol specifically, for instance, has been shown to be lipoinsoluble,
meaning it is unable to freely migrate through the membrane (Tamas et al., 2000;
Oliveira et al., 2003). This means that active processes or at least opened protein
channels for facilitated diffusion are required for intracellular glycerol to leave the
conidia. Several researchers have reported the loss of endogenous solutes from
fungal spores when they were washed with liquid of a higher aw than that of the
conidia interior, as opposed to washing with isotonic solutions (Luard,1982a; Kelly
and Budd, 1991; Pascual et al., 2002; Ypsilos and Magan, 2004; Magan, 2006).
This indicates that diffusion of solutes from ungerminated conidia is possible,
although the question remains whether this implies active processes in the conidia.

7.4.2

Influence of aw during conidiation on subsequent growth from
conidia

Hyphal growth rates of mycelium on both agar and gypsum substrates were unaffected by the conidiation aw . We conclude that, despite the effects on germination
found by other researchers (e.g. Magan, 2006; Dantigny, 2009), conidiation aw
does not influence growth from conidia of P. rubens in the long term. This may
indicate that the additional solute reserves determined by the conidiation aw are
used up during germination and the initial stages of growth, or that they are negligible compared to the resource uptake of an established mycelium, even on a
substrate as sparse as the gypsum samples equilibrated with RH = 90%.

7.4.3

Concluding remarks

In conclusion, we have measured that conidia of P. rubens that are formed at a
lower aw have a higher dry weight and attract more water from humid air. Both
phenomena can be explained by conidia from lower aw carrying higher amounts
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of compatible solutes, glycerol in particular. Our measurements indicate that at
least part of these solute reserves is located on the conidia exterior, while previous
workers showed that at least part of these is located in the conidia interior. While
previous researchers have seen enhanced conidiation in conidia formed at lower
aw , no effect of the conidiation aw on mycelial growth was found.
We hypothesize that when these conidia are exposed to humid air, hygroscopic solutes on the conidia exterior will attract water and form an aqueous
solution with it. This solution will continue to attract water from the air, while
equilibrating with the air’s RH. Possible internally stored solutes might then
diffuse to the exterior through facilitated diffusion or active processes.
The exact manner of glycerol storage remains unclear. The gravimetric
measurements reported here indirectly indicate the presence of extracellular glycerol. More work is needed to confirm this. To this end, scanning electron microscopy might be used to compare dry harvested, cryo-preserved conidia grown
at different aw to confirm whether modification of the conidia exterior occurs. If
this is the case, it should subsequently be confirmed whether conidia also carry
extracellular resources when formed in realistically sparse conditions, as opposed
to when conidia are grown on MEA which contains nutrients and carbon sources
in abundance. Knowledge of such an extracellular layer of recourses might be
important for further studies of indoor fungal growth; it might influence the early
establishment of growth, starting with adhesion and germination. Moreover, if
such a layer is indeed present, inoculation protocols that involve washing of conidia constitute a severe modification of conidia that would need to be taken into
account in the future.
Previous workers have shown that conidia suspended in water of high aw
lose part of their endogenous reserves. This indicates that intracellular solutes
might be able to migrate to the exterior of conidia exposed to humid air to
aid in the extracellular accumulation of water. It remains unclear whether the
release of these solutes is actively regulated by the conidia or is passively driven
by facilitated diffusion. DVS experiments with conidia deactivated by for instance
exposure to ethanol vapor (Dantigny et al., 2007) or NaN3 (Bekker, 2012) might
be performed to investigate the sorption of conidia for which active release of
solutes is prohibited.
Previous researchers observed enhanced germination on agar due to a lower
aw during sporulation. On gypsum, however, the video microscopy method used
here could not detect germ-tube formation. Investigating germination of pretreated conidia on a vapor equilibrated porous material by other means might be
interesting because of possible effects of the enhanced water sorption of such conidia. Experiments with well defined microscopic patterns on glass surfaces might
be ideal to investigate this.

Chapter 8

Conclusions and outlook
8.1

Conclusions

The work summarized in this thesis contributes to the understanding of the moisture conditions that support fungal growth on porous materials. As a first objective
to this end, a method was developed to monitor hyphal growth on porous substrates. Using this method, three research objectives were pursued: the impact
of substrate moisture content on hyphal growth; the hyphal response to transient
relative humidities; and the impact of water activity during conidiation on subsequent hyphal growth. These three aspects of the moisture relations of hyphal
growth on porous substrates were studied in the context of a specific system: the
indoor fungus Penicillium rubens, growing on gypsum substrates colored with a
thin iron oxide layer and equilibrated with air of controlled relative humidity, at
isothermal conditions. The main conclusions of this work, within the boundaries
of the performed experiments, are summarized here.

Real-time imaging of hyphal growth
A video microscopy method was developed and successfully used to monitor hyphal growth on a porous material real-time, as described in Chapter 3. For the first
time, hyphal growth rates on a porous substrate could be determined real time
and were used as a measure for fungal growth on a porous material. Moreover, in
Chapter 6, this approach made it possible to observe the differentiated responses
of separate microscopic growth stages to transient moisture conditions, which is
outside the reach of macroscopic imaging techniques. Overall, we conclude that
such microscopy study of the fungal colonization process on relevant materials is
viable and worthwhile.
107
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Impact of the moisture content on hyphal growth
In Chapter 5, it was shown that growth rates of hyphae on porous materials
decrease not only with decreasing water activity, but with decreasing moisture
content as well. Water activity and moisture content have distinct effects and
play a different role. In Chapter 4, it was shown that vapor transport is dominant
in vapor equilibrated samples. We therefore hypothesize that the beneficial effect
of increased moisture content is caused by the accompanying increase in access
to nutrients via liquid transport.
The exploratory SEM study in Chapter 3 showed that colony development
on vapor equilibrated gypsum and iron oxide surfaces proceeds at markedly different rates. Here also, we hypothesize that differences in water distribution between
the two surfaces are responsible for the observed differences in growth.
More generally, we therefore conclude that hyphal growth is influenced not
only by the thermodynamic state of water in its environment, but also by the
water’s geometrical distribution.

Hyphal response to transient relative humidities
In Chapter 6, several ways were identified in which a single period of low RH
influences hyphal growth on porous materials. Firstly, growing tips exposed to
a period of low RH immediately cease growth and become unviable for further
growth afterwards. Secondly, however, the mycelium that developed before the
period of low RH remains viable and will eventually produce new hyphal growth,
presumably through branching. Thirdly, the moment of this growth resumption
and the accompanying hyphal growth rates are influenced by the characteristics of
the period of low RH in terms of duration and relative humidity. Finally, conidiation may be delayed by a period of low RH, even when the resumption of hyphal
growth is immediate. Overall, we conclude from this that current characteristics
of fungal growth may be influenced by a history of moisture conditions in the past.

Impact of the water activity during the formation of conidia on subsequent
hyphal growth
In Chapter 7, it was shown that the water activity during conidiation has no effect
on the hyphal growth rates of established mycelium originating from such conidia.
From this we conclude that, ultimately, mycelial growth is not dependent on the
differences in physiological state of conidia induced by the water activity during
conidiation.
It was also found that conidia formed at lower water activity attract a
substantial amount of extracellular water once exposed to humid air. This effect
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increases with decreasing conidiation water activity. The phenomenon can be
explained by conidia formed at lower water activity carrying higher amounts of
compatible solute reserves, glycerol in particular. This also demonstrates a strong
ability of conidia to attract liquid water from vapor in the air.

8.2

Outlook

The work presented in this thesis forms an important step towards a fuller understanding of the moisture conditions that support fungal growth on porous
materials. However, many open questions still remain. Here, we suggest several
ways for building upon our findings in future research, with providing a foundation
for future application in mind.

8.2.1

Improvement of microscopy contrast with fluorescent techniques

This work has demonstrated the suitability of video microscopy to study fungal
growth on porous materials in real-time. In its current form, the method can be a
valuable tool for laboratory studies of growth on porous systems. Still, the current
approach has several limitations to its versatility as a testing environment for
researching fungal growth on porous materials. The most notable limitations are
that contrast of the images produced with this method depends on the substrate
color, and that the achieved contrast is insufficient to resolve germination and
early development of hyphae. A logical step would be to address both limitations
by improving contrast with fluorescence microscopy techniques.
Conventional methods for staining with fluorescent labels (e.g. Hickey,
2004) may not be suitable; those require fungi to grow on a very wet substrate
that contains the labels in solution, which our vapor-equilibrated porous material inherently is not. Moreover, Rather, we think use of fungal strains that are
modified to express the ’Green Fluorescent Protein’ (GFP) (Lorang, 2001) may
be particularly well suited to study fungal growth on any porous material. Advantages are that such fungi produce their own fluorescent labels in quantities that
are easily detected by conventional epifluorescence microscopy but are nonlethal
to the organism. It should be stressed that it is not trivial to get a strain to
express GFP at will, meaning compromises regarding the studied species are likely
necessary. Nonetheless, implementation of this technique would make several additional important aspects of fungal growth on porous substrates accessible for
studying.
Making the method independent of substrate color will circumvent the need
for coloring substrates with an additional porous layer. In light of our conclusions
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that growth is influenced by surface geometry, coloring substrates in that manner
may constitute a significant modification of the substrate. Circumventing this will
therefore result in far greater flexibility in choice of substrates to study. For research purposes, this will aid the study of indoor fungi on their ’natural’ substrates.
Moreover, this opens the possibility to use the method for practical applications
such as testing novel materials that inhibit indoor fungal growth under simulated
real conditions.
Enhancing the contrast of the produced images so that germination and
the development of early hyphae may be resolved will mean the complete fungal
developmental cycle, i.e., germination; hyphal growth and sporulation are available
for study. This will greatly aid in obtaining a complete picture of the growth of
indoor fungi. The enhanced contrast may also make it possible to follow hyphae
consistently enough that branching frequencies may be quantified. This way, the
setup can be used to determine not only hyphal growth rates, but also to estimate
the rate of biomass increase. This will again aid in obtaining a complete picture
of fungal growth on porous materials.

8.2.2

Investigating the influence of geometric properties of porous
substrates on fungal growth

At the start of this work, we set out to investigate fungal growth on a close to
natural indoor substrate. Following our conclusion that the geometric distribution
of water in the micro-environment influences fungal growth, fungal resisting materials may eventually be selected or designed based on their geometric properties.
The conclusion underlines the importance of studying growth on relevant ’real’
materials when attempting to predict or test the susceptibility of indoor materials
to mold. However, to gain a deeper understanding of the influence of a material’s
geometric properties, it might be worthwhile to step away from ’real’ materials
in favor of artificial substrates for which such properties can be controlled and
defined more easily.
One option would be to further focus on the iron oxide particles, used in this
work as a color layer, as the sole substrate material. Preliminary attempts in our lab
to use a lab press to create iron oxide substrate pellets look promising (Ruijten and
Dalderop, 2015). Iron oxide particles with different sizes are commercially available
(e.g. Sigma) and could be used to create surfaces with different geometries on
the microscopic scale.
Glass might serve particularly well as a substrate of which the microscopic
geometry can be controlled. Porous glass with different porous properties is commercially available (Coralpore porous glass, Schott). Moreover, MEMS techniques
such as etching (e.g. Grybowski and Bishop, 2009) or hydrophobic-hydrophilic
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patterning (e.g. Zhang et al., 2007) could be employed to design patterned surfaces to further manipulate the microscopic water distribution.
The porous and geometric properties of gypsum substrates can be controlled to some extent by influencing the crystallization process during curing of
the substrates. This is for instance achieved by varying temperature, the ratio of
the water and calcium sulfate hemihydrate, or by adding specific solutes such as
citric acid to the mixture during curing (e.g. Singh and Middendorf, 2007; Foerthner, 2011). The crystallization of gypsum is, however, a very complex process
that is difficult to predict or control accurately. Moreover, the use of additives
may constitute uncharacterized chemical modifications of the substrate that may
influence fungi in additional ways during experiments. Although this makes gypsum unsuitable for a fundamental study of the impact of surface geometry on
growth, these techniques could be employed in search of indoor surfaces with
fungal growth inhibiting properties.
The first step in follow-up research would be to find whether the geometric
properties of the above or other possible materials can be varied over a big enough
range to influence growth of fungi on them. If such a testing system can be obtained, two research directions seem to be of particular interest. Firstly, to gain
further insight into the direct influence of moisture content and substrate geometry on growth, it should be investigated under steady-state moisture conditions
whether water or nutrient transport to the fungus can be limited by substrate geometry? Secondly, as became apparent in Chapter 4, minute changes in substrate
composition may already lead to marked differences in micro climate development
due to differences in transport properties. Since fungal growth is influenced by
transient micro climates, the influence of the porous geometry of substrates on
growth while exposed to transient RHs should be systematically investigated.

8.2.3

Investigating the influence of the moisture climate on fungal
growth

With or without fungal resistant materials, the moisture climate will always be one
of the most important factors in determining indoor fungal growth. In this thesis,
we learned several things about the response of hyphal growth to variations in
moisture conditions over time. Many important open questions, however, remain.
Firstly, follow-up research on this topic would particularly benefit from the
suggested contrast improvements. In Chapter 6, we saw that developed mycelium
remained viable for regrowth for all tested low-RH periods. Proof for this was,
however, indirect, deduced from the observed response times for regrowth. With
GFP-enhanced contrast, actual branching of existing mycelium after rewetting
might be confirmed. Secondly, it was observed that when a period of low RH is
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severe enough, growth rates after rewetting can be changed as compared to the
growth rates typically expected at that steady state RH. It is not clear, however,
whether this change in growth rate is accompanied by a change in biomass production, which may be an important question for the purposes of remediation of
indoor growth. Again, with enhanced contrast, this might be investigated.
Apart from solidifying knowledge of the fungal response to a single period
of low RH in this way, an important next step is to investigate the response to
second and subsequent periods of low RH with the same level of detail. This
way, a deeper insight can be gained in the observations of previous workers that
exposed fungi to cyclic moisture conditions (e.g. Adan, 1994; Viitanen, 1997;
Johansson, 2014). As different growth behavior was already observed after one
severe period of low RH, it will be interesting to see whether any hysteresis occurs
in the fungal response to low-RH periods.
With remediation of indoor growth in mind, an important follow-up question is what the characteristics must be for a low-RH period to be severe enough
to kill existing mycelium completely. Periods with a duration of up to a day were
tested here. Experiments with macroscopic imaging techniques by Bekker (2014)
indirectly implied that conidia become the sole source of new growth after desiccations of RH=15% for 2 days or longer, i.e., the pre-desiccation mycelium is
completely unviable at that point. This should be confirmed with microscopic
imaging techniques. Building on this, the boundary conditions for mycelium remaining viable should be explored.
If a situation is achieved in which pre-desiccation mycelium is completely
unviable, the germination kinetics of remaining or new conidia determine the
timescales involved with regrowth. In that case, a crucial next step would be
to investigate whether exposure to transient moisture conditions modifies these
germination kinetics, which is currently unknown. Further, while, in Chapter 7, it
was already established that water activity during conidiation does not influence
future hyphal growth rates, an effect of conidiation activity on germination would
still influence the development of the colony as a whole. Germination studies with
conidia from different conidiation activities would at that point be useful to further
investigate the impact of moisture conditions in the past on current growth.
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Summary
Water relations of Penicillium rubens on porous substrates
Growth of fungi in the indoor environment is a widespread, global problem. The
primary concern is that these fungi may excrete a range of particles and substances
that can cause health problems for inhabitants. This thesis aims to aid in the remediation of indoor fungal growth by providing new, detailed knowledge on the
indoor conditions that cause and sustain such growth. Specifically, it investigates
how the thermodynamic state of water in and around porous surfaces influences
the growth of fungi that use these surfaces as a substrate.
The typical fungi that appear indoors are microorganisms that consist of
filamentous, branching cells called hyphae. Together, hyphae form a network,
the mycelium, which is able to take up and redistribute resources needed for
growth. To reproduce, the mycelium of indoor fungi will typically form dedicated
structures that produce spores, or conidia: specialized cells that may be disseminated through the air. When stray conidia encounter an environment suitable for
growth, a new mycelium will sprout from them. This cycle of fungal growth and
development is influenced by many biotic and abiotic factors. In the indoor environment, one of the most critical limiting factors is whether a fungus has access
to water it can absorb, which is crucial to maintain its structure and intracellular
biochemistry. As such, water receives ample attention in remediation strategies
and prediction models for indoor fungal growth.
In the indoor environment, fungi typically grow on porous materials, such
as wood or plaster, which are capable of storing water in their pores. In the worst
case, such water may originate from leakage or flooding. Far more often, however,
porous materials absorb water vapor from the indoor air through adsorption or
condensation, which is already sufficient to sustain fungal growth. This thesis
therefore focuses on vapor absorbed by porous materials as a water source for
fungi. The key property that determines whether water is available to a fungus
for uptake is its chemical potential, often called the water activity. In the case
of water absorbed from the air by a porous material, the activity is controlled
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by a complex interplay of material, temperature, and the chemical potential of
the water vapor, called the relative humidity. An in depth discussion of this
complex system of fungus, material, indoor water, and their interactions is given
in Chapter 2 of this thesis.
In this work, the relations between water and growth on porous materials
were mainly investigated with growth experiments. To limit the amount of interacting parameters, the work is limited to a single fungal species, Penicillium
rubens, and a single type of substrate material, gypsum, which both are relevant
and well studied in the indoor context. Further, to guarantee accurately controlled
moisture conditions, only isothermal conditions are studied. To quantify growth
during experiments, significant effort was devoted to the construction of a video
microscopy method suitable for the real-time determination of hyphal growth
rates. The method is described and characterized in Chapter 3. This is the first
time that growth of individual hyphae on porous materials is quantified in realtime, thereby providing a new and more detailed perspective on fungal growth on
such substrates.
As mentioned above, the water activity of pore water is determined by interactions between material and humid air. The transport properties of the material
play a key role in those interactions. In Chapter 4, the transport properties of
the gypsum samples studied in this work are characterized using Dynamic Vapor
Sorption analysis. Further, a numerical model is used to predict the development of the moisture conditions on the sample surface, the micro climate, as a
function of time when samples are exposed to changes in relative humidity. Accurate knowledge of the micro climate is important for the interpretation of growth
experiments, as it represents the moisture conditions that are actually experienced
by the fungus.
Relative humidity in contact with a porous material not only controls the
water activity of pore water, but also the amount of pore water present in the
material, the moisture content. Knowledge of the effect of moisture content on
fungal growth is currently limited, but will be crucial for a sound interpretation of
experiments that relate relative humidity to fungal growth on porous substrates.
Therefore, growth experiments on substrates with separately controlled water activity and moisture content were performed, which are reported in Chapter 5.
It is shown that moisture content indeed has an effect on hyphal growth that is
separate from the effect of water activity. Increased moisture content leads to
higher hyphal growth rates and lowers the water activity threshold for growth.
In the indoor environment, the relative humidity constantly changes, meaning that indoor fungi are continuously confronted with alternating periods of favorable and unfavorable moisture conditions. Knowledge and experimental observations of how fungal growth responds to transient moisture conditions are
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limited. As described in Chapter 6, therefore, growth experiments were performed
in which fungi on porous substrates were exposed to a single period of low relative
humidity, interrupting otherwise favorable steady-state conditions. It is shown
that such an interruption disrupts the growth of active hyphal tips, which do not
recover afterwards. The mycelium, however, remains at least partly viable and
able to produce new hyphae. Moreover, the growth rate of these new hyphae may
dramatically increase, and the moment of conidiation in the recovered mycelium
can be delayed significantly, depending on the duration and relative humidity of
the interruption. This shows that current growth may depend on past moisture
conditions.
In Chapter 7, it is investigated how the water activity during the formation
of conidia influences the growth of mycelium that will originate from them in the
future. To this end, steady-state growth experiments were performed with conidia
formed at different water activities on both gypsum and agar substrates. No
relations between past conidiation water activity and subsequent hyphal growth
rates were found. Dynamic Vapor Sorption analysis of the conidia did show,
however, that conidia formed at a lower water activity can attract a substantial
amount of extracellular water from humid air. It is argued this can be explained
by these conidia carrying higher amounts of compatible solute reserves, glycerol
in particular. This demonstrates a strong ability of conidia to attract liquid water
from vapor in the air.
This thesis has two general conclusions, which are discussed in Chapter 8.
Firstly, it was shown that, in addition to the effects of water activity, fungal growth
is also influenced by the geometric distribution of water. We speculate that this
is caused by water’s role as a carrier of resources. Secondly, it was shown that
current characteristics of fungal development may be influenced by past moisture
conditions.
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